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Abstract
We prove the finiteness and compatibility with base change of the (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology
and the Iwasawa cohomology of arithmetic families of (ϕ,Γ)-modules. Using this finite-
ness theorem, we show that a family of Galois representations that is densely pointwise
refined in the sense of Mazur is actually trianguline as a family over a large subspace.
In the case of the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve, we determine the behavior at all points.
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1 Introduction
One of the most powerful tools available for the study of p-adic Galois representations is
the theory of (ϕ,Γ)-modules, which provides an equivalence of categories between Galois
representations and modules over a certain somewhat simpler group algebra. To name just
one example, (ϕ,Γ)-modules form a key intermediate step in the p-adic local Langlands
correspondence for the group GL2(Qp), as discovered by Colmez [20]. One key feature of
the theory, which plays a crucial role in the previous example, is that the full category of
(ϕ,Γ)-modules is strictly larger than the subcategory on which the equivalence to Galois
representations take place (namely the subcategory of e´tale (ϕ,Γ)-modules); this makes it
possible (and indeed quite frequent) for an irreducible p-adic Galois representation to become
reducible when carried to the full category of (ϕ,Γ)-modules. This is explained largely
using the theory of slope filtrations for ϕ-modules (as developed for instance in [33]) and
has important applications in Iwasawa theory especially in cases of nonordinary reduction
[42, 43].
One important feature of the theory of (ϕ,Γ)-modules is its compatibility with variation in
analytic families. On the side of Galois representations, this means working with continuous
actions of the Galois group of a finite extension of Qp not on a finite-dimensional Qp-vector
space, but on a finite projective module over a Qp-affinoid algebra (or more globally, a
locally free coherent sheaf on a rigid analytic space over Qp). The work of Berger and
Colmez [10] provides a functor from such Galois representations to a certain category of
relative (ϕ,Γ)-modules (or more globally, to an arithmetic family of (ϕ,Γ)-modules in the
language of [34]). In contrast to the usual theory, however, this functor is fully faithful
but not essentially surjective, even onto the e´tale objects; this somewhat complicates the
relative theory. Another complication is that the theory of slope filtrations does not extend
in a completely satisfactory way to families; see [34] for discussion of some of the difficulties.
This paper primarily concerns itself with the relative analogue of the theory of Galois
cohomology for (ϕ,Γ)-modules. The mechanism for computing Galois cohomology of p-adic
Galois representations on the side of (ϕ,Γ)-modules was introduced by Herr, and it was
later shown by Liu [36] (using slope filtrations) that this extends in a satisfactory way to
all (ϕ,Γ)-modules when the family is reduced to a point. This includes analogues of some
basic results of Tate (finite dimensionality of cohomology, an Euler characteristic formula,
and Tate local duality) and is important for such applications as [42]. This makes clear the
need for an analogue of these results in families, but a straightforward imitation of [36] is
infeasible for the sorts of reasons described in the previous paragraph. The arguments used
form a combination of several different strategies, which are described in the discussion of
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the structure of the paper below.
In addition to results on relative Galois cohomology, we also obtain relative versions of
some results on Iwasawa cohomology. Iwasawa cohomology, computed using the ψ operator
(a left inverse of the Frobenius operator ϕ), is used in [43] to provide a structural link be-
tween (ϕ,Γ)-modules and Iwasawa theory, giving a way to clarify some previously mysterious
phenomena on the latter side.
Arguments taken from [43] also show that our finiteness results imply compatibility with
base change for both Galois cohomology and Iwasawa cohomology. As one might expect,
these results must be stated at the level of derived categories except in the case of a flat base
change.
We summarize the preceding results in the following theorem, referring to the body of
the paper for the relevant terminology.
Theorem. Let K be a finite extension of Qp, let A be a Qp-affinoid algebra, and let M be
(the global sections of) a locally free coherent sheaf over the relative Robba ring RA(piK) with
continuous semilinear (ϕ,ΓK)-action, such that the induced linear map ϕ
∗M → M is an
isomorphism. Then M is finitely generated projective over RA(piK), its Galois cohomology
C•ϕ,γK (M) is quasi-isomorphic to C
•
ψ,γK
(M) and lies in D[perf(A), and its Iwasawa cohomology
C•ψ(M) lies in D
[
perf(R∞A (ΓK)). Variants of Tate local duality and the Euler-Poincare´ formula
hold for C•ϕ,γK (M) and C
•
ψ(M).
If A→ B is a homomorphism of Qp-affinoid algebras, then the natural maps
C•ϕ,γK (M)
L⊗
A
B → C•ϕ,γK (M ⊗̂
A
B) and C•ψ(M)
L⊗
R∞A (ΓK)
R∞B (ΓK)→ C•ψ(M ⊗̂
A
B)
are isomorphisms in the derived category.
While many applications of these results are expected, we limit ourselves in this paper
to just one application: the problem of global triangulations of families of (ϕ,Γ)-modules, a
triangulation being a useful notion due to Colmez [19]. As noted earlier, it occurs quite fre-
quently that irreducible p-adic Galois representations become more reducible when pushed
into the full category of (ϕ,Γ)-modules; our results show that this phenomenon occurs fre-
quently in families as well.
One primary area of application is to the study of eigenvarieties, which parametrize p-
adic analytic families of automorphic forms. In this case, we prove the existence of global
triangulations after modifying the eigenvarieties along some proper birational morphisms.
We also prove that the representation is trianguline at every point on the eigenvariety.
In the special case of the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve, we prove the existence of a global
triangulation after resolving the singularities; we prove that if a point corresponds to an
overconvergent modular form which is in the image of the θk−1-operator of Coleman, then
the global triangulation does not give a saturated triangulation at that point.
As explained in [42], the reducibility of trianguline families can be exploited to form
analogues of Greenberg’s families of Selmer groups for nonordinary families of Galois repre-
sentations; the finiteness of cohomology also intervenes in a crucial way to guarantee their
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well-behavedness. Although we do not explain the following point in this paper, it should be
noted that given our work on the eigencurve, Nekova´rˇ’s methods then generalize immediately
to show that the validity of the Parity Conjecture is constant along the irreducible compo-
nents of the eigencurve; this reduces the conjecture immediately to the (presently unknown)
claim that each irreducible component contains a classical weight two point of noncritical
slope.
Some similar results for representations of GQp have recently been announced by other
authors. Using a significant technical improvement of Kisin’s original method [35] of inter-
polating crystalline periods, Liu has developed techniques for showing that refined families
admit triangulations over Zariski-dense open sets, similar to our Example 6.4.3. As an ap-
plication, he has recovered essentially our Proposition 6.4.5 in [37, Proposition 5.4.2] (in
which the cases (1) and (2) treat nonordinary and ordinary points, respectively); see also
[37, Theorem 5.4.3] for some information at singularities of the eigencurve. Also, Hellmann
[29, Corollary 1.5] has obtained a result on the triangulation of eigenvarieties for definite
unitary groups over imaginary quadratic fields, following a strategy suggested by the second
author: to construct a universal family of (rigidified) trianguline (ϕ,Γ)-modules as in [15],
then use automorphic data to construct a map from the eigenvariety to this moduli space.
Structure of the paper
In §2, we carry out some preliminary arguments relating sheaves on relative annuli to coad-
missible modules in the sense of Schneider and Teitelbaum [46]. A key issue is to establish
finite generation for certain such modules; for instance, we obtain (Proposition 2.2.7) an
equivalence between the two flavors of relative (ϕ,Γ)-modules treated in [34] (one defined
using modules over a relative Robba ring, the other defined using vector bundles over a
relative annulus).
In §3, we make a careful study of the ψ operator, a one-sided inverse of the Frobenius
operator ϕ. Some of these arguments (such as the finiteness of the cokernel of ψ − 1) are
straightforward generalizations of arguments appearing in the usual (ϕ,Γ)-module theory.
In §4, we establish the formal framework for our results, and obtain relative versions of
the results on Galois cohomology from [36] and the results of Iwasawa cohomology from [43],
plus base change in both settings, modulo a key finiteness theorem for Iwasawa cohomology
(Theorem 4.4.1). Given this result, most of the proofs proceed by reducing to the case of a
point, for which we appeal to the previously known results; in particular, we do not give a
new method for proving any results from [36] or [43].
In §5, we prove Theorem 4.4.1. After some initial simplifications, the argument consists
of two main steps. The first step is to establish finiteness of Iwasawa cohomology in degree
1 assuming vanishing of outer (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology, using the existence of the duality pairing
in general and its perfectness at points. The second step is to reduce to this case using a
de´vissage argument akin to those in [36], in which one carefully constructs an extension of
the original (ϕ,Γ)-module (using slope filtrations) in order to kill off undesired cohomology
in degree 2.
In §6, we give some applications of our results to triangulations in families of (ϕ,Γ)-
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modules for a finite extension K over Qp. We also derive some explicit consequences for
eigenvarieties and in particular for the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve. In addition, we prove
that all rank one arithmetic families of (ϕ,Γ)-modules are of character type (up to twist-
ing by a line bundle on the base), answering in the affirmative a question of Bella¨ıche [2,
§3, Question 1].
Notation
Throughout this paper, we fix a prime number p. Set ω = p−1/(p−1).
For H ⊆ G a subgroup of finite index and M a Z[H]-module, we write IndGHM for the
induced Z[G]-module; it is canonically isomorphic to HomZ[H](Z[G],M).
We will exclusively work with affinoid and rigid analytic spaces in the sense of Tate, rather
than Berkovich. The letter A will always denote a Qp-affinoid algebra; we use Max(A) to
denote the associated rigid analytic space. For z ∈ Max(A), we use mz to denote the maximal
ideal of A at z and put κz = A/mz. For M an A-module, we write Mz to mean M/mzM .
All Hom spaces consist of continuous homomorphisms for the relevant topologies (al-
though we have no need to topologize the Hom spaces themselves, except for when specified).
We will sometimes use the subscript “cont” to emphasize this point.
We normalize the theory of slope filtrations so that a nonzero pure submodule of an e´tale
object has negative slope.
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2 Families of (ϕ,Γ)-modules
In this section, we introduce the definition of a (ϕ,Γ)-module over the Robba ring with
coefficients in the affinoid algebra A over Qp. Our definition is algebraic in nature, involving
a finite projective module equipped with extra structures; however, we show that it agrees
with the definition of an arithmetic family of (ϕ,Γ)-modules over the Robba ring in the sense
of [34], which involves a vector bundle over a certain rigid analytic space. We also recall the
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relationship between (ϕ,Γ)-modules and families of Galois representations following Berger-
Colmez [10] and Kedlaya-Liu [34], as well as the formalism of Galois cohomology for (ϕ,Γ)-
modules following Herr and especially Liu [36].
Convention 2.0.1. Throughout this paper, all radii r and s are assumed to be rational
numbers, except possibly r =∞.
2.1 Modules over relative discs and annuli
In general, the module of global sections of a vector bundle over an open relative disc or a
half-open relative annulus may not be finitely generated over the ring of analytic functions
on the corresponding space. We establish a criterion for the module of sections to be finitely
generated or finite projective.
Notation 2.1.1. For r > 0, define the r-Gauss norm on Qp[T±1] by the formula |
∑
i aiT
i|r =
maxi∈Z{|ai|ωir}, where ai ∈ Qp. This is a multiplicative nonarchimedean norm.
For 0 < s ≤ r, we write A1[s, r] for the rigid analytic annulus in the variable T with radii
|T | ∈ [ωr, ωs]; its ring of analytic functions, denoted by R[s,r], is the completion of Qp[T±1]
with respect to the norm | · |[s,r] = max{| · |r, | · |s}. We also allow r (but not s) to be ∞,
in which case A1[s, r] is interpreted as the rigid analytic disc in the variable T with radii
|T | ≤ ωs; then R[s,r] = R[s,∞] is the completion of Qp[T ] with respect to | · |s. We treat [s,∞]
as a closed interval when referring to it.
Let R[s,r]A denote the ring of analytic functions on the relative annulus (or disc if r =∞)
Max(A)×A1[s, r]; its ring of analytic functions isR[s,r]A = R[s,r]⊗̂QpA. PutRrA =
⋂
0<s≤rR[s,r]A
and RA =
⋃
0<rRrA.
Hypothesis 2.1.2. In this subsection, we fix r0 to be a positive rational number or ∞.
For any decreasing sequence of positive (rational) numbers r1, r2, . . . tending to zero with
r0 > r1, we have
(i) R[rn,r0]A and R[rn,∞]A are noetherian Banach A-algebras, and
(ii) R[rn+1,r0]A → R[rn,r0]A and R[rn+1,∞]A → R[rn,∞]A are flat and have topologically dense
images,
for any n ≥ 0. This implies that Rr0A is a Fre´chet-Stein algebra in the sense of [46, Section 3].
We recall the terminology therein as follows.
Definition 2.1.3. A coherent sheaf over Rr0A consists of one finite module M [s,r] over each
ring R[s,r]A with 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, together with isomorphisms M [s
′,r′] ∼= M [s,r]⊗R[s,r]A R
[s′,r′]
A for
all 0 < s ≤ s′ ≤ r′ ≤ r ≤ r0 satisfying the obvious cocycle conditions. Its module of global
sections is M = lim←−s→0+ M
[s,r0]. An Rr0A -module is coadmissible if it occurs as the module of
global sections of some coherent sheaf.
A vector bundle over Rr0A is a coherent sheaf (M [s,r]) where each M [s,r] is flat over R[s,r]A .
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We list a few basic facts from [46, Section 3]. (Strictly speaking, [46, Section 3] only treats
the case r = r0, but one can deduce the results for general r using standard techniques from
[11].)
Lemma 2.1.4. Let (M [s,r]) be a coherent sheaf over Rr0A with module of global sections M .
(1) For any 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, M (resp. M [ 1T ] if r0 =∞ and r 6=∞) is dense in M [s,r].
(2) We have Ri lim←−s→0+ M
[s,r0] = 0 for i ≥ 1.
(3) We have a natural isomorphism M ⊗Rr0A R
[s,r]
A
∼= M [s,r] for any 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0.
(4) The ring R[s,r]A is flat over Rr0A for any 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0.
(5) The kernel and cokernel of an arbitrary Rr0A -linear map between coadmissible Rr0A -
modules are coadmissible.
(6) Any finitely generated ideal of Rr0A is coadmissible, or more generally, any finitely
generated Rr0A -submodule of a coadmissible module is coadmissible.
(7) Any finitely presented Rr0A -module is coadmissible.
Corollary 2.1.5. For any element t ∈ Rr0Qp, the ring Rr0A /t is flat over A. In particular,Rr0A , RA/t, and RA are flat over A.
Proof. Granted the claim for Rr0A /t, the claim for Rr0A follows by taking t = 0, and the
claims with RA in place of Rr0A follow by taking the direct limit on r0. So we prove the first
statement.
Let N → N ′ be an injective morphism of finite A-modules. Since A is noetherian,
N⊗ARr0A /t and N ′⊗ARr0A /t are finitely presented and hence coadmissible by Lemma 2.1.4(7).
To check the injectivity of N⊗ARr0A /t→ N ′⊗ARr0A /t, by Lemma 2.1.4(2), it suffices to check
the injectivity of N ⊗AR[s,r]A /t→ N ′⊗AR[s,r]A /t for any 0 < s < r ≤ r0. When t 6= 0, R[s,r]A /t
is in fact finite and free over A, so the injectivity is obvious. When t = 0, we take a Schauder
basis of R[s,r]Qp over Qp to identify R
[s,r]
Qp with the completed direct sum ⊕̂i∈IQpei, where (ei)i∈I
form a potentially orthonormal basis. Under this identification, N ⊗A R[s,r]A ∼= ⊕̂i∈IN and
N ′ ⊗A R[s,r]A ∼= ⊕̂i∈IN ′. Since N → N ′ is injective, so is ⊕̂i∈IN → ⊕̂i∈IN ′. The corollary
follows.
Lemma 2.1.6. For a vector bundle (M [s,r]) over Rr0A , its module of global sections M is a
finite projective Rr0A -module if and only if M is finitely presented.
Proof. A module over a commutative ring is finite projective if and only if it is finitely
presented and flat [38, Corollary of Theorem 7.12]. It thus suffices to assume that M is
finitely presented and prove that it is flat. We need to prove that, for any finitely generated
ideal I of Rr0A , the natural map I ⊗Rr0A M →M is injective.
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We write M as the cokernel of an Rr0A -linear homomorphism f : (Rr0A )⊕m → (Rr0A )⊕n.
We can then realize I ⊗Rr0A M as the cokernel of the R
r0
A -linear map I ⊗ f : I⊕m → I⊕n.
By Lemma 2.1.4(6), I is coadmissible, and hence so is I ⊗Rr0A M by Lemma 2.1.4(5). By
Lemma 2.1.4(2), to check the injectivity of the natural map I ⊗Rr0A M → M , it suffices to
check the injectivity of
(I ⊗Rr0A M)⊗Rr0A R
[s,r0]
A →M ⊗Rr0A R
[s,r0]
A
for all 0 < s ≤ r0. By the flatness in Lemma 2.1.4(3)(4), the map above becomes
(I · R[s,r0]A )⊗R[s,r0]A M
[s,r0] →M [s,r0].
It is injective because M [s,r0] is a flat R[s,r0]A -module. This finishes the proof.
Corollary 2.1.7. Assume that A is reduced. Let M be a finitely presented Rr0A -module such
that for any z ∈ Max(A)× A1(0, r0], M/mzM has the same dimension. Then M is a finite
projective Rr0A -module.
Proof. For any 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, R[s,r]A is noetherian, and hence M ⊗Rr0A R
[s,r]
A is finite and flat
by simple commutative algebra (see Lemma 2.1.8(1) below). By Lemma 2.1.6, M is then a
finite projective Rr0A -module.
Lemma 2.1.8. (1) Let B be a noetherian ring whose Jacobson radical is zero, or equiva-
lently, a reduced noetherian ring whose maximal ideals form a dense subset of Spec(B).
Let M be a finitely generated B-module. If z 7→ dimκz M/mzM is a locally constant
function on the set of maximal ideals z of B, then M is flat.
(2) Let A and B be Qp-affinoid algebras with B reduced, and N a coherent sheaf on
Max(A)×Max(B). Assume that for every y ∈ Max(B), N/myN is a finite projective
A⊗Qp κy-module of rank depending only on the connected component of y in Spec(B).
Then N is a finite flat A⊗̂QpB-module.
Proof. (1) Suppose m1, . . . ,mr ∈ M reduce mod mz to a basis, and let f : Br → M denote
the map associated to the mi. It suffices to show that f is an isomorphism in a neighborhood
of z in Spec(B). Consider the kernel K and cokernel K ′ of f . By Nakayama’s lemma, the
mi generate Mmz , so K
′
mz = 0. But the support of K
′ in Spec(B) is a closed subset, so
in a neighborhood of z we have that f is surjective. Replacing Spec(B) by a suitable
affine neighborhood of z, we assume f to be surjective. On the other hand, for all closed
points z′ ∈ Spec(B) the surjectivity of fz′ : (B/mz′)r → M/mz′M implies, by comparing
κz′-dimensions (and using the local constancy hypothesis), that fz′ is also injective. Thus
elements of K have all entries in Br belonging to every mz′ , and hence to the Jacobson
radical of B, which was assumed to be zero.
(2) Since N is finite over A⊗̂QpB, it is flat if and only if for all z ∈ Max(A⊗̂QpB)
one has Nmz flat over (A⊗̂QpB)mz . Given such z, let y ∈ Max(B) be such that my =
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mz ∩ B. Then since B → A⊗̂QpB is flat, Bmy → (A⊗̂QpB)my → (A⊗̂QpB)mz is flat, so
[1, 0.10.2.5] shows that Nmz is flat over (A⊗̂QpB)mz if and only if both Nmz/myNmz is flat
over (A⊗̂QpB)mz/my(A⊗̂QpB)mz and Nmz is flat over Bmy . The first condition is immediate,
because by hypothesis N/myN is flat over (A⊗̂QpB)/my(A⊗̂QpB), and then we may localize
at mz. We next show that N is flat over B, so that Nmy is flat over Bmy , from which it
follows easily that Nmz is also flat over Bmy .
One can find a decreasing sequence of ideals Ji of A such that Ji/Ji+1 ≈ A/Ii for some
radical ideal Ii ⊂ A, where, say, J0 = A and Jr = (0). We will show by induction on i that
each JiN/Ji+1N is flat over B and, for all y ∈ Max(B), (Ji+1N)⊗B κy ∼= Ji+1(N ⊗B κy); it
follows from this that N is flat over B. There is nothing to prove when i = 0. Suppose that
we have proved the claim for i − 1. Applying ⊗Bκy to the exact sequence 0 → Ji+1N →
JiN → (JiN/Ji+1N)→ 0 and then using the inductive hypothesis gives
(JiN/Ji+1N)⊗B κy ∼= (JiN)⊗B κy/ Image((Ji+1N)⊗B κy)
∼= Ji(N ⊗B κy)/Ji+1(N ⊗B κy) ∼= (A/Ii)⊗A (N ⊗B κy).
The right hand side is a finite projective module over A/Ii of constant rank; because A/Ii
is reduced, the claim (1) then gives that (JiN/Ji+1N) is flat over (A/Ii)⊗̂QpB and hence
flat over B. This moreover implies that the application of ⊗Bky above was exact and hence
(Ji+1N)⊗B κy ∼= Ji+1(N ⊗B κy).
Definition 2.1.9. For R a ring and M an R-module, we say that M is n-finitely generated
(resp. (m,n)-finitely presented) if there exists an R-linear exact sequence R⊕n → M → 0
(resp. R⊕m → R⊕n →M → 0).
By an admissible cover of (0, r0], we mean a cover of (0, r0] by closed intervals {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0
with nonempty interiors, admitting a locally finite refinement. Given such a cover of (0, r0],
the system of rigid annuli A1[si, ri] of respective valuations [si, ri] gives an admissible affinoid
cover of the rigid annulus A1(0, r0]. Thus, to define a coherent sheaf over Rr0A is equivalent
to specify M [si,ri] for each i together with the obvious compatibility data and conditions.
Let (M [s,r]) be a coherent sheaf over Rr0A . We say that the sheaf is uniformly finitely
generated if there exist n ∈ N and an admissible cover {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0 of (0, r0] such that
each M [si,ri] is n-finitely generated. We say that the sheaf is uniformly finitely presented if
there exist m,n ∈ N and an admissible cover {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0 of (0, r0] such that each M [si,ri]
is (m,n)-finitely presented.
Keeping track of the number of generators, a standard argument in homological algebra
proves the following.
Lemma 2.1.10. Let 0 → (M ′[s,r]) → (M [s,r]) → (M ′′[s,r]) → 0 be a short exact sequence of
coherent sheaves over Rr0A .
• If (M ′[s,r]) and one of the other coherent sheaves are uniformly finitely presented, so is
the third one.
• If both (M [s,r]) and (M ′′[s,r]) are uniformly finitely presented, then (M ′[s,r]) is uniformly
finitely generated.
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Lemma 2.1.11. Let (M [s,r]) be a coherent sheaf over Rr0A with module of global sections
M . Assume that there exist elements f1, . . . , fn ∈ M and an admissible cover {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0
of (0, r0] such that f1, . . . , fn generate each M
[si,ri] as an R[si,ri]A -module. Then f1, . . . , fn
generate M as an Rr0A -module.
Proof. Consider the Rr0A -linear map f : (Rr0A )⊕m → M given by f1, . . . , fn. The hypothesis
of the lemma implies that f ⊗R[si,ri]A : (R[si,ri]A )⊕n →M [si,ri] is surjective for any i. Hence f
is surjective by Lemma 2.1.4(2), yielding the lemma.
Lemma 2.1.12. Let N be a finite Banach module over a Banach algebra R over Qp with
generators e1, . . . , en. Then there exists  > 0 such that, for any elements e
′
1, . . . , e
′
n ∈ N
with |ei − e′i| ≤  for any i, N is generated by e′1, . . . , e′n.
Proof. We have a continuous surjective morphism f : R⊕n → M of Banach R-modules
given by e1, . . . , en. By the Banach open mapping theorem ([12, §I.3.3, The´ore`me 1] or [45,
Proposition 8.6]), there exists  > 0 such that for any v ∈ M with |v| ≤ , we can write
v = x1e1 + · · ·+ xnen for some xi ∈ R with |xi| ≤ 12 . Given the data in the lemma, we write
e′i− ei =
∑n
j=1 xjiej for xji ∈ R with |xji| ≤ 12 . Set X = (xji). The transition matrix for the
two sets of elements is 1 +X, which is invertible. Hence N is generated by e′1, . . . , e
′
n.
We are grateful to R. Bellovin for showing us a more elementary proof of the following
result (see [4, §2.2]); we provide the following argument anyway, because its method is used
to prove Lemma 2.1.15 below, to which her argument does not seem to apply.
Proposition 2.1.13. Let (M [s,r]) be a coherent sheaf over Rr0A with module of global sections
M .
(1) The Rr0A -module M is finitely generated if and only if (M [s,r]) is uniformly finitely
generated.
(2) The Rr0A -module M is finitely presented if and only if (M [s,r]) is uniformly finitely
presented.
(3) The Rr0A -module M is finite projective if and only if (M [s,r]) is a uniformly finitely
presented vector bundle.
Proof. (3) follows from combining (2) with Lemma 2.1.6. (2) follows from applying (1) twice
and using Lemma 2.1.10 to pass on the conditions. The sufficiency part of (1) is obvious.
We now prove the necessity part of (1). Assume that each (M [s,r]) is n-finitely gen-
erated. We may refine and reorder the admissible cover {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0 so that the subcol-
lections Iodd = {[s2i+1, r2i+1]}i∈Z≥0 and Ieven = {[s2i, r2i]}i∈Z≥0 consist of pairwise disjoint
intervals in decreasing order. We claim that there exist global sections fodd1 , . . . , f
odd
n ∈ M
(resp. f even1 , . . . , f
even
n ∈ M) generating each M [si,ri] where i is odd (resp. even). Then the
proposition follows from Lemma 2.1.11 above. We will only prove the claim for the even
subcollection, as the proof for the odd one proceeds the same way.
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For each i, we use | · |M,[si,ri] to denote a fixed Banach norm on M [si,ri]. As in Defini-
tion 2.1.9, M [s2i,r2i] is generated by n elements f2i,1, . . . , f2i,n ∈ M [s2i,r2i]. By the density of
M (resp. M [ 1
T
] if r0 = ∞ and r2i 6= ∞) in M [s2i,r2i] (Lemma 2.1.4(1)) and Lemma 2.1.12,
we may assume that f2i,1, . . . , f2i,n ∈M are global sections. (When r0 =∞ and r2i 6=∞, we
first get the generators in M [ 1
T
] and then we multiply them by some powers of T ; they are
still generators.)
By Lemma 2.1.12 again, there exists 2i > 0 such that any elements f
′
2i,1, . . . , f
′
2i,n ∈ M
with |f ′2i,j − f2i,j|M,[s2i,r2i] ≤ 2i for all j also generate M [s2i,r2i]. For each j, we hope to define
f evenj = α0,jT
λ0,j f0,j + α2,jT
λ2,j f2,j + α4,jT
λ4,j f4,j + · · · ,
where α2i,j ∈ Qp and λ2i,j ∈ Z≥0 are chosen inductively on i with λ0,j = 0, α0,j = 1 so that
λ2i,j ≥ λ2i−2,j, and
for any i′ < i,
∣∣∣ α2i,jT λ2i,j
α2i′,jT
λ2i′,j
f2i,j
∣∣∣
M,[s2i′ ,r2i′ ]
≤ 2i′ , (2.1.13.1)
for any i′ < i,
∣∣∣α2i′,jT λ2i′,j
α2i,jT λ2i,j
f2i′,j
∣∣∣
M,[s2i,r2i]
≤ 2i, and (2.1.13.2)
for any i′′ < 2i− 1 (even or odd), ∣∣α2i,jT λ2i,j f2i,j∣∣M,[si′′ ,ri′′ ] ≤ p−i. (2.1.13.3)
This would imply that the infinite sum defining f evenj converges and we have for any i,∣∣∣f2i,j − 1
α2i,jT λ2i,j
f evenj
∣∣∣
M,[s2i,r2i]
≤ 2i.
(This equation is also valid for i = 0 because α0,j = 1 and λ0,j = 0.) These imply that
f even1 , . . . , f
even
n generate M
[s2i,r2i] over R[s2i,r2i]A .
We now prove that we can choose α2i,j and λ2i,j satisfying (2.1.13.1)–(2.1.13.3). It suffices
to meet the following conditions:
for any i′ < i, |α2i,j| · ωs2i′λ2i,j ≤ ωs2i′λ2i′,j |f2i,j/α2i′,j|−1M,[s2i′ ,r2i′ ] · 2i′ ,
for any i′ < i, |α2i,j| · ωr2iλ2i,j ≥ ωr2iλ2i′,j |α2i′,jf2i′,j|M,[s2i,r2i]/2i, and
for any i′′ < 2i− 1, |α2i,j| · ωsi′′λ2i,j ≤ |f2i,j|−1M,[si′′ ,r2i′′ ] · p
−i.
Note that for any i′ < i and i′′ < 2i−1, we have r2i < s2i′ and r2i < si′′ because the intervals
in Ieven are pairwise disjoint. Hence by making λ2i,j − λ2i′,j sufficiently large, we may find a
choice of α2i,j ∈ Qp satisfying all conditions above. This finishes the proof.
Remark 2.1.14. The condition in (3) may be weakened to only require (M [s,r]) to be
a uniformly finitely generated vector bundle. Indeed, M [s,r] is finite flat and hence finite
projective, so if it is generated by n elements, it is automatically (n, n)-finitely presented.
Hence (M [s,r]) is uniformly finitely presented.
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We will later apply Proposition 2.1.13 in several cases: ϕ-bundles and ϕ-modules over
Rr0A (Proposition 2.2.7 and Lemma 2.2.9, respectively), for a (ϕ,Γ)-module M over Rr0A , the
structure theorems for Mψ=0 (Theorem 3.1.1) and Mψ=1 (Proposition 5.2.10).
The following variant of Proposition 2.1.13 is tailored to the situation of Theorem 5.2.12.
Lemma 2.1.15. Let M be a finite projective R∞A -module and N an R∞A -submodule of M
such that N⊗R∞A R
[s,∞]
A
∼→M⊗R∞A R
[s,∞]
A for any s > 0. Assume moreover that N is complete
for a Fre´chet topology defined by a sequence of norms | · |N,q1 ≤ | · |N,q2 ≤ · · · indexed by N,
such that for each m, there exists gm ∈ N such that the operator norm |T gm|N,qm ≤ ω. Then
N = M .
Proof. For 0 < s ≤ r, we write M [s,r] for M ⊗R∞A R
[s,r]
A . It suffices to exhibit a finite set of
elements of N generating all M [si,ri] over R[si,ri]A for some admissible cover {[si, ri]}i∈Z≥0 of
(0,∞], by Lemma 2.1.11.
We fix generators e1, . . . , en of M as an R∞A -module. We proceed as in the proof of
Proposition 2.1.13 by separating the admissible cover into subcollections Iodd and Ieven of
pairwise disjoint decreasing intervals. We will prove that there exist f even1 , . . . , f
even
n ∈ N
generating M [s2i,r2i] for any i, and the corresponding statement for odd subcollection will
follow by the same argument. For each i, we use | · |M,[s2i,r2i] to denote a fixed Banach norm
on M [s2i,r2i]. Using the isomorphism N ⊗R∞A R
[s,∞]
A
∼= M [s,∞], we may write each ej in terms
of a finite sum
∑
αmα ⊗ fα(T ) for mα ∈ N and fα(T ) ∈ R[s,∞]A . We may approximate each
fα(T ) by elements in R∞A [ 1T ] (resp. R∞A if i = 0) and hence obtain m2i,j ∈ N [ 1T ] (resp.
m2i,j ∈ N if i = 0) such that |m2i,j − ej|M,[s2i,r2i] is sufficiently small so that m2i,1, . . . ,m2i,n
form a basis of M [s2i,r2i] by invoking Lemma 2.1.12. By multiplying some powers of T (when
i > 0), we may take f2i,1, . . . , f2i,m ∈ N generating M [s2i,r2i].
By Lemma 2.1.12 again, there exists 2i > 0 such that any elements f
′
2i,1, . . . , f
′
2i,n ∈ N
with |f ′2i,j − f2i,j|M,[s2i,r2i] ≤ 2i for any j also generate M [s2i,r2i]. We define f evenj as in the
proof of Proposition 2.1.13, but instead of (2.1.13.3), we require (inductively on i)
for any m ≤ i with r2i < 1/gm, we have
∣∣α2i,jT λ2i,j f2i,j∣∣N,qm ≤ p−i,
which is implied by
for any m ≤ i with r2i < 1/gm, we have
|α2i,j|ωbλ2i,j/gmc ≤ |f2i,j|−1N,qm · p−i ·min{1, |T |qm , . . . , |T gm−1|qm}−1.
By making λ2i,j sufficiently large, we may find a choice of α2i,j ∈ Qp satisfying all required
conditions, finishing the proof.
Lemma 2.1.16. Let f : M → N be a morphism of two Rr0A -modules with finitely generated
kernel (resp. cokernel). If f ⊗RA : M ⊗Rr0A RA → N ⊗Rr0A RA is injective (resp. surjective),
then there exists some r ∈ (0, r0] such that f ⊗RrA : M ⊗Rr0A RrA → N ⊗Rr0A RrA is injective
(resp. surjective).
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Proof. Let Q denote the kernel (resp. cokernel) of f . We have Q ⊗Rr0A RA = 0. Since Q is
finitely generated, there exists r ∈ (0, r0] such that Q ⊗Rr0A RrA = 0 and hence f ⊗ RrA is
injective (resp. surjective).
Remark 2.1.17. In the preceding proposition, we only need the finite generation of N to
test for surjectivity. To test for bijectivity, it is sufficient that M and N both be finite
projective: after restricting to r ∈ (0, r0] we may assume f ⊗RrA is surjective, and the kernel
is then a summand of M hence also finitely generated. (The issue we are working around
here is that Rr0A is not noetherian.)
The following lemma will be needed later in Theorem 4.4.6.
Lemma 2.1.18. If M is an Rr0A -module which is finite over A, then there exists s ∈ (0, r0]
such that M ⊗Rr0A RsA = 0.
Proof. If A is a finite Qp-algebra then M is artinian, and so M → M [s0,r0] must be an
isomorphism for sufficiently small s0. Any s ∈ (0, s0) then has the desired property.
In the general case, view M as a module over the subring A〈T 〉 ⊆ Rr0A ; it is finitely
generated over this ring, because it is finitely generated over A. By specializing modulo
maximal ideals of A and invoking the preliminary case above, we see that the reduced closed
affinoid subspace Supp(M) of Max(A〈T 〉) does not meet Max(A〈T±1〉). By the maximum
modulus principle, the spectral norm ωs0 of T on Supp(M) therefore satisfies ωs0 < 1. Any
s ∈ (0, s0) then has the desired property.
We conclude this subsection with some constructions involving residues and duality of
Robba rings. Denote by ΩRA = Ω̂
1
RA/A the module of continuous A-linear differentials of
RA. The residue map ResRA : ΩRA → A sends
∑
n∈Z anT
ndT to a−1.
Lemma 2.1.19. The module ΩRA is free of rank one over RA with basis dT , and in particular
ResRA is well-defined. Moreover, ResRA depends only on RA up to A-linear continuous
isomorphism, and not on the choice of indeterminate T .
The natural pairing RA×RA → A sending (f(T ), g(T )) to ResRA(f(T )g(T )dT ) induces
two topological isomorphisms depending on T :
HomA,cont(RA, A) ∼= RA and HomA,cont(RA/R∞A , A) ∼= R∞A .
(The topology on the first Hom-set is dual-to-LF and hence LF, and the topology on the
second Hom-set is Fre´chet.)
Proof. The computation of ΩRA reduces to the structure of Ω̂
1
R[r,s]A /A
, and that the latter
is free over A with basis dT is obvious. To see that ResRA is independent of choices, it
suffices to take A = Qp. The indeterminate T belongs to the the bounded subring E† of R,
which is dense in R and is a Henselian discretely valued field with uniformizer p; call the
completion of E† for the p-adic topology E . Continuous automorphisms of R preserve E† and
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induce p-adically continuous automorphisms of E . Thus we may show the independence of
the residue map for E instead of R, and this is done in [25, A2 2.2.3].
The dualities are well-known; they appear implicitly in [32, Section 8.5], and when A
is a finite extension of Qp, they are proved in [23, Theorem 5.4]. For the convenience of
the reader, we sketch a short proof of the bijection. The pairing obviously defines a map
RA → HomA,cont(RA, A). Conversely, to any µ ∈ HomA,cont(RA, A), we associate a power
series
∑
n∈Z µ(T
−1−n)T n. One checks easily that the continuity of µ translates directly to the
condition that this formal Laurent series lies in RA. This defines an inverse to the natural
morphism RA → HomA,cont(RA, A), proving the first isomorphism. Having proved this, the
second isomorphism follows immediately because the associated formal Laurent series lies
in R∞A if and only if µ(T−1−n) = 0 for any n < 0, or equivalently, µ(R∞A ) = 0. See [23,
Proposition 5.5] for a discussion of the topologies in the case where A is a field, the general
case being similar.
We will also need a group-theoretic variant of the residue pairing.
Definition 2.1.20. Assume given the data (C, `), where C is a multiplicative abelian topo-
logical group whose torsion subgroup Ctors is finite and C/Ctors is noncanonically isomorphic
to Zp, and ` is a nonzero continuous homomorphism C → Qp.
Let 0 < s ≤ r be given. In the case where C is torsion-free, we choose a topological
generator c of C and we define R[s,r]A (C) to be the formal substitution of T by c − 1 in
R[s,r]A . For any other choice c′, the element c
′−1
c−1 is a unit with all Gauss norms equal to 1, so
this definition does not depend on c. Moreover, since one has |f((1 + T )p − 1)|r = |f(T )|pr
for all f(T ) ∈ Qp[T±1] if r < 1 (recall that |T |r = ωr), it follows that if either r < 1
or both r = ∞ and s < 1 then one has R[s,r]A (C) = R[ps,pr]A (Cp) ⊗Z[Cp] Z[C]. Therefore,
in the general case, if we choose a torsion-free open subgroup D ⊆ C and set R[s,r]A (C) =
R[[C:D]s,[C:D]r]A (D)⊗Z[D]Z[C], thenR[s,r]A (C) is independent of all choices if either r < 1/#Ctors
or both r = ∞ and s < 1/#Ctors. One defines as well RrA(C) =
⋂
0<s≤rR[s,r]A (C) and
RA(C) =
⋃
0<rRrA(C). For general open subgroups D′ ⊆ D of C, if either r < 1/#Dtors
or both r = ∞ and s < 1/#Dtors then one has R?A(D) = R[D:D
′]?
A (D
′) ⊗Z[D′] Z[D], where
for ? = [s, r], r, ∅ we write [D : D′]? = [[D : D′]s, [D : D′]r], [D : D′]r, ∅, respectively. In
particular, in this case R?A(D) is a free R[D:D
′]?
A (D
′)-module of rank [D : D′].
If a ∈ Z and c ∈ C is nontorsion, then d log(ca) = d(ca)
ca
= adc
c
= ad log(c). It follows that
the differential form ω` = `(c)
−1d log(c) = `(c)−1 dc
c
∈ ΩRA(C) is independent of the choice
of nontorsion c ∈ C, and even independent of C, in the sense that for every open subgroup
D ⊆ C it belongs to ΩRA(D) ⊆ ΩRA(C) and agrees with the differential form ω`|D . One has
that ω` is an RA(C)-basis of ΩRA(C), and therefore it makes sense to define
ResC : ΩRA(C) → A, fω` 7→ ResRA(D)(TrRA(C)/RA(D)(f)ω`),
for D ⊆ C a torsion-free open subgroup, where ResRA(D) denotes the intrinsic residue map
on the Robba ring RA(D) as above. It is easy to check that ResC for RA(C) is independent
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of the auxilliary choices D and `. As in the case of a Robba ring, the pairing
{−,−}` : RA(C)×RA(C)→ A, (f, g) 7→ ResC(fgω`),
depends only on `, and is perfect and induces topological isomorphisms
RA(C) ∼→ HomA,cont(RA(C), A), R∞A (C) ∼→ HomA,cont(RA(C)/R∞A (C), A). (2.1.20.1)
Remark 2.1.21. Continue with the data (C, `) of Definition 2.1.20. Let c be an element
of C whose image in C/Ctors is a topological generator. For X a Qp-vector space equipped
with a continuous action C, the continuous cohomology H∗(C,X) can be computed by the
complex [XCtors
c−1−−→ XCtors ]. In particular, H1(C,X) is isomorphic to XCtors/(c− 1) ∼= XC ,
the coinvariants of X. We wish to warn the reader that this isomorphism depends on the
choice of the element c above, in the following sense. Given another choice c′, the natural
isomorphism [XCtors
c−1−−→ XCtors ] with [XCtors c′−1−−→ XCtors ] is given by [1 c′−1
c−1 ]. The two
isomorphisms H1(C,X) ≈ XC differ thus by a factor of `(c′)/`(c); multiplying by `(c)−1 the
na¨ıve identification H1(C,X)
∼→ XC arising from the choice c yields an isomorphism that is
compatible with changing the choice of c, and depends only on `.
The preceding discussion applies equally well when the p-torsion subgroup Cp-tors is such
that Ctors/Cp-tors is cyclic (the Chinese remainder theorem then implies C/Cp-tors is procyclic),
one replaces XCtors by XCp-tors , and one instead chooses c ∈ C mapping to a topological
generator c of C/Cp-tors. These conditions are satisfied, in the notations to appear shortly,
by C = ΓK , ` = log ◦χ, and c = γK . Then every occurrence of the term logχ(γK) or its
reciprocal in this paper can be explained as normalizing a passage between H1(ΓK , X) and
XΓK to render it compatible with changing the choice of γK .
Remark 2.1.22. Except for Corollary 2.1.7 and Lemma 2.1.8, the results in this subsection
remain valid even if A is only assumed to be a strongly noetherian Banach algebra over Qp,
meaning that the Tate algebra over A in any number of variables is Noetherian.
2.2 (ϕ,Γ)-modules and Galois representations
In this subsection, we define (ϕ,Γ)-modules over the relative Robba ring and state their
relationship with Galois representations. In particular, using the results from the previous
subsection, we establish the equivalence of the two viewpoints of relative (ϕ,Γ)-modules
treated in [34] (one defined using modules over the relative Robba ring, the other defined
using vector bundles over a relative annulus).
Notation 2.2.1. Throughout the rest of the paper, fix an algebraic closure Qp of Qp and a
finite extension K of Qp inside Qp. Choose a system ε = (ζpn)n≥0, where each ζpn ∈ Qp is a
primitive pnth root of unity and (ζpn+1)
p = ζpn .
Let µp∞ denote the set of p-power roots of unity. Set GK = Gal(Qp/K), HK =
Gal(Qp/K(µp∞)), and ΓK = Gal(K(µp∞)/K). The group ΓK is naturally identified to a
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subgroup of ΓQp . The cyclotomic character χ : ΓQp = Gal(Qp(µp∞)/Qp) → Z×p is given by
γ(ζ) = ζχ(γ) for any ζ ∈ µp∞ and γ ∈ ΓQp .
We let k be the residue field of K, with F = W (k)[1/p], and we let k′ be the residue
field of K(µp∞), with F
′ = W (k′)[1/p]. We write e˜K = [K(µp∞) : Qp(µp∞)]/[k′ : k] for the
ramification degree of K(µp∞)/Qp(µp∞).
Definition 2.2.2. The theory of the field of norms allows a certain choice of indeterminate
piK , and gives rise to constants C(piK) > 0. (See [26, pp. 154–156] for details. We assume,
in addition, that C(piK) < 1/#(ΓQp)tors.) For 0 < s ≤ r ≤ C(piK), we set R[s,r](piK) to be
the formal substitution of T by piK in the ring R[s,r]F ′ ; we set R[s,r]A (piK) = R[s,r](piK)⊗̂QpA.
We similarly define RrA(piK) and RA(piK); the latter is referred to as the relative Robba ring
over A for K. If piK and pi
′
K are two choices of indeterminates as above, then for 0 <
s ≤ r ≤ min{C(piK), C(pi′K)} the respective rings R[s,r]A (piK) and R[s,r]A (pi′K) are canonically
isomorphic. There are commuting A-linear actions on R[s,r]A (piK) of ΓK and of an operator
ϕ : R[s,r]A (piK) → R[s/p,r/p]A (piK). The actions on the coefficients F ′ are the natural ones, ΓK
through its quotient Gal(F ′/F ) and ϕ by Witt functoriality, but the actions on piK depend
on its choice; see [6] for more discussion of these actions. Moreover, ϕ makes R[s,r]A (piK)
into a free R[s/p,r/p]A (piK)-module of rank p, and we obtain a ΓK-equivariant left inverse
ψ : R[s/p,r/p]A (piK) → R[s,r]A (piK) by the formula p−1ϕ−1 ◦ TrR[s/p,r/p]A (piK)/ϕ(R[s,r]A (piK)). The map
ψ extends to functions Rr0/pA (piK)→ Rr0A (piK) for r0 ≤ C(piK) and RA(piK)→ RA(piK).
Notation 2.2.3. Since we will often be in the case K = Qp, we simplify our notations in
this case, writing Γ = ΓQp and R?A = R?A(piK) for ? = [s, r], r, ∅ (the latter overloading our
previous meaning for R?A).
Moreover, in this case one has F ′ = Qp, and the choice of ε above gives rise to a preferred
indeterminate pi = piQp with constant any number C(pi) < 1/(p − 1). We can explicitly
describe the (ϕ,Γ)-actions on this indeterminate by γ(pi) = (1 + pi)χ(γ) − 1 for γ ∈ Γ = ΓQp
and ϕ(pi) = (1 + pi)p − 1. (Any other choice of ε is of the form γ(ε), γ ∈ Γ, and leads to
the indeterminate γ(pi).) The ψ-action is computed by knowing that, in this case, R[s,r]A =⊕p−1
i=0 (1 + pi)
iϕR[ps,pr]A , so if f =
∑p−1
i=0 (1 + pi)
iϕ(fi) then ψ(f) = f0.
We use the following notation for subgroups of Γ = ΓQp . For n ≥ 1 (resp. n ≥ 2 if
p = 2), write γn ∈ Γ for the unique element with χ(γn) = 1 + pn, as well as γ′n = γp
n−1
1 so
that χ(γ′n) = (1 + p)
pn−1 . Each of these elements topologically generates the subgroup Γn of
Γ mapped isomorphically by χ onto 1 + pnZp, so that Γ = Γ1 × µp−1 (resp. Γ = Γ2 × µ2 if
p = 2).
Remark 2.2.4. For L a finite extension of K and for 0 < r ≤ min{C(piK), C(piL)e˜L/e˜K},
Rre˜K/e˜LA (piL) is naturally a finite e´tale RrA(piK)-algebra, free of rank [L(µp∞) : K(µp∞)]; when
L/K is Galois, it has Galois group HK/HL. In general, the inclusion is equivariant for the
actions of ΓL (as a subgroup of ΓK) and ϕ.
Notation 2.2.5. For M r0 a module over Rr0A (piK) and for 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, we set M ? =
M r0 ⊗Rr0A (piK) R?A(piK) where ? = [s, r], s, ∅. For example, M = M r0 ⊗Rr0A (piK) RA(piK).
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Definition 2.2.6. Let r0 ∈ (0, C(piK)]. A ϕ-module over Rr0A (piK) is a finite projective
Rr0A (piK)-module M r0 equipped with an isomorphism ϕ∗M r0 ∼= M r0/p. A ϕ-module over
RA(piK) is the base change toRA(piK) of a ϕ-module over someRr0A (piK). ForM r0 a ϕ-module
over Rr0A (piK), the isomorphism ϕ∗M r0 ∼= M r0/p induces a continuous A-linear homomor-
phism ψ : M r0/p ∼= ϕ(M r0)⊗ϕ(Rr0A (piK)) R
r0/p
A (piK)→M r0 given by ψ(ϕ(m)⊗ f) = m⊗ ψ(f)
for m ∈M r0 and f ∈ Rr0/pA (piK).
A ϕ-bundle over Rr0A (piK) is a vector bundle (M [s,r]) over Rr0A (piK) equipped with iso-
morphisms ϕ∗M [s,r] ∼= M [s/p,r/p] for all 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0 satisfying the obvious compatibility
conditions.
Proposition 2.2.7. The natural functor from ϕ-modules over Rr0A (piK) to ϕ-bundles over
Rr0A (piK) is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. This natural functor is obviously fully faithful. To check essential surjectivity, by
Proposition 2.1.13, it suffices to check that any ϕ-bundle (M [s,r]) is uniformly finitely pre-
sented. Since R[r0/p,r0]A (piK) is noetherian, M [r0/p,r0] is (m,n)-finitely presented for some
m,n ∈ N. Pulling back along ϕa for any a ∈ N, we see that M [r0/pa+1,r0/pa] ∼= (ϕa)∗M [r0/p,r0]
is also (m,n)-finitely presented. This checks that the ϕ-bundle is uniformly finitely presented,
and finishes the proof.
Remark 2.2.8. Proposition 2.2.7 shows that the two types of objects considered in [34],
(ϕ,Γ)-modules over RA and families of (ϕ,Γ)-modules, are actually the same thing. We will
no longer distinguish them from now on. But we remind the reader that these categories do
depend on the choice of r0.
The following two technical lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.3.9, the first
of which is a strengthening of Lemma 2.1.16 making use of the ϕ-structure.
Lemma 2.2.9. Let M r0 and N r0 be two ϕ-modules over Rr0A (piK) and let g : M → N be a
morphism of ϕ-modules over RA(piK). Then g is induced by some morphism gr0 : M r0 → N r0
of ϕ-modules over Rr0A (piK). Moreover, if g is injective (resp. surjective), so is gr0.
Proof. The morphism g is the base change of some gr : M r → N r for some r ∈ (0, r0]. For
r′ = min{pr, r0}, gr induces gr′/p : M r′/p → N r′/p. We define
gr
′
: M r
′ ϕ−→M r′/p gr
′/p−−−→ N r′/p ψ−→ N r′ .
It is easy to check that gr
′
is a homomorphism of ϕ-modules over Rr′A(piK), which agrees
with gr upon base change to RrA(piK). Iterating this construction gives the morphism gr0 :
M r0 → N r0 . Now, suppose g is injective (resp. surjective). Let Qr0 be the kernel (resp.
cokernel) of gr0 ; then ϕ∗(Qr) ∼= Qr/p for r ∈ (0, r0]. Using the similar argument as in the
proof of Proposition 2.2.7 (by invoking Proposition 2.1.13(1)), we know that Qr0 is finitely
generated over Rr0A (piK). By the injectivity (resp. surjectivity) of g and Lemma 2.1.16, we
know that Qr = 0 for some r. But then for r′ = min{pr, r0}, ϕ∗(Qr′) = Qr′/p = 0 implies
that Qr
′
= 0. Iterating this proves the lemma.
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Notation 2.2.10. For any f ∈ A, we let Z(f) ⊆ Max(A) denote the closed subspace defined
by f .
Lemma 2.2.11. Let f ∈ A be a nonzero element. Let g : M → N be a morphism of
ϕ-modules over RA (or Rr0A for some r0 > 0). Assume that gz : Mz → Nz is surjective for
every z ∈ Max(A)\Z(f). Then g : M [ 1
f
]→ N [ 1
f
] is surjective.
Proof. If both ϕ-modules are defined over RA, we may choose r0 > 0 such that both modules
and the morphism are the base change fromRr0A ; in this case, the surjectivity of the model gr0z
of gz over Rr0κz for z ∈ Max(A)\Z(f) is still guaranteed by Lemma 2.2.9. Therefore, we need
only to prove the lemma when the conditions are stated for ϕ-modules overRr0A . LetQ denote
the cokernel of g; it is finitely presented. The assumption of the lemma implies that Qz = 0
for any z ∈ Max(A)\Z(f). Therefore, Q[r0/p,r0] is supported on Z(f) × A1[r0/p, r0], and is
then killed by fm for some m ∈ N. Pulling back along powers of ϕ, we have Q[r0/pn+1,r0/pn] ∼=
(ϕn)∗Q[r0/p,r0] is also killed by fm for any n ∈ N. Therefore, Q is killed by fm, concluding
the lemma.
Definition 2.2.12. Let r0 ∈ (0, C(piK)]. A (ϕ,ΓK)-module over Rr0A (piK) is a ϕ-module M r0
over Rr0A (piK) equipped with a commuting semilinear continuous action of ΓK . A (ϕ,ΓK)-
module over RA(piK) is the base change to RA(piK) of a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over Rr0A (piK) for
some r0 ∈ (0, C(piK)]. We note that the map ψ commutes with the action of ΓK .
If L is a finite extension of K and M is a (ϕ,ΓL)-module over RA(piL), we define the
induced (ϕ,ΓK)-module to be Ind
K
LM = Ind
ΓL
ΓK
M , viewed as an RA(piK)-module, where the
action of ϕ is inherited from M .
Remark 2.2.13. The continuity condition in the preceding definition means that, for any
m ∈ M [s,r] with 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, the map ΓK → M [s,r], γ 7→ γ(m) is continuous for the
profinite topology on ΓK and the Banach topology on M
[s,r]. In the next proposition, we
reformulate this condition more explicitly, and show that one in fact obtains an action of
R∞A (ΓK) on M , the latter ring being defined in Definition 2.1.20.
The following claims are well-known, but not well documented in the literature, so we
provide a proof.
Proposition 2.2.14. Let r0 ∈ (0, C(piK)], and let M r0 be a finitely generated Rr0A (piK)-
module, say generated by m1, . . . ,mN . For any s ∈ (0, r0] let | · |M [s,r0] denote any fixed
R[s,r0]A (piK)-Banach module norm on M [s,r0], and ‖ · ‖M [s,r0] the associated operator norm.
Assume M r0 is equipped with a semilinear action of ΓK.
(1) In order that the action of ΓK on M
r0 be continuous, it is necessary and sufficient that
for each i = 1, . . . , N one has limγ→1 γ(mi) = mi.
(2) If the action of ΓK on M
r0 is continuous, then for each s one has limγ→1 ‖γ−1‖M [s,r0] =
0.
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(3) If the action of ΓK on M
r0 is continuous, then the action of A[ΓK ] extends by continuity
to an action of R∞A (ΓK). More precisely, taking any n ≥ 1 (resp. n ≥ 2 if p = 2) such
that Γn ⊆ ΓK, for any s ∈ (0, r0] there exists gs ∈ N such that ‖(γ′n − 1)gs‖M [s,r0] ≤ ω.
Proof. For (1) and (2), if the action is continuous then clearly the condition on the mi holds.
Conversely, assuming the condition on the mi holds, we now show that the condition on the
operator norms holds, which implies that the action of ΓK is continuous, because we only
need to check continuity at the origin. A general m ∈ M [s,r0] is of the form ∑Ni=1 fimi with
fi ∈ R[s,r0]A (piK), and since there are only finitely many terms, it suffices to treat each fimi
separately. Writing
γ(fimi)− fimi = (γ − 1)(fi)mi + γ(fi)(γ − 1)(mi),
it suffices to make (γ−1)(fi) arbitrarily small, to keep γ(fi) bounded, and to make (γ−1)(mi)
arbitrarily small, with respect to ‖ · ‖M [s,r0] as γ → 1. The third term can be made small
by hypothesis. The second term is bounded by ‖fi‖M [s,r0] as soon as we can make the first
term small. So we have reduced the general case to treating the free rank one module M =
Rr0A (piK). Since the module IndQpK Rr0A (piK) is noncanonically a direct sum of finitely many
copies of Rr0A (piK), the desired claim for Rr0A (piK) follows from the case of the Re˜Kr0A (piQp)-
module Ind
Qp
K Rr0A (piK) with ΓQp-action. But, as above, a general Re˜Kr0A (piQp)-module with
ΓQp-action reduces to the case of the free rank one module. Henceforth, we replace e˜Kr0 by
r0 for simplicity. We now take piQp = pi as in Notation 2.2.3. Because |(1 + pi) − 1|[s,r0] < 1
we have |(1 + pi)a − 1|[s,r0] ≤ C(s, r0) < 1 for some constant C(s, r0) independent of a ∈ Zp,
and because taking pth powers improves congruences, this implies that for any  > 0 we can
make |(1 + pi)apn − 1|[s,r0] <  independently of a ∈ Zp by taking n sufficiently large. For
n ≥ 1 (resp. n ≥ 2 if p = 2) and γ ∈ Γn, write χ(γ) = 1+apn with a ∈ Zp. Given f ∈ R[s,r0]A ,
in order to bound |γ(f)− f |[s,r0] it suffices to consider the positive and negative powers of pi
separately. Elementary algebra gives
γ(pi)− pi = (1 + pi)((1 + pi)apn − 1), (2.2.14.1)
1
γ(pi)
− 1
pi
= −1 + pi
pi
(1 + pi)ap
n − 1
(1 + pi)((1 + pi)apn − 1) + pi .
For any  > 0, by taking n large enough the first (resp. second) right hand side can be made
less than |pi|[s,r0] (resp. |pi−1|[s,r0]) independently of a ∈ Zp. This proves (1) and (2).
For (3), the second claim implies the first, because it providesM with an action ofR∞A (Γn)
and one has R∞A (ΓK) = R∞A (Γn) ⊗Z[Γn] Z[ΓK ]. Thus we concern ourselves with the second
claim. Because Ind
Qp
K M is noncanonically a direct sum of finitely many ΓK-stable copies
of M , and ΓK ⊆ ΓQp , the desired bound follows from the case of the Re˜Kr0A (piQp)-module
Ind
Qp
K M with ΓQp-action. So we assume from now on that K = Qp and we replace e˜Kr0 by
r0. Since for any a ∈ Zp and n ≥ 1 (resp. n ≥ 2 if p = 2) one has |(1+pi)apn−1|[s,r0] < |pi|[s,r0],
it follows from the identities (2.2.14.1) that the norm | · |[s,r0] on R[s,r0]A (piQp) is invariant under
precomposition with γ ∈ Γn. It follows from (2) that for some n′ ≥ n, the norm | · |M [s,r0] is
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invariant under Γn′ . Then C = maxγ∈Γn/Γn′ ‖γ˜‖M [s,r0] , where γ˜ denotes any choice of lift of
γ → Γn, is equal to maxγ∈Γn ‖γ‖M [s,r0] . Keeping in mind that | · |M [s,r0] is invariant under Γn,
it follows that the average
| · |′
M [s,r0]
=
1
[Γn : Γn′ ]
∑
γ∈Γn/Γn′
| · |M [s,r0] ◦ γ˜
does not depend on the choice of n′, and is a Γn-invariant norm on M [s,r0] such that
C−1| · |′
M [s,r0]
≤ | · |M [s,r0] ≤ C| · |′M [s,r0] .
Assuming we know the result for the norm | · |′
M [s,r0]
, there exists g′s ∈ N such that ‖γ′n −
1)g
′
s‖′
M [s,r0]
≤ ω. Choosing h ∈ N large enough so that ωhC2 ≤ 1, we have
‖(γ′n − 1)(h+1)g
′
s‖M [s,r0] ≤ C‖(γ′n − 1)(h+1)g
′
s‖′
M [s,r0]
≤ C2ωh+1 ≤ ω,
whence the claim for the norm |·|M [s,r0] . By (2), there exists n′ ≥ n such that ||γ′n′−1||M [s,r0] ≤
C−2ω so that ||γ′n′ − 1||′M [s,r0] ≤ ω. Now write (γ′n − 1)p
n′−n
= (γ′n′ − 1) + P (γ′n′), where
P (X) ∈ Z[X] is divisible by p; the first term has operator norm under | · |′
M [s,r0]
at most ω
by the choice of n′, and the latter term has operator norm less than or equal to |p| ≤ ω, so
the operator norm ||(γ′n − 1)pn
′−n ||′
M [s,r0]
≤ ω, proving part (3) of the proposition.
It would be useful for technical purposes to know that the following conjecture holds (see
also [2, §3, Question 1] and [34, Remark 6.2]).
Conjecture 2.2.15. For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), there exists a finite admissible
cover {Max(Ai)}i=1,...,n of Max(A) such that each M⊗̂AAi is a finite free RAi(piK)-module.
Remark 2.2.16. We will prove the preceding conjecture for rank one (ϕ,ΓK)-modules in
Theorem 6.2.14, and the conjecture follows for trianguline (ϕ,ΓK)-modules. The conjecture
is also known for the essential image of the functor Drig (defined in Theorem 2.2.17 below),
though not for a general e´tale (ϕ,ΓK)-module.
The importance of (ϕ,Γ)-modules rests upon the following result.
Theorem 2.2.17. Let V be a finite projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-
linear action of GK. Then there is functorially associated to V a (ϕ,ΓK)-module Drig(V )
over RA(piK). The rule V 7→ Drig(V ) is fully faithful and exact, and it commutes with base
change in A.
Proof. See [34, Theorem 3.11], which generalizes [10, The´ore`me 4.2.9]1. (It was also pointed
out by Gae¨tan Chenevier that some modification of [10, The´ore`me 4.2.9] can recover the
theorem; see [34, Remark 3.13].) For further details, see [42, §2.1].
Lemma 2.2.18. Let V be a finite projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear
action of GL. Denote the induced representation of GK by Ind
GK
GL
V , and let IndKL Drig(V ) be
as in Definition 2.2.12. Then we have Drig(Ind
GK
GL
V ) ∼= IndKL Drig(V ).
Proof. This can be proved in the same way as in [36, Proposition 3.1].
1R. Liu has pointed out to us a small gap in this reference; see [37, Theorem 1.1.4] for a fix.
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2.3 Cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-modules and duality
Fontaine and Herr [30] defined a cohomology theory for (ϕ,Γ)-modules, compatible with
the theory of Galois cohomology. When A is a finite extension of Qp, Liu [36] showed that
this cohomology theory of (ϕ,Γ)-modules admits analogs of local Tate duality and the Euler
characteristic formula for p-adic representations of GK . In this subsection, we set up the
basic formalism in the relative setting, including Tate duality pairing. In the special case
K = Qp, we give an explicit computation of the pairing in terms of residues.
Notation 2.3.1. Let ∆K denote the p-torsion subgroup of ΓK , which is trivial if p 6= 2 and
at largest cyclic of order two. When K = Qp, we write ∆ = ∆Qp . Choose γK ∈ ΓK whose
image in ΓK/∆K is a topological generator. (This choice is useful for explicit formulas, but
if desired one can reformulate everything to eliminate this choice.)
Notation 2.3.2. We follow [41] for sign conventions throughout. Thus, the tensor product
of complexes X• ⊗ Y • has differential defined by di+jX⊗Y (x⊗ y) = diXx⊗ y + (−1)ix⊗ djY y if
x ∈ X i and y ∈ Y j. For a morphism of complexes f • : X• → Y •, define its mapping fiber
Fib(f) = Cone(f)[−1], i.e. the complex with Fib(f)i = X i⊕Y i−1 and diFib(f) = diX−di−1Y −f i.
If f : X → Y is a morphism of objects, then Fib(f) is the complex [X −f−→ Y ] concentrated
in degrees 0, 1.
Definition 2.3.3. For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module overRA(piK), we define the complexes C•ϕ,γK (M)
and C•ψ,γK (M) concentrated in degree [0, 2], and a morphism ΨM between them, as follows:
C•ϕ,γK (M)
ΨM

= [M∆K
(ϕ−1,γK−1) //
id

M∆K ⊕M∆K (γK−1)⊕(1−ϕ)//
−ψ⊕id

M∆K ]
−ψ

C•ψ,γK (M) = [M
∆K
(ψ−1,γK−1) //M∆K ⊕M∆K (γK−1)⊕(1−ψ)//M∆K ].
(2.3.3.1)
These complexes and the morphism are independent of the choice of γK up to canonical
A-linear isomorphism: if f is one of ϕ or ψ then ΓγK ,γ′K ,M : C
•
f,γK
(M)
∼→ C•f,γ′K (M) is given
by [1 1⊕ γ′K−1
γK−1
γ′K−1
γK−1 ].
The complex C•ϕ,γK (M) is called the Herr complex of M . Its cohomology group is denoted
H∗ϕ,γK (M) and is called the (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology. We similarly define H
∗
ψ,γK
(M) to be the
cohomology of C•ψ,γK (M), called the (ψ,Γ)-cohomology of M . We remark that the same
definition applies to any module N with a commuting action of ϕ (resp. ψ) and ΓK ; we
denote the resulting cohomology by H∗ϕ,γK (N) (resp. H
∗
ψ,γK
(N)).
Remark 2.3.4. For f one of ϕ or ψ, we have C•f,γK (M) = Fib(1 − γK |Fib(1 − f |M∆K )).
Moreover, from the definition we easily deduce a useful short exact sequence
0→M∆K ,ψ=1/(γK − 1)→ H1ψ,γK (M)→ (M/(ψ − 1))ΓK → 0,
where the nontrivial maps are induced by inclusion of the second (resp. projection onto the
first) coordinate in C1ψ,γK (M) = M
∆K ⊕M∆K .
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Lemma 2.3.5. Let L be a finite extension of K. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓL)-module over RA(piL).
We have a natural quasi-isomorphism C•ϕ,γL(M)→ C•ϕ,γK (IndKL (M)) (inducing isomorphisms
H iϕ,γL(M)
∼= H iϕ,γK (IndKLM) for any i).
Proof. As C•ϕ,γK (M) is equal, up to signs within the differentials, to the mapping fiber of
1− ϕ on the complex
C•γK (M) = [M
∆K γK−1−−−→M∆K ],
it suffices to treat the complex C•γK (M) in place of C
•
ϕ,γK
(M). But the latter complex
is functorially quasi-isomorphic to the continuous cochain group C•cont(ΓK ,M). Thus the
lemma follows from the usual formulation of Shapiro’s lemma for ΓL ⊆ ΓK .
Proposition 2.3.6. For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module overRA(piK), the morphism ΨM : C•ϕ,γK (M)→
C•ψ,γK (M) is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence we have H
∗
ϕ,γK
(M) ∼= H∗ψ,γK (M).
Proof. The morphism ΨM is surjective at each degree. The kernel of ΨM is the complex
[M∆K ,ψ=0
γK−1−−−→ M∆K ,ψ=0] concentrated in degrees 1 and 2. The bijectivity of γK − 1 on
M∆K ,ψ=0 will be proved in Theorem 3.1.1 in the next subsection (the reader can check that
there is no circular reasoning), and the proposition follows from this fact.
From now on, we will use the (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology and the (ψ,Γ)-cohomology interchange-
ably without notification.
Proposition 2.3.7. Let V be a finite projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-
linear action of GK. If we use RΓcont(GK , V ) to denote the cohomology of continuous GK-
cochains with values in V , we have a functorial isomorphism RΓcont(GK , V ) ∼= RΓϕ,γK (Drig(V ))
compatible with base change, in the derived category of perfect complexes over A.
Proof. This is [42, Theorem 2.8].
Definition 2.3.8. As is customary, write Zp(1) = lim←−n µpn , and for any Zp-module V with
GK-action (possibly via ΓK), write V (1) for V ⊗Zp Zp(1) with the diagonal action.
We writeRA(piK)(1) = Drig(A(1)). For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module overRA(piK), we write M(1)
for the twist M ⊗R(piK) R(piK)(1), and M∨ for the module dual HomRA(piK)(M,RA(piK)), as
well as M∗ = M∨(1) for the Cartier dual. For L a finite extension of K and M a (ϕ,ΓL)-
module over RA(piL), we have (IndKL (M))∗ ∼= IndKL (M∗).
Since A is flat over Qp, one has H2(GK ,Qp(1))⊗Qp A ∼= H2(GK , A(1)). From local class
field theory one has the trace isomorphism H2(GK ,Qp(1)) ∼= Qp, hence also H2(GK , A(1)) ∼=
A. Combining this with the case V = A(1) in the preceding proposition, one gets the Tate
isomorphism TaK : H
2
ϕ,γK
(RA(piK)(1)) ∼= H2(GK , A(1)) ∼= A.
We record a general formalism of cup products, which is well-known in the literature.
Lemma 2.3.9. Let R be a ring. Let fi, gi : C
•
i → D•i for i = 1, 2 be morphisms of R-
complexes. Then we have a natural morphism
Fib(C•1
g1−f1−−−→ D•1)⊗ Fib(C•2 g2−f2−−−→ D•2) −→ Fib(C•1 ⊗ C•2 g1⊗g2−f1⊗f2−−−−−−−−→ D•1 ⊗D•2)
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given by the downward arrows of the diagram
C•1 ⊗ C•2
(
(f1−g1)⊗1,1⊗(f2−g2)
)
//
id

D•1 ⊗ C•2 ⊕ C•1 ⊗D•2
(
1⊗(g2−f2)
)
⊕
(
(f1−g1)⊗1
)
//
1⊗g2⊕f1⊗1

D•1 ⊗D•2
C•1 ⊗ C•2
f1⊗f2−g1⊗g2 // D•1 ⊗D•2
where the maps 1 ⊗ (f2 − g2) in the first horizontal arrow and f1 ⊗ 1 in the second vertical
arrow get multiplied by −1 on summands with a tensor factor that is an odd-degree piece of
Fib(C•1
g1−f1−−−→ D•1).
Proof. This is a straightforward computation.
Definition 2.3.10. For M1,M2 two (ϕ,ΓK)-modules over RA(piK), we construct cup prod-
ucts as follows. Write C•ϕ(M) = Fib(1 − ϕ|M) = [M ϕ−1−−→ M ] for brevity. First apply
Lemma 2.3.9 (with R = A) to the case C•i = D
•
i = Mi, fi = ϕ, and gi = id, to get the first
arrow in the composite
∪ϕ : C•ϕ(M1)⊗A C•ϕ(M2) = [M1 ϕ−1−−→M1]⊗A [M2 ϕ−1−−→M2]
→ [M1 ⊗AM2 ϕ⊗ϕ−1⊗1−−−−−−→M1 ⊗AM2]
 [M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2
ϕ−1−−→M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2] = C•ϕ(M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2).
Then, one applies Lemma 2.3.9 (with R = A) to the case C•i = D
•
i = C
•
ϕ(Mi), fi = γK , and
gi = id, to get the arrow ∪γK in the composite
∪ϕ,γK : C•ϕ,γK (M1)⊗A C•ϕ,γK (M2)
= Fib(C•ϕ(M1)
1−γK−−−→ C•ϕ(M1))⊗A Fib(C•ϕ(M2) 1−γK−−−→ C•ϕ(M2))
∪γK−−→ Fib(C•ϕ(M1)⊗A C•ϕ(M2) 1⊗1−γK⊗γK−−−−−−−→ C•ϕ(M1)⊗A C•ϕ(M2))
∪ϕ−→ Fib(C•ϕ(M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2)
1−γK−−−→ C•ϕ(M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2))
= C•ϕ,γK (M1 ⊗RA(piK) M2).
This morphism induces an A-bilinear pairing H iϕ,γK (M)×Hjϕ,γK (N)→ H i+jϕ,γK (M⊗RA(piK)N).
This gives rise to the explicit formulas of [31, §4.2]. Especially, when i = j = 1, one has
(x1, x2)⊗ (y1, y2) 7→ x2 ⊗ γ(y1)− x1 ⊗ ϕ(y2).
Using the cup product, functoriality for the morphism M⊗RA(piK)M∗ → RA(piK)(1), and
the Tate map TaK : H
2
ϕ,γK
(RA(piK)(1)) ∼= A, one gets Tate duality pairings
∪Ta : C•ϕ,γK (M)× C•ϕ,γK (M∗)
∪ϕ,γK−−−→ C•ϕ,γK (RA(piK)(1))
→ H2ϕ,γK (RA(piK)(1))[−2]
TaK−−→ A[−2], (2.3.10.1)
∪Ta : H iϕ,γK (M)×H2−iϕ,γK (M∗)→ H2ϕ,γK (RA(piK)(1))
TaK−−→ A. (2.3.10.2)
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The following extension of Tate local duality is due to Liu [36]. We will later generalize
this result to the case of a general affinoid algebra A in Theorem 4.4.5.
Theorem 2.3.11 (Liu). Suppose that A is a finite extension of Qp. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-
module over RA(piK).
(1) The A-vector spaces H iϕ,γK (M) are finite-dimensional for i = 0, 1, 2.
(2) The Euler characteristic χ(M) =
∑2
i=0(−1)i dimAH iϕ,γK (M) equals −[K : Qp] rankM .
(3) The duality cup product (2.3.10.2) is a perfect pairing.
We focus for the remainder of this subsection on the case K = Qp, and describe an
explicit construction of the Tate isomorphism TaQp (up to a fixed Q×p -multiple) and duality
pairings ∪Ta.
Confusing additive and multiplicative notations, we may write Qp(1) = Qp ⊗ ε and
R(1) = R ⊗ ε (with ϕ acting trivially on ε). Recall that to our choice of ε is associated
an indeterminate pi for R. We define the normalized residue maps ResQp ,ResγQp : RA(1) =
RA ⊗ ε → A by ResQp(f ⊗ ε) = ResRA(f dpi1+pi ) and ResγQp = (logχ(γQp))−1 ResQp . These
maps are formally checked to be independent of the choice of ε, and invariant under precom-
position with ϕ, ψ, and all γ ∈ Γ (cf. [21, §I.2]). In particular, they factor through maps
H2ϕ,γQp (RA(1)) ∼= RA(1)Γ/(ϕ − 1) → A which we also call ResQp and ResγQp , respectively.
By the reasoning of Remark 2.1.21, the maps ResγQp are compatible for varying choices of
γQp . Since H
2
ϕ,γQp
(RA(1)) is isomorphic to A as above, and the residue map is obviously
surjective, it follows that ResQp and ResγQp are isomorphisms. By base changing from the
case A = Qp, we see that ResγQp = Cp · TaQp for some Cp ∈ Q×p independent of A and γQp .
Remark 2.3.12. Although the precise value of Cp is irrelevant in this paper, we remark
that it is claimed in [5, Theorem 2.2.6] that Cp = −(p− 1)/p.
Notation 2.3.13. Let 〈−,−〉 denote the tautologicalRA-bilinear pairing M×M∗ → RA(1).
We define the residue pairings {−,−}Qp , {−,−}γQp : M × M∗ → A by ResQp ◦〈−,−〉
and ResγQp ◦〈−,−〉, respectively. (Our notation differs from the twisted pairing defined
by Colmez [20].)
From the properties of 〈−,−〉 and ResγQp it follows that {γ(x), γ(y)} = {ϕ(x), ϕ(y)} ={x, y}, that {ϕ(x), y} = {x, ψ(y)}, and that {ψ(x), y} = {x, ϕ(y)} for any γ ∈ Γ, x ∈M and
y ∈M∗. Then the scaled Tate duality pairing Cp · ∪Ta is computed, under the identification
ΨM∗ ◦ ΓγQp ,γ−1Qp ,M∗ : C
•
ϕ,γQp
(M∗) ∼→ C•
ψ,γ−1Qp
(M∗),
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by the diagram
C•ϕ,γQp (M) = [ M
∆K //M∆K ⊕M∆K //M∆K ]
× × ×
[ (M∗)∆K
{−,−}γQp

(M∗)∆K ⊕ (M∗)∆Koo
{−,−}γQp ,1

(M∗)∆K ]
{−,−}γQp

oo = C•
ψ,γ−1Qp
(M∗),
A A A
where {(m,n), (k, l)}γQp ,1 = {m, l}γQp − {n, k}γQp . (The diagram only commutes up to sign,
but it is compatible with the sign convention for the tensor product of complexes.)
3 The ψ operator
We now focus attention more closely on the action of the operator ψ on (ϕ,Γ)-modules, and
particularly the kernel of ψ and the kernel and cokernel of ψ − 1. The technical importance
of the ψ-action is apparent in much of the prior work on the cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-modules.
Moreover, Fontaine observed that, in addition to being a useful intermediate step in the
computation of (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology, ψ-cohomology is itself important because of its identifi-
cation with Iwasawa cohomology; see [16]. We thus take a bit of extra care in our analysis
of ψ-cohomology here, in order to later obtain conclusions about Iwasawa cohomology in
arithmetic families.
Notation 3.0.1. Throughout this section, the notations R?A(C) of Definition 2.1.20 are in
force with C = ΓK and c = γK .
Remark 3.0.2. Although we have assumed throughout A to be a Qp-affinoid algebra, the
statements and proofs in this section apply to any strongly noetherian Banach algebra A
over Qp.
3.1 Γ-action on Mψ=0
The aim of this subsection is to prove the following theorem regarding the ΓK-action on
Mψ=0, by removing an auxiliary boundedness condition from [15, The´ore`me 2.4].
Theorem 3.1.1. For M any (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), there exists r1 ∈ (0, C(piK)) such
that for any 0 < r ≤ r1, γK − 1 is invertible on (M r)ψ=0, and the A[ΓK , (γK − 1)−1]-module
structure on (M r)ψ=0 extends uniquely by continuity to an Re˜KrA (ΓK)-module structure, for
which (M r)ψ=0 is finite projective of rank [K : Qp] · rankM .
Proof. We first observe that
(Ind
Qp
K M)
ψ=0 =
(
HomZ[ΓK ](Z[Γ],M)
)ψ=0
= HomZ[ΓK ](Z[Γ],M
ψ=0).
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Since Z[Γ] is a finite free Z[ΓK ]-module, the statement of the theorem for M is equivalent
to that for Ind
Qp
K M . (Note our restriction on C(piK) in Definition 2.2.2 allows us to compare
Re˜KrA (ΓK) and RrA(Γ).) Hence we can and will assume that K = Qp from now on.
We may assume that M is a (ϕ,Γ)-module over Rr0A , where r0 < C(piK) is small enough
so that |p| < |pip|r0 , and that ψ is defined. For 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0, because of the decompo-
sition R[s/pn,r/pn]A =
⊕
i∈Z/pnZ(1 + pi)
ı˜ϕnR[s,r]A , where ı˜ denotes any lift of i to Z, we have a
decomposition
(M [s/p
n,r/pn])ψ=0 =
⊕
i∈(Z/pnZ)×
(1 + pi)ı˜ϕnM [s,r] ∼= (1 + pi)ϕnM [s,r] ⊗Z[Γn] Z[Γ]
of Z[Γ]-modules. Since R[s/pn,r/pn]A (Γ) = R[s,r]A (Γn)⊗Z[Γn] Z[Γ] for all n ≥ 0 (using the restric-
tion on C(piK) in Definition 2.2.2), we need only to prove the following: for some n ≥ 2,
the module (1 + pi)ϕnM r0 has invertible action of γn − 1, it admits a unique extension of
the A[Γn, (γn− 1)−1]-action by continuity to an Rr0A (Γn)-module structure, and with respect
to this structure it is finite projective of the same rank as M . Then the theorem holds for
r1 = r0/p
n.
Since M is a finite projective Rr0A -module, there exists a finite (projective) Rr0A -module
N such that M ⊕ N is free with basis e1, . . . , em over Rr0A . For I = [r0, r0], [r0/p, r0/p], or
[r0/p, r0], set N
I = N⊗Rr0A RIA. We equip M I and N I with any Banach module norms | · |M,I
and | · |N,I , and M I ⊕N I with the supremum of these norms, denoted | · |M⊕N,I .
By Proposition 2.2.14(2), there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0 the operator norms
of γn − 1 satisfy ‖γn − 1‖M,I < |pi|I for any I = [r0, r0], [r0/p, r0/p], or [r0/p, r0].
We will prove in Corollary 3.1.3 that, for any l ∈ N, (1+pi)ϕn0M [r0/pl,r0/pl−1] has invertible
action of γn0 − 1, it admits a unique extension of the A[Γn0 , (γn0 − 1)−1]-action by continuity
to an R[r0/pl,r0/pl−1]A (Γn0)-module structure, and it is finite projective of the same rank as
M , in fact generated by m elements (and hence (m,m)-finitely presented because of the
projectivity), such that
(1 + pi)ϕn0M [r0/p
l,r0/pl−1] ⊗R[r0/pl,r0/pl−1]A (Γn0 ) R
[r0/pl,r0/pl]
A (Γn0)
∼= (1 + pi)ϕn0M [r0/pl+1,r0/pl] ⊗R[r0/pl+1,r0/pl]A (Γn0 ) R
[r0/pl,r0/pl]
A (Γn0)
for any l. By Proposition 2.1.13(3), this implies that (1 + pi)ϕn0M r0 is a finite projective
Rr0A (Γn0)-module of the same rank as M .
Lemma 3.1.2. Retain the notations of the preceding proof. Let I = [r0/p, r0], [r0/p, r0/p],
or [r0, r0]. If n ≥ n0, then (1 + pi)ϕnM I has invertible action of γn − 1, it admits a unique
extension of the A[Γn, (γn − 1)−1]-action by continuity to an RIA(Γn)-module structure, and
it is finite projective of the same rank as M with (at most) m generators. Moreover, we have
natural isomorphisms
(1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/p,r0/p] ∼= (1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/p,r0] ⊗R[r0/p,r0]A (Γn) R
[r0/p,r0/p]
A (Γn), and
(1 + pi)ϕnM [r0,r0] ∼= (1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/p,r0] ⊗R[r0/p,r0]A (Γn) R
[r0,r0]
A (Γn).
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Proof. We observe that γn − 1 acts on (1 + pi)ϕnM I by sending (1 + pi)ϕn(x) to
γn((1 + pi)ϕ
n(x))− (1 + pi)ϕn(x) = (1 + pi)(1 + pi)pnϕnγn(x)− (1 + pi)ϕn(x)
= (1 + pi)ϕn((1 + pi)γn(x)− x)
= (1 + pi)ϕn(Gγn(x)),
where we denote by Gγn the operator on M
I given by
Gγn : x 7→ (1 + pi)γn(x)− x = pi ·
(
1 +
(1 + pi)
pi
(γn − 1)
)
(x).
We observe that, by our choice of n0, the series∑
k≥0
(
−(1 + pi)
pi
(γn − 1)
)k
· pi−1
converges for the operator norm ‖ ·‖M,I , and is inverse to Gγn . Thus γn−1 acts invertibly on
(1 + pi)ϕnM I . Moreover, we have ‖(Gγn)±1 − (pi)±1‖M,I < |pi±1|I . As a result, M I admits a
unique extension of the action of A[G±1γn ] by continuity an RIA(Gγn)-module structure, and by
transport of structure (1 + pi)ϕnM I admits a unique extension of the action of A[(γn− 1)±1]
by continuity to an RIA(Γn)-module structure.
We extend the action of Gγn to M
I ⊕ N I by having Gγn act as multiplication by pi on
N I . We still have
‖(Gγn)±1 − (pi)±1‖M⊕N,I < |pi±1|I . (3.1.2.1)
Consider the following two maps
Φ :
m⊕
i=1
RIA(Γn)ei −→M I ⊕N I Φ′ :
m⊕
i=1
RIA(Γn)ei −→M I ⊕N I
m∑
i=1
fi(γn − 1)ei 7−→
m∑
i=1
fi(pi)ei
m∑
i=1
fi(γn − 1)ei 7−→
m∑
i=1
fi(Gγn)ei,
where fi(Gγn) is the formal substitution of Gγn into the variable of the formal Laurent series.
If we provide
⊕m
i=1RIA(Γn)ei with the norm defined by the ei, the map Φ is a topological
isomorphism. The norm condition (3.1.2.1) implies that
|Φ′ ◦ Φ−1(x)− x|M⊕N,I < |x|M⊕N,I for any x ∈M I ⊕N I ,
forcing Φ′ to be an isomorphism too. Hence, if we letRIA(Gγn) denote the formal substitution
of Gγn into the indeterminate of RIA, then M I ⊕N I is a free RIA(Gγn)-module of rank m. In
particular, this implies that (1 + pi)ϕnM I is finite projective over RIA(Γn), and is generated
by m elements. Moreover, since the definition of Φ′ is compatible with changing the interval
I, we have the base change property asserted in the lemma.
By our construction, we have rankRIA(M
I⊕N I) = m = rankRIA(Gγn )(M I⊕N I). Since the
Gγn-action on N
I is given by multiplication by pi, we see immediately that rankRIA(Γn)(1 +
pi)ϕnM I agrees with rankRAM .
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Corollary 3.1.3. Retain the notations of the preceding proof. For any l ≥ 0, let Il =
[r0/p
l+1, r0/p
l], [r0/p
l+1, r0/p
l+1], or [r0/p
l, r0/p
l]. Then (1 + pi)ϕn0M I is a finite projective
module over RIA(Γn0) of the same rank as M with (at most) m generators. Moreover, we
have
(1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/p
l+1,r0/pl+1] ∼= (1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/pl+1,r0/pl] ⊗R[r0/pl+1,r0/pl]A (Γn) R
[r0/pl+1,r0/pl+1]
A (Γn), and
(1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/p
l,r0/pl] ∼= (1 + pi)ϕnM [r0/pl+1,r0/pl] ⊗R[r0/pl+1,r0/pl]A (Γn) R
[r0/pl,r0/pl]
A (Γn).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1.2 and the fact that, for any 0 < s ≤ r ≤ r0,
(1+pi)ϕnM [s/p
l,r/pl] = (1+pi)ϕn+lM [s,r]⊗Z[Γn+l]Z[Γn] = (1+pi)ϕn+lM [s,r]⊗R[s,r]A (Γn+l)R
[s/pl,r/pl]
A (Γn).
3.2 ψ-cohomology of M/tM
An important ingredient of Liu’s proof [36] of Theorem 2.3.11 is the careful study of the
(ϕ,Γ)-cohomology of “torsion” modules M/tM . This allows one to freely shift the slopes
of the modules. We generalize this result to the relative setting, and give more information
concerning the Γ-action.
Hypothesis 3.2.1. In this subsection, we assume that K = Qp.
Notation 3.2.2. We define the special elements q = ϕ(pi)/pi, qn = ϕ
n−1(q) for n ≥ 1,
and t = log(1 + pi) = pi
∏
n≥1(qn/p) of R∞. We have ϕ(t) = pt and γ(t) = χ(γ)t for any
γ ∈ Γ. For 0 < s ≤ r, we have qn /∈ (R[s,r])× if and only if s ≤ 1/pn−1 ≤ r; in this case,
R[s,r]/qn ∼= Qp[pi]/qn may be identified with Qp(ζpn) by identifying 1 + pi with ζpn . This
identification is equivariant for Γ, and for ϕ in the sense that ϕ : R[s,r]/qn → R[s/p,r/p]/qn+1
is identified with the natural embedding Qp(ζpn)→ Qp(ζpn+1).
We define similar special elements of R∞A (Γn0), namely q0,γn0 = γn0−1, qn,γn0 = p−1(γp
n
n0
−
1)/(γp
n−1
n0
− 1) for n ≥ 1, and `γn0 =
∏
n≥0 qn,γn0 .
The following lemma is essentially [19, Proposition 2.16].
Lemma 3.2.3. Let M r0 be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over Rr0A , and let n0 = d− logp r0e. If we denote
M r0n = M
r0/qnM
r0 for n ≥ n0, then we have the following.
(1) M r0/tM r0 ∼= ∏n≥n0 M r0n ;
(2) ϕn
′−n ⊗ 1 induces an isomorphism M r0n ⊗Qp(ζpn ) Qp(ζpn′ ) ∼= M r0n′ as A[Γ]-modules for
any n′ ≥ n ≥ n0;
(3) under the product decomposition of (1), the map ϕ : M r0/tM r0 →M r0/p/tM r0/p takes
(xn)n to (xn−1)n;
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(4) ψ : M r0/p/tM r0/p →M r0/tM r0 takes (xn)n to (p−1TrMr0n /Mr0n−1(xn))n, where TrMr0n /Mr0n−1 :
M r0n
∼= M r0n−1 ⊗Qp(ζpn−1 ) Qp(ζpn)→M r0n−1 is given by the trace on the second factor.
Proof. (1) For 0 < s < r0, we have R[s,r0]A /tR[s,r0]A ∼→
⊕
n0≤n≤− logp sA⊗QpQp(ζpn), compatible
with varying s and r. This implies that M [s,r0]/tM [s,r0]
∼→ ⊕n0≤n≤− logp sM r0n . Taking the
inverse limit as s→ 0+ and applying Lemma 2.1.4(2) proves (1).
The statement (2) follows fromM r0n ⊗Qp(ζpn )Qp(ζpn+1) ∼= ϕ(M r0/qnM r0)⊗ϕ(Rr0A /qn)R
r0/p
A /qn+1
∼=
M r0/p/qn+1M
r0/p ∼= M r0/pn+1 = M r0n+1.
The statements (3) and (4) are straightforward.
The following proposition is a na¨ıve generalization of [36, Theorem 3.7] for families of
(ϕ,Γ)-modules.
Proposition 3.2.4. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module overRA. The cohomology groups H∗ϕ,γQp (M/tM)
are finitely generated A-modules, and vanish outside degrees 0, 1.
Proof. Assume that M is the base change of a (ϕ,Γ)-module M r0 over Rr0A . Denote n0 =
d− logp r0e. Then M r0/tM r0 ∼=
∏
n≥n0 Mn. We first prove that ϕ − 1 : M r0/tM r0 →
M r0/p/tM r0/p is surjective. For (xn)n≥n0+1 ∈ M r0/p/tM r0/p, we take yn0 = 0 and yn =
−xn+xn−1−xn−2+· · ·+(−1)n−n0xn0+1 for n ≥ n0+1 and then (ϕ−1)(yn)n≥n0 = (xn)n≥n0+1.
This proves that the cohomology vanishes outside degrees 0, 1.
By the description of ϕ-action in Lemma 3.2.3(3), we have (M r/tM r)ϕ=1 ∼= Md− logp re
for 0 < r ≤ r0. Taking the limit as r → 0+, we have (M/tM)ϕ=1 ∼= lim−→nMn, and hence
H∗ϕ,γQp (M/tM) is the cohomology of the complex [(lim−→nMn)
∆
γQp−1−−−→ (lim−→nMn)
∆]. By the de-
scription of the Γ-action in Lemma 3.2.3(2) and the knowledge thatQp(µpn) is noncanonically
the sum of all the irreducible Qp-representations of Γ/Γn, it suffices to know the following
claim: for any A-valued Γ-representation W , the operator γQp − 1 is bijective on all twists
W (ψ) by finite order characters ψ of sufficiently large conductor. Indeed, it suffices to check
bijectivity of γn − 1 for some n. Choose n large enough that the operator norm ||γn − 1||W
is less than p−1/(p−1) (using an argument similar to Proposition 2.2.14(2), but easier because
the ΓK-action is A-linear). Then for any character ψ such that ψ|Γn is nontrivial, it is easy
to see that γn − 1 is bijective on W (ψ).
Since we will later be studying Iwasawa cohomology, we need a version of Proposition 3.2.4
for ψ-cohomology rather than (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology, which gives more understanding of the
R∞A (Γ)-module structure.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA. The map ψ− 1 : M/tM →M/tM
is surjective, and its kernel admits a resolution 0 → P → Q → (M/tM)ψ=1 → 0 by finite
projective R∞A (Γ)-modules P and Q.
Proof. Assume that M is the base change of a (ϕ,Γ)-module M r0 over Rr0A with r0 < 1/p.
Set n0 = d− logp r0e ≥ 2, so that M r0/tM r0 ∼=
∏
n≥n0 Mn by Lemma 3.2.3(1). To see the
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surjectivity of ψ − 1, given (xn)n≥n0 ∈ M r0/tM r0 , the tuple (yn) defined by yn0 = 0 and
yn = xn−1 + xn−2 + · · ·+ xn0 for n ≥ n0 + 1 satisfies (ψ − 1)(yn)n≥n0 = (xn)n≥n0 .
We now discuss the R∞A (Γ)-module structure of (M r0/tM r0)ψ=1. By Lemma 3.2.6(1)
below, it suffices to find a two-term resolution by finite projective R∞A (Γn0)-modules.
By the description of the ψ-operator in Lemma 3.2.3(4), (M r0/tM r0)ψ=1 ∼= lim←−n≥n0 Mn
with transition map ψ (which admits a right inverse). In particular, this implies that, in
contrast to the (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology case (Proposition 3.2.4), (M r0/tM r0)ψ=1 does not depend
on the choice of r0, i.e. (M/tM)
ψ=1 = lim−→r(M
r/tM r)ψ=1 ∼= lim←−n≥n0 Mn. On the other hand,
Lemma 3.2.3(2) gives Γn0-equivariant isomorphisms Mn
∼= Mn0 ⊗Qp(ζpn0 ) Qp(ζpn), with ψ on
the left corresponding to 1⊗ 1
p
TrQp(ζpn )/Qp(ζpn−1 ) on the right. Thus
(M/tM)ψ=1 ∼= lim←−
n≥n0,1⊗ 1pTr
Mn0 ⊗Qp(ζpn0 ) Qp(ζpn).
The normal basis theorem allows us to choose a system of Γn0-equivariant isomorphisms
Qp(ζpn) ∼= Qp(ζpn0 )[Γn0/Γn] such that 1pTrQp(ζpn )/Qp(ζpn−1 ) on the left corresponds to the pro-
jection onto Qp(ζpn0 )[Γn0/Γn−1] on the right. On the other hand, one has a Γn0-equivariant
identification Qp(ζpn0 )[Γn0/Γn] ∼= RQp(ζpn0 )(Γn0)/(γp
n−n0
n0
− 1). Thus
(M/tM)ψ=1 ∼= lim←−
n
Mn0 ⊗Qp(ζpn0 ) RQp(ζpn0 )(Γn0)/(γp
n−n0
n0
− 1)
∼= lim←−
n
Mn0 ⊗Qp R(Γn0)/(γp
n−n0
n0
− 1) ∼= lim←−
n
Mn0 ⊗A RA(Γn0)/(γp
n−n0
n0
− 1).
But Mn0 is a finite A-module, and γ
pn−n0
n0
− 1 = pn−n0 ∏n−n0i=0 qi,γn0 (with p a unit in R(Γn0)),
so
(M/tM)ψ=1 ∼= Mn0 ⊗A lim←−
n
RA(Γn0)/(γp
n−n0
n0
− 1) ∼= Mn0 ⊗A RA(Γn0)/`γn0 .
We stress that Γn0 acts diagonally on the two tensor factors above.
Now we view Mn0 ⊗A R∞A (Γn0)/`γn0 as the cokernel of the natural map
Mn0 ⊗A R∞A (Γn0)
id⊗·`γn0−−−−−→Mn0 ⊗A R∞A (Γn0). (3.2.5.1)
We will prove that Mn0 ⊗A R∞A (Γn0) is a finite projective R∞A (Γn0)-module (again for the
diagonal Γn0-action), which would conclude the proposition. For this, we use an argu-
ment similar to that of Lemma 3.1.2. By Lemma 3.2.6(2) below, it suffices to prove that
Mn0⊗AR∞A (Γn0) ≈Mn0⊗AR∞A (Γm)⊕pm−n0 , and hence equivalently Mn0⊗AR∞A (Γm), is finite
projective as an R∞A (Γm)-module for some m ≥ n0. Since Mn0 is finite flat over A, there
exists an A-module Nn0 (with trivial Γn0-action) such that Mn0⊕Nn0 is a free A-module with
basis e1, . . . , ed. We choose the Banach norm | · |Mn0⊕Nn0 on Mn0⊕Nn0 to be the one given by
the basis e1, . . . , ed. By an argument similar to Proposition 2.2.14(2) (but easier, because the
action is now linear), there exists m ∈ N such that the operator norm ‖γm− 1‖Mn0⊕Nn0 < 1;
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let  > 0 be so that this quantity is ω. As in Lemma 3.1.2, we consider the following two
maps:
d⊕
i=1
R∞A (Γm)ei −→ (Mn0 ⊕Nn0)⊗A R∞A (Γm)
Φ :
d∑
i=1
fi(γm − 1)ei 7−→
d∑
i=1
fi(γm − 1) · (ei ⊗ 1)
Φ′ :
d∑
i=1
fi(γm − 1)ei 7−→
d∑
i=1
ei ⊗ fi(γm − 1).
Here, Φ′ is a topological isomorphism of A-modules (not necessarily respecting the Γm-
action); and Φ is an R∞A (Γm)-homomorphism which we will now prove to be an isomorphism.
For each r > 0, let |·|Mn0⊕Nn0 ,r denote the tensor product norm on (Mn0⊕Nn0)⊗AR∞A (Γm)
given by the prescribed norm | · |Mn0⊕Nn0 on Mn0 ⊕Nn0 and the r-Gauss norm on R∞A (Γm).
The bound on the operator norm of γm − 1 on Mn0 ⊕Nn0 implies that for any r ∈ (0, ), we
have
|Φ ◦ Φ′−1(x)− x|Mn0⊕Nn0 ,r < |x|Mn0⊕Nn0 ,r for any x ∈ (Mn0 ⊕Nn0)⊗A R∞A (Γm).
This implies that Φ is a topological isomorphism. Hence Mn0⊗AR∞A (Γm) is a finite projective
R∞A (Γm)-module. This finishes the proof.
The proof of the following lemma follows from elementary homological algebra, and is
left to the reader.
Lemma 3.2.6. (1) Let S be a finite Galois algebra over a ring R with Galois group G and
let N be an S-module. Assume that N , viewed as an R-module, admits a d-term resolution
0→ P ′−d+1 → · · · → P ′0 → N → 0 by finite projective R-modules. Then N admits a d-term
resolution by finite projective S-modules.
(2) Let S be a finite flat algebra over a ring R, and let M be a finitely generated R-module.
If HomR(S,M) is projective over S then M is projective over R.
Remark 3.2.7. With some mild generalization of Lemma 3.2.6, one can show that the
R∞A (Γ)-modules P and Q in Proposition 3.2.5 have the same rank.
3.3 Finiteness of M/(ψ − 1)
We now make a calculation to control the cokernel of ψ−1. Note that this argument (which
makes no use of Γ) is similar to arguments used to control ϕ-cohomology in the development
of slope filtration theory, as in [33, Proposition 2.1.5].
Hypothesis 3.3.1. In this subsection, we assume that K = Qp.
Proposition 3.3.2. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA.
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(1) The A-module M/(ψ − 1) is finitely generated.
(2) For all sufficiently large integers n, the map ψ − 1 : t−nM → t−nM is surjective.
Proof. For a suitable choice of r0 ∈ (0, 1), we can realize M as the base extension of a
ϕ-module M r0 over Rr0A . Put r = r0/p2, choose generators e′1, . . . , e′n of M r0 , and take
ei = ϕ(e
′
i) ∈ Mpr. Let Npr be the free module over RprA on the generators e1, . . . , en and
choose an RprA -linear splitting Npr ∼= Mpr ⊕ P pr of the surjection proj : Npr → Mpr. For
s ∈ (0, pr], let | · |s denote the s-Gauss norm on Npr for the basis e1, . . . , en, and restrict this
norm to Mpr. Let ||proj||s denote the operator norm of proj : Npr → Mpr with respect to
the s-Gauss norm.
Choose a matrix F ′ with entries in RprA such that ej =
∑
i F
′
ije
′
i and put F = ϕ(F
′), so
that ϕ(ej) =
∑
i Fijei and F has entries in RrA. Choose also a matrix G with entries in RprA
such that e′j =
∑
iGijei, so that ej = ϕ(
∑
iGijei). We then have
ϕ
(∑
j
cjej
)
=
∑
i
(∑
j
Fijϕ(cj)
)
ei (c1, . . . , cn ∈ RrA), (3.3.2.1)
ψ
(∑
j
cjej
)
=
∑
i
(∑
j
Gijψ(cj)
)
ei (c1, . . . , cn ∈ Rr/pA ). (3.3.2.2)
Choose  ∈ (0, 1). Note that for a ∈ R sufficiently small and b ∈ R sufficiently large (they
need not be integers), one has
ωa(p
−1−1)r||proj||r · ‖G‖r ≤ , ωb(p−1)r||proj||r · ‖F‖r ≤ .
Choose some such a, b and define the A-linear map Π : M r → M r by inclusion into N r
followed by the formula
Π
(
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈Z
aijpi
iej
)
= proj
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈[a,b]∩Z
aijpi
iej.
Note that Π projects M r onto a finite A-submodule of M r and that |Π(v)|r ≤ ||proj||r · |v|r
for v ∈M r. Define the map λ : M r →M r by inclusion into N r followed by the formula
λ
(
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈Z
aijpi
iej
)
= proj
n∑
j=1
∑
i<a
aijpi
iej − proj
n∑
j=1
∑
i>b
ϕ(aijpi
iej). (3.3.2.3)
Here we use (3.3.2.1) to write ϕ(aijpi
iej) as
∑
l Fljϕ(aijpi
i)el; hence the right hand side of
(3.3.2.3) lies in M r. From the definition, we have the following formula for a given element
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v =
∑n
j=1
∑
i∈Z aijpi
iej in M
r:
v − Π(v) + (ψ − 1)(λ(v)) = proj
n∑
j=1
∑
i<a
ψ(aijpi
iej)− proj
n∑
j=1
∑
i>b
ϕ(aijpi
iej)
= proj
n∑
j,l=1
∑
i<a
Gljψ(aijpi
i)ej − proj
n∑
j,l=1
∑
i>b
Fljϕ(aijpi
i)ej.
(3.3.2.4)
By our choice of a, b, we have
|v − Π(v) + (ψ − 1)(λ(v))|r ≤ |v|r.
Given v ∈M r, put v0 = v and
vl+1 = vl − Π(vl) + (ψ − 1)(λ(vl)). (3.3.2.5)
Then w =
∑∞
l=0 vl, provided this sum converges, is an element of M
r satisfying
v − Π(w) + (ψ − 1)(λ(w)) = 0.
This sum converges for the r-Gauss norm by (3.3.2.5). We will check the convergence for
s-Gauss norm when s < r/p; this is enough because knowing the convergence for smaller s
gives it for larger s. For any s ∈ (0, r/p), we again choose a′ ≤ a sufficiently small and b′ ≥ b
sufficiently large so that
ωa
′(p−1−1)s||proj||s · ‖G‖s ≤  and ωb′(p−1)s||proj||s · ‖F‖s ≤ .
We separate the powers of pi in the expression (3.3.2.4) defining vl into the ranges [a
′, a),
(b, b′], and (−∞, a′)∪ (b′,∞). By the same argument, the summation over all powers of pi in
(−∞, a′)∪(b′,∞) has s-Gauss norm less than or equal to |vl|s. The summation over powers
of pi in [a′, a) has s-Gauss norm less than or equal to ωa(p
−1s−r)‖G‖s|vl|r (note that we are
comparing it with |vl|r as opposed to |vl|s). The summation over powers of pi in (b, b′] has
s-Gauss norm less than or equal to ωb
′(sp−r)‖F‖s|vl|r. In summary, we have
|vl+1|s ≤ max{ωb′(sp−r)‖F‖s|vl|r, ωa(p−1s−r)‖G‖s|vl|r, |vl|s}.
From this, it follows that the series defining w converges also under | · |s; since s was an
arbitrary element of (0, r/p), we deduce that w ∈M r.
Given any v ∈ M , we can find s ∈ (0, r] such that v ∈ M s. Choose a nonnegative
integer m for which pms ≥ r; then ψm(v) is an element of M r representing the same class
in M/(ψ − 1)M as v. By the previous paragraph, however, this class is represented by an
element in the image of Π; we thus deduce (1).
To prove (2), note that replacing M with t−nM has the effect of replacing F with p−nF
and G with pnG. It is thus sufficient to check that for n large, we can find a single value
a ∈ R with
ωa(p
−1−1)rp−n||proj||r · ‖G‖r ≤ , ωa(p−1)rpn||proj||r · ‖F‖r ≤ ,
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as then the previous argument applies with an empty generating set. Namely, such a choice
of a exists if and only if
p−n(p−1)||proj||p+1r · ‖G‖pr · ‖F‖r ≤ p+1,
and it is clear that this holds for n large enough.
4 Finiteness of cohomology
In this section, we give our main results on finiteness of (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology and Iwasawa
cohomology for relative (ϕ,Γ)-modules. To clarify the presentation, we leave one key state-
ment (Theorem 4.4.1) unproven for the moment, in order to illustrate the overall structure
of the arguments; we take up the technical arguments needed to prove Theorem 4.4.1 in the
next section.
4.1 Formalism of derived categories
We give a short discussion of the derived category of complexes of modules.
Hypothesis 4.1.1. In this subsection, we fix a commutative ring R.
Notation 4.1.2. Let D
[a,b]
perf(R) (resp. D
[
perf(R), D
−
perf(R)) denote the subcategory of the
derived category of complexes of R-modules consisting of the complexes of R-modules which
are quasi-isomorphic to complexes of finite projective R-modules concentrated in degrees in
[a, b] (resp. bounded degrees, degrees bounded above).
Lemma 4.1.3. Let P • be a complex of projective (resp. flat) R-modules concentrated in de-
gree [0, d] and Q• a complex of projective (resp. flat) R-modules bounded above. Suppose that
we have a quasi-isomorphism P • → Q• or Q• → P •. Then the complex Q′• = [Coker d−1Q
d0Q−→
Q1
d1Q−→ · · · ] is quasi isomorphic to Q• and Coker d−1Q is a projective (resp. flat) R-module.
Proof. Since P • and Q• are quasi-isomorphic, H i(Q•) = 0 for i < 0. This implies that Q′•
is quasi-isomorphic to Q•. To see the projectivity (resp. flatness) of Coker d−1Q , we observe
that, under either condition, Fib(P • → Q′•) or Fib(Q′• → P •) is an acyclic complex of
projective (resp. flat) R-modules, except possibly the term Coker d−1Q which appears either
in the leftmost nonzero term, or as a direct summand of the second leftmost nonzero term.
In either case, it is easy to deduce that Coker d−1Q is a projective (resp. flat) R-module.
Lemma 4.1.4. If a complex in D−perf(R) has trivial cohomology in degrees strictly greater
than b, then it is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of finite projective R-modules P • with P b+1 =
P b+2 = · · · = 0. If the given complex lies in D[perf(R), we may choose P • such that, in
addition, we have P−n = 0 for n sufficiently large.
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Proof. The given complex is quasi-isomorphic to a complex [· · · db
′−2−−−→ Qb′−1 db
′−1−−−→ Qb′ ] of
finite projective R-modules in degrees bounded above, and also below if the given complex
lies in D[perf(R). Then the given complex is also quasi-isomorphic to the complex [· · · d
b−2−−→
Qb−1 d
b−1−−→ Ker(db)]. It suffices to prove that Ker db is finite projective. Indeed, the condition
implies that 0→ Ker db db−→ Qb → Qb+1 → · · · → Qb′ → 0 is a long exact sequence, in which
all terms except Ker db are known to be finite projective. Therefore, Ker db is also finite
projective.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let P • → Q• be a morphism of complexes in D−perf(R). Then it is a quasi-
isomorphism if and only if P •
L⊗R R/m → Q•
L⊗R R/m is a quasi-isomorphism for every
maximal ideal m of R.
Proof. We may assume that both complexes are complexes of finite projective R-modules in
degrees bounded above. It suffices to show that the mapping fiber complex S• = Fib(P • →
Q•) is acyclic. Suppose not. Let n be the maximal integer such that Hn(S•) is nontrivial. By
Lemma 4.1.4, Hn(S•) is finitely generated. Hence there exists a maximal ideal m of R such
that Hn(S•) ⊗R R/m 6= 0. Now, the spectral sequence TorRj (H i(S•), R/m) ⇒ H i−j(S• ⊗R
R/m) = 0 would lead to a contradiction at degree n, which is nonzero according to the
spectral sequence and is zero by assumption.
Lemma 4.1.6. If A is a finite extension of Qp and M is an Rr0A -module which is finite over
A, we have M ∈ D[perf(Rr0A ).
Proof. In this case, M is supported at a finite set of closed points on Max(A)×A1(0, r0], so
the lemma is obvious.
Definition 4.1.7. For P a finite projective R-module, we denote its rank by rankR P , viewed
as a function on the set of irreducible components of SpecR (and when SpecR is irreducible
we regard it simply as a nonnegative integer).
For P • ∈ D[a,b]perf(R) a complex of finite projective R-modules concentrated in degrees in
[a, b], we define its Euler characteristic by χR(P
•) =
∑b
i=a(−1)i rankR P i; it is invariant
under quasi-isomorphisms, and is additive for distinguished triangles.
Definition 4.1.8. There is a duality functor RHomR(−, R) : D[a,b]perf(R)→ D[−b,−a]perf (R) given
by sending a bounded complex P • of finite projective R-modules to (HomR(P−i, R))i∈Z. The
functor is well-defined and RHomR(−, R) ◦RHomR(−, R) is the identity.
4.2 Iwasawa cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-modules
Following the work of Fontaine (see [16]) on computing the Iwasawa cohomology of a Galois
representation using (ϕ,Γ)-modules, the second author pointed out in [43] that the Iwa-
sawa cohomology of general (ϕ,Γ)-modules has many number-theoretic applications. This
motivates a systematic study of the Iwasawa cohomology of a (ϕ,Γ)-module.
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Notation 4.2.1. Let Max(R∞A (ΓK)) denote the union of the Max(R[s,∞]A (ΓK)) for all s > 0.
In other words, it is the set of closed points of the quasi-Stein rigid analytic space associated
to R∞A (ΓK), viewed as a disjoint union of relative discs. A closed point of Max(R∞A (ΓK))
is the same datum as an equivalence class of pairs (z, η), where z ∈ Max(A) and η is a
character of ΓK with values in some finite extension of Qp, and two such pairs are considered
equivalent if they become equal upon embedding their target fields into some common finite
extension of Qp. We let m(z,η) be the corresponding maximal ideal and κ(z,η) the residue
field (which is finite over Qp), so that η is given by the composition ΓK → R∞A (ΓK)× →
(R∞A (ΓK)/m(z,η))× = κ×(z,η). Let m¯(z,η) denote the corresponding maximal ideal ofR∞A/mz(ΓK).
For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), let Mz ⊗ η denote the (ϕ,ΓK)-module over
Rκ(z,η)(piK)-module given by Mz ⊗κz κ(z,η) with ΓK acting on κ(z,η) through η, and ϕ acting
on κ(z,η) trivially.
When A is a finite extension of Qp, we omit z from the notation by simply writing, for
example, M ⊗ η and mη.
Definition 4.2.2. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK). We write C•ψ(M) for the
complex [M
ψ−1−−→ M ] concentrated in degrees 1 and 2. Its cohomology groups H∗ψ(M) are
called the Iwasawa cohomology of M ; using Proposition 2.2.14, we view them as modules
over R∞A (ΓK).
The following base change result from Iwasawa cohomology to Galois cohomology follows
immediately from the definitions, and will often be used implicitly in the remainder of this
paper.
Proposition 4.2.3. For η ∈ Max(R∞(ΓK)) a continuous character of ΓK with coefficients
in L = R∞(ΓK)/mη, we have a natural quasi-isomorphism
C•ψ(M)
L⊗
R∞A (ΓK)
R∞A (ΓK)/mηR∞A (ΓK) −→ C•ψ,γK (M ⊗Qp L(η−1)), (4.2.3.1)
where L(η−1) is a one-dimensional L-vector space with the trivial ϕ-action and the ΓK-action
by η−1.
Notation 4.2.4. The involution ι : ΓK → ΓK given by ι(γ) = γ−1 for γ ∈ ΓK induces an
involution ι : R?A(ΓK)→ R?A(ΓK), where ? = [s, r], r, ∅. For an R?A(ΓK)-module N , we write
N ι for the R?A(ΓK)-module with the same underlying abelian group N but with module
structure twisted through ι.
For the remainder of this subsection we specialize to the case K = Qp and, in this case,
describe an explicit construction of duality pairings for Iwasawa cohomology. We use the
notations of Definition 2.1.20 with C = Γ, ` = log ◦χ, and c = γQp . Recall that the residue
map on RA(Γ) is denoted ResΓ.
Lemma 4.2.5. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA. There is a continuous isomorphism of
RA(Γ)-modules
(M∗)ψ=0 ∼= HomRA(Γ)(Mψ=0,RA(Γ))ι (4.2.5.1)
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sending y ∈ (M∗)ψ=0 to the unique RA(Γ)-linear homomorphism {−, y}0Iw : Mψ=0 → RA(Γ)
such that for all x ∈Mψ=0 one has ResΓ({x, y}0Iwωlog ◦χ) = {x, y}Qp. In particular,
{−,−}0Iw : Mψ=0 × (M∗)ψ=0,ι → RA(Γ)
is RA(Γ)-bilinear.
Proof. We first note that the pairing {−,−}Qp : M ×M∗ → A is perfect. This perfectness
does not involve any ϕ- or Γ-action, only that M is finite projective over RA; one reduces to
the free case by adding a complementary projective module, then reduces to the free rank
one case, which is Lemma 2.1.19.
Returning to the (ϕ,Γ)-action on M , we recall that for any x ∈ M and y ∈ M∗ one
has {γx, γy}Qp = {x, y}Qp for all γ ∈ Γ, {ϕx, y}Qp = {x, ψy}Qp , and {ψx, y}Qp = {x, ϕy}Qp .
From the identity for γ ∈ Γ it follows that the duality isomorphism is A[Γ]-linear (with
the shown involution ι), and hence by continuity of the action it is R∞A (Γ)-linear. From
the identities for ϕ and ψ and the direct sum decompositions M = ϕ(M) ⊕ Mψ=0 and
M∗ = ϕ(M∗)⊕(M∗)ψ=0, it follows that Mψ=0 and ϕ(M∗) are exact orthogonal complements.
Therefore, {−,−}Qp restricts to a perfect pairing between Mψ=0 and (M∗)ψ=0, which in
turn gives by adjunction a topological isomorphism (M∗)ψ=0 ∼→ HomA,cont(Mψ=0, A)ι. This
isomorphism is R∞A (Γ)[(γQp−1)−1]-linear, and hence by continuity of the action it is RA(Γ)-
linear.
Combining the preceding isomorphism with tensor-hom adjunction and residue duality
(2.1.20.1) for RA(Γ), we obtain
(M∗)ψ=0 ∼= HomA,cont(Mψ=0, A)ι ∼= HomA,cont(Mψ=0 ⊗RA(Γ) RA(Γ), A)ι
∼= HomRA(Γ)(Mψ=0,HomA,cont(RA(Γ), A))ι (4.2.5.2)
∼= HomRA(Γ)(Mψ=0,RA(Γ))ι.
One verifies immediately from the definitions that this isomorphism has desired form.
Corollary 4.2.6. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA. Then there exists r0 > 0 such that
(M∗r0)ψ=0 ∼= HomRr0A (Γ)((M r0)ψ=0,R
r0
A (Γ))
ι.
Proof. It is easy to see that for sufficiently small r0 > 0, the isomorphism in (4.2.5.1) sends
the Rr0A (Γ)-structure of the left hand side into that of the right hand side. By Theorem 3.1.1
and Remark 2.1.17, after perhaps shrinking r0, the resulting morphism is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.2.7. For x ∈ Mψ=1 and y ∈ (M∗)ψ=1, then (ϕ − 1)x ∈ Mψ=0 and (ϕ − 1)y ∈
(M∗)ψ=0, and we have {(ϕ− 1)x, (ϕ− 1)y}0Iw ∈ R∞A (Γ) ⊂ RA(Γ).
Proof. The claim that (ϕ− 1)x ∈Mψ=0 and (ϕ− 1)y ∈Mψ=0 follows immediately from the
identity ψ◦ϕ = id. Unwinding the last step of (4.2.5.2) through (2.1.20.1), the second claim is
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equivalent to showing that for all r ∈ R∞A (Γ) ⊆ RA(Γ), one has {r ·(ϕ−1)x, (ϕ−1)y}Qp = 0.
Indeed, r commutes with ϕ and preserves Mψ=1, so
{r · (ϕ− 1)x, (ϕ− 1)y}Qp = {(ϕ− 1)(rx), (ϕ− 1)y}Qp
= {rx, y}Qp − {ϕ(rx), y}Qp − {rx, ϕ(y)}Qp + {ϕ(rx), ϕ(y)}Qp
= {rx, y}Qp − {rx, ψ(y)}Qp − {ψ(rx), y}Qp + {rx, y}Qp = 0
because x, rx, and y are fixed by ψ.
Definition 4.2.8. By Lemma 4.2.7 above, the rule
{−,−}Iw : Mψ=1 × (M∗)ψ=1,ι → R∞A (Γ), (x, y) 7→ {(ϕ− 1)x, (ϕ− 1)y}0Iw
gives a continuous, R∞A (Γ)-bilinear pairing called the Iwasawa pairing. From the definition,
if x ∈ Mψ=1 and y ∈ (M∗)ψ=1 then {x, y}Iw is the unique element of R∞A (Γ) such that for
all r ∈ RA(Γ) one has ResΓ(r{x, y}Iwωlog ◦χ) = {r · (ϕ− 1)x, ϕ− 1)y}Qp .
Proposition 4.2.9. For any point (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)), the Iwasawa pairing {−,−}Iw at
(z, η) is compatible with the Tate pairing for Mz ⊗ η−1, in the sense that the diagram
Mψ=1/m(z,η) _
logχ(γQp )

× (M∗)ψ=1/m(z,η−1) _
logχ(γQp )

{−,−}Iw mod m(z,η) //R∞A (Γ)/m(z,η)
H1ψ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1) × H1ψ,γQp (M∗z ⊗ η)
H1ϕ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1)
ΨMz⊗η−1 ∼=
OO
× H1
ψ,γ−1Qp
(M∗z ⊗ η)
Γ
γ−1Qp ,γQp ,M
∗
z⊗η∼=
OO
Cp·∪Ta // κ(z,η)
commutes. (The the upper horizontal arrow is obtained by identifying (M∗)ψ=1,ι/m(z,η) ∼=
(M∗)ψ=1/m(z,η−1), and the first vertical arrows are logχ(γQp) times the na¨ıve maps induced
by (4.2.3.1), or by Remark 2.3.4.)
Proof. We assume that ∆ is trivial for simplicity, as the proof for the case of nontrivial ∆ is
similar. By twisting the action of Γ on M , we may assume that η is trivial.
Let x ∈ Mψ=1 and y ∈ (M∗)ψ=1. Their images in H1ψ,γQp (Mz) and H1ψ,γQp (M∗z ) are
logχ(γQp)(0, x) and logχ(γQp)(0, y), respectively. Since (ϕ − 1)x ∈ Mψ=0, and γQp − 1
acts invertibly on Mψ=0, the element (γQp − 1)−1(ϕ − 1)x makes sense, and ΨMz sends
((γQp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x, x) to (0, x). By definition, Γγ−1Qp ,γQp ,M∗z sends (0,
γ−1Qp−1
γQp−1y) to (0, y). We
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now compute that the bottom-left route around the diagram sends (logχ(γQp))
−2(x, y) to
{((γQp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x, x), (0,
γ−1Qp − 1
γQp − 1
y)}γQp ,1
= {(γQp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x,
γ−1Qp − 1
γQp − 1
y}γQp
= {(γ−1Qp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x, y}γQp
= {(γ−1Qp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x, (1− ϕ)y}γQp
= (logχ(γQp))
−1{(γ−1Qp − 1)−1(ϕ− 1)x, (1− ϕ)y}Qp
= (logχ(γQp))
−1 ResΓ(
−1
γ−1Qp − 1
{x, y}Iw,γQpωlog ◦χ),
where the first equality is by definition of the residue pairing, the second equality is because
of the identity {x, γy}γQp = {γ−1x, y}γQp , the third equality is because (ϕ−1)x belongs to the
orthogonal complement Mψ=0 of ϕ(M∗), and the final two equalities are by the definitions
of normalized trace and the Iwasawa pairings, respectively.
The claim of the proposition reduces to showing that for any f ∈ R∞A (Γ) the quantity
(logχ(γQp)) ResΓ(
−1
γ−1Qp − 1
fωlog ◦χ) ∈ A
is equal to the image of f under the natural projection to R∞A (Γ)/(γQp − 1) ∼= A. To see this
in general, it suffices to take f = 1, in which case
(logχ(γQp)) ResΓ(
−1
γ−1Qp − 1
ωlog ◦χ) = (logχ(γQp)) ResΓ(
γQp
γQp − 1
dγQp
(logχ(γQp))γQp
)
= ResΓ(
d(γQp − 1)
γQp − 1
) = 1,
as was desired.
4.3 Iwasawa cohomology over a field
In this subsection, we study properties of Iwasawa cohomology for (ϕ,Γ)-modules over the
standard Robba rings. Most of the results are already included in [43]; we reproduce them
here for the convenience of the reader.
Hypothesis 4.3.1. In this subsection, assume that A is a finite extension of Qp and M is
a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK).
Notation 4.3.2. Since we will be making use of the exact sequence 0→Mϕ=1 →Mψ=1 ϕ−1−−→
Mψ=0, we set C = (ϕ− 1)Mψ=1 ⊆Mψ=0.
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Remark 4.3.3. Under this hypothesis, the rings R = Rr0A (piK) and R∞A (ΓK) are products of
Be´zout domains that are one-dimensional Fre´chet-Stein algebras, and the rings R = RA(piK)
andRA(ΓK) are direct limits of such rings. Therefore, any finitely generated or coadmissible,
torsion-free R-module is automatically finite free on each connected component of SpecR.
Lemma 4.3.4. An R∞A (ΓK)-module N is finitely generated and coadmissible if and only if
it lies in D[perf(R∞A (ΓK)).
Proof. The backward implication follows from Lemma 4.1.4. We now prove the forward
implication. Assume that N is generated by n elements, giving rise to an exact sequence 0→
Ker → R∞A (ΓK)⊕n → N → 0. By Lemma 2.1.4(5), Ker is coadmissible. By Remark 4.3.3,
the torsion-free coadmissible module Ker is finite projective over R∞A (ΓK). This gives a finite
resolution of N .
Lemma 4.3.5. The A-module Mϕ=1 is finite.
Note that although we assumed A is a field, the proof applies whenever A is a strongly
noetherian Banach algebra over Qp.
Proof. Recall that the residue pairing {−,−}Qp : M ×M∗ → A given in Notation 2.3.13
is nondegenerate and thus induces an injective map Mϕ=1 → HomA(M∗, A). However, this
map factors through HomA(M
∗/(ψ− 1), A) due to the identity {ϕ(x), y} = {x, ψ(y)}. Since
M∗/(ψ − 1) is finite over A by Proposition 3.3.2(1), so then is Mϕ=1.
Proposition 4.3.6. The complex C•ψ(M) lies in D
[
perf(R∞A (ΓK)).
This argument uses some basic properties of slope filtrations for ϕ-modules, for which
see [33, Theorem 1.7.1].
Proof. First, we have C•ψ(Ind
Qp
K M) = HomZ[ΓK ](Z[Γ],C•ψ(M)) and hence it suffices to prove
the proposition for K = Qp. Since M/(ψ−1) is a finite A-module by Proposition 3.3.2(1), it
lies in D[perf(R∞A (Γ)) by Lemma 4.1.6. Now, we prove Mψ=1 ∈ D[perf(R∞A (Γ)). By de´vissage
and slope filtrations, one may assume that M is of pure slope. When M is e´tale, this is
well-known (e.g. [20, The´ore`me I.5.2 and Proposition V.1.18], plus the well-known identity
D(V(M))ϕ=1 = V(M)HK ). For general integer slopes, it follows from comparing C•ψ(M)
with C•ψ(t
nM) for n ∈ Z and applying Proposition 3.2.5.
When the slope of M is c/d with c, d integers, we fix d ∈ N and do induction on the
residue c (mod d) with known case c = 0. Assume the statement is known for some c − 1
and we check it for c. By Propositions 3.2.5 and 3.3.2(2), we may replace M by t−nM for
n 0, so that (tiM)/(ψ − 1) = 0 for i = 0,±1.
Recall that [36, Lemma 5.2] gives a (ϕ,Γ)-module E over R of pure slope −1/d which
is a successive extension of d − 1 copies of R with a copy of tR as the subobject. Since
M ⊗R E is pure of slope equal to that of M minus 1/d, the inductive hypothesis gives
(M ⊗R E)ψ=1 ∈ D[perf(R∞A (Γ)), and hence (M ⊗R E)ψ=1 is a finitely generated R∞A (Γ)-
module. This module, by the vanishing of cokernels of ψ − 1, is a successive extension of
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Mψ=1 and (tM)ψ=1 with d − 1 copies of Mψ=1 as the quotient object. In particular, this
implies that Mψ=1 is a finitely generated R∞A (Γ)-module. Running the same argument with
t−1M in place of M shows that Mψ=1, which is already known to be finitely generated, is
an R∞A (Γ)-submodule of the coadmissible module (t−1M ⊗R E)ψ=1. By Lemma 2.1.4(6),
Mψ=1 is also coadmissible, and hence lies in D[perf(R∞A (Γ)) by Lemma 4.3.4. This finishes
the induction and the proof.
Corollary 4.3.7. For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), the subspace C ⊆Mψ=0 is a finite
free R∞A (ΓK)-module of rank equal to [K : Qp] rankM . Moreover, the cohomology groups
H iψ(M) for i = 0, 1, 2 are of respective generic ranks 0, [K : Qp] rankM, 0 as R∞A (ΓK)-
modules.
Proof. Again by induction it suffices to prove the proposition for K = Qp. By Proposi-
tion 4.3.6, C is finitely generated overR∞A (Γ). Sitting inside Mψ=0, a finite projectiveRA(Γ)-
module, C is torsion-free and hence finite free over each connected component of SpecR∞A (Γ).
We compute its rank as follows. By Proposition 3.3.2(1) and Lemma 4.3.5, the two modules
M/(ψ− 1) and Mϕ=1 have isolated support. It follows that there exists η ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)) in
each connected component of SpecR∞A (Γ) such that H0ϕ,γQp (M⊗η−1) = H2ϕ,γQp (M⊗η−1) = 0
and H1ϕ,γQp (M ⊗ η−1) ∼= Mψ=1/mη ' C /mη. By Theorem 2.3.11(2), C has rank equal to
[K : Qp] rankM . The generic rank computation in degree 0 is obvious, and in degree 2
follows from the fact that M/(ψ− 1) is a finite A-module as noted above. To see the correct
rank in degree 1, it suffices to note that, in the exact sequence
0→Mϕ=1 →Mψ=1 → C → 0,
we have already shown Mϕ=1 to be A-finite and C to have generic rank [K : Qp] rankM .
Proposition 4.3.8. Assume K = Qp, and let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA such that
M/(ψ − 1) = M∗/(ψ − 1) = 0.
(1) The natural maps ϕ−1 : Mψ=1 →Mψ=0 and ϕ−1 : (M∗)ψ=1 → (M∗)ψ=0 are injective.
(2) The Iwasawa pairing {−,−}Iw is perfect, inducing an isomorphism between two finite
free R∞A (Γ)-modules:
(M∗)ψ=1 ∼= HomR∞A (Γ)
(
Mψ=1,R∞A (Γ)
)ι
.
(3) We have an isomorphism of Rr0A (Γ)-modules C ⊗R∞A (Γ) Rr0A (Γ) ∼= (M r0)ψ=0 with the
precise r0 > 0 for which Corollary 4.2.6 holds.
Proof. (1) Vanishing of the cokernels of ψ − 1 implies that for any η ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)),
H2ψ,γQp (M⊗η−1) = H2ψ,γQp (M∗⊗η−1) = 0. By Tate duality (Theorem 2.3.11(3)), H0ψ,γQp (M⊗
η−1) = H0ψ,γQp (M
∗⊗ η−1) = 0 for any η. Note that, by Lemma 4.3.5, Mϕ=1 and (M∗)ϕ=1 are
unions of finite A-modules with a Γ-action. So the vanishing of H0 for all twists of M and
M∗ implies that Mϕ=1 = 0 and (M∗)ϕ=1 = 0, forcing ϕ− 1 to be injective.
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(2) Vanishing of the cokernels of ψ−1 implies that the two vertical injections in Proposi-
tion 4.2.9 are actually isomorphisms. This means that Mψ=1 and (M∗)ψ=1 are dual to each
other when reduced modulo mη for each η ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)). Since both Mψ=1 and (M∗)ψ=1
are finite free over R∞A (Γ) (Corollary 4.3.7), they are in perfect duality with one another.
(3) By (2) and Corollary 4.2.6, we have the following commutative diagram.
C ∗ ⊗R∞A (Γ) Rr0A (Γ)
∼= //

HomRr0A (Γ)
(
C ⊗R∞A (Γ) Rr0A (Γ),Rr0A (Γ)
)ι
(M∗r0)ψ=0
∼= // HomRr0A (Γ)
(
(M r0)ψ=0,Rr0A (Γ)
)ι
OO
This implies that the Rr0A (Γ)-module in the top line is a direct summand of the Rr0A (Γ)-
module in the bottom line. Since they are both free of same rank [K : Qp] rankM by
Corollary 4.3.7 and Theorem 3.1.1, they must be isomorphic.
Remark 4.3.9. It will be important in the proof of Proposition 5.2.10 that we have a choice
of r0 in Proposition 4.3.8 that is uniform with respect to points z ∈ Max(A).
4.4 Statement of main results
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 4.4.1. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module overRA(piK). We have C•ψ(M) ∈ D−perf(R∞A (ΓK)).
The proof of this theorem takes up Section 5; see the very end of Subsection 5.3. We first
list a few useful corollaries of the theorem, including the compatibility with base change,
and the comparison between the Iwasawa cohomology and the (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology of the
cyclotomic deformation.
Keeping in mind Proposition 4.2.3, the following theorem is an immediate consequence
of the main result.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK). Then we have C•ϕ,γK (M) ∈
D−perf(A). In particular, the cohomology groups H
i
ϕ,γK
(M) are finite A-modules.
The following theorem is essentially [42, Proposition 2.6]. But having proved Theo-
rems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, we can state it as an unconditional result, which we reproduce here for
the convenience of the reader.
Theorem 4.4.3. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), and let A→ B be a morphism
of Qp-affinoid algebras.
(1) The canonical morphism
C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞B (ΓK) −→ C•ψ(M⊗̂AB)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
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(2) The canonical morphism C•ϕ,γK (M)
L⊗AB → C•ϕ,γK (M⊗̂AB) is a quasi-isomorphism.
In particular, if B is flat over A, we have
H iψ(M)⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞B (ΓK) ∼= H iψ(M⊗̂AB) and H iϕ,γK (M)⊗A B ∼= H iϕ,γK (M⊗̂AB).
Proof. When B = A/mz for some z ∈ Max(A), M⊗̂AB ∼= M ⊗A B and R∞B (ΓK) ∼=
R∞A (ΓK) ⊗A B as the latter objects are already complete. In this case, both (1) and (2)
are tautologies because M is flat over A by Corollary 2.1.5.
We now consider the general case. In case (2), applying the discussion above to every
closed point y ∈ Max(B), we have a quasi-isomorphism(
C•ϕ,γK (M)
L⊗A B
) L⊗B B/my ∼−→ C•ϕ,γK (M) L⊗A B/my ∼−→ C•ϕ,γK (M ⊗A B/my)
∼−→ C•ϕ,γK (M⊗̂AB)
L⊗B B/my.
Then (2) follows from the result on detecting quasi-isomorphisms pointwise (Lemma 4.1.5).
In case (1), we know both sides lie in D−perf(R∞B (ΓK)) by Theorem 4.4.1 and hence all
cohomology groups are coadmissible. By Lemma 2.1.4(2), it suffices to prove that, for any
s > 0, the natural morphism
C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞A (ΓK) R
[s,∞]
B (ΓK) −→ C•ψ(M⊗̂AB)
L⊗R∞B (ΓK) R
[s,∞]
B (ΓK) (4.4.3.1)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Similar to (2), for each (y, η) ∈ Max(R∞B (ΓK)), the natural mor-
phism
C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞B (ΓK)
L⊗R∞B (ΓK) R∞B (ΓK)/m(y,η)
−→ C•ψ(M⊗̂AB)
L⊗R∞B (ΓK) R∞B (ΓK)/m(y,η)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Applying Lemma 4.1.5 to (4.4.3.1) proves (1).
Remark 4.4.4. Using Theorem 4.4.3, as we restrict M over varying affinoid subdomains of
Max(A), each cohomology group H∗ϕ,γK (M) yields a coherent sheaf on Max(A) by Kiehl’s the-
orem. Similarly, each Iwasawa cohomology H∗ψ(M) yields a coherent sheaf on Max(R∞A (ΓK)).
With unconditional base change in hand, we may prove more precise versions of the
preceding finiteness results.
Theorem 4.4.5. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK).
(1) We have C•ϕ,γK (M) ∈ D
[0,2]
perf (A).
(2) (Euler characteristic formula) We have χA
(
C•ϕ,γK (M)
)
= −[K : Qp] rankM .
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(3) (Tate duality) The Tate duality pairing (2.3.10.1) induces a quasi-isomorphism
C•ϕ,γK (M)
∼−→ RHomA(C•ϕ,γK (M∗), A)[−2]. (4.4.5.1)
Proof. (1) By Theorem 4.4.2, we have C•ϕ,γK (M) ∈ D−perf(A). Since C•ϕ,γK (M) is concentrated
in degrees 0, 1 and 2, by Lemma 4.1.4, this implies that C•ϕ,γK (M) is quasi-isomorphic to a
complex [· · · d0−→ P 1 d1−→ P 2] of finite projective A-modules, and hence quasi-isomorphic to
the complex [Coker(d−1) d
0−→ P 1 d1−→ P 2]. By Corollary 2.1.5, the complex C•ϕ,γK (M) consists
of flat A-modules. This forces Coker(d−1) to be also flat (and hence projective) over A, by
Lemma 4.1.3. Hence C•ϕ,γK (M) ∈ D
[0,2]
perf (A), as claimed.
(2) To check the Euler characteristic formula, it suffices to check it at one closed point
on each connected component. This follows from Theorem 2.3.11(2).
(3) It is clear that (2.3.10.1) induces the natural morphism (4.4.5.1). By Theorem 2.3.11(3),
(4.4.5.1) is a quasi-isomorphism when tensored with A/mx for any x ∈ Max(A). Our state-
ment then follows from Lemma 4.1.5.
We may use Theorem 4.4.5 to strengthen Theorem 4.4.1.
Theorem 4.4.6. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK).
(1) We have C•ψ(M) ∈ D[0,2]perf (R∞A (ΓK)).
(2) The R∞A (ΓK)-module Mψ=1 is finitely presented.
(3) (Euler characteristic formula) We have χR∞A (ΓK)
(
C•ψ(M)
)
= −[K : Qp] rankM . More-
over, H0ψ(M) = 0, and as R∞A (ΓK)-modules H2ψ(M) is torsion and H1ψ(M) has generic
rank [K : Qp] rankM . (Note this does not force C•ψ(M) ∈ D[1,2]perf (R∞A (ΓK)) because, for
example, there may be torsion in H1ψ(M).)
Proof. (1) Since C•ψ(M) is concentrated in degrees 1 and 2, Lemma 4.1.4 implies that it
is quasi-isomorphic to a complex [· · · d−1−−→ P 0 d0−→ P 1 d1−→ P 2] of finite projective R∞A (ΓK)-
modules, and hence to [Q → P 1 → P 2] with Q = Coker d−1. To prove the first statement,
we need to show that Q is a projective R∞A (ΓK)-module (note that Coker d0 may not be
projective in general and hence C•ψ(M) /∈ D[1,2]perf (R∞A (ΓK))). By Lemma 2.1.4(5), Q is a
coadmissible R∞A (ΓK)-module. By Lemma 2.1.6, it suffices to prove that Q gives a vector
bundle over R∞A (ΓK), or equivalently Q⊗R∞A (ΓK)R
[s,∞]
A (ΓK) is a finite flat R[s,∞]A (ΓK)-module
for all s > 0. For this, we may assume that A is geometrically connected.
For any η ∈ Max(R∞(ΓK)), we have C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞(ΓK) R∞(ΓK)/mη ∼= C•ψ,γK (M ⊗ η−1)
by Proposition 4.2.3. Since P • consists of finite projective R∞A (ΓK)-modules, it follows
that the complex P • ⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞A (ΓK)/mη represents C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞A (ΓK)/mη. But
P •⊗R∞A (ΓK)R∞A (ΓK)/mη consists of finite projective R∞A (ΓK)/mη-modules, so there exists a
morphism of complexes P •⊗R∞A (ΓK)R∞A (ΓK)/mη → C•ψ,γK (M⊗η−1) inducing an isomorphism
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on cohomology. Lemma 4.1.3 and Theorem 4.4.5 then show Q ⊗R∞A (ΓK) R∞A (ΓK)/mη to be
finite projective over R∞A (ΓK)/mη ∼= A ⊗Qp κη. Moreover, by Theorem 4.4.5(2) and the
flatness of P 1 and P 2 over R∞A (ΓK), we know that η 7→ rankA⊗Qpκη(Q/mη) defines a locally
constant function on Max(R∞(ΓK)) as η varies. By Lemma 2.1.8(2), Q⊗R∞A (ΓK)R
[s,∞]
A (ΓK)
is a finite flat R[s,∞]A (ΓK)-module for any s > 0. (1) follows.
(2) As Mψ=1 is a cohomology group of the complex C•ψ(M) ∈ D[0,2]perf (R∞A (ΓK)), it is
coadmissible by Lemma 2.1.4. By Proposition 3.3.2, M/(ψ − 1) is finite over A. By
Lemma 2.1.18, there exists r > 0 such that M/(ψ − 1) ⊗R∞A (ΓK) RrA(ΓK) = 0. By part
(1) above, this means that Mψ=1⊗R∞A (ΓK)RrA(ΓK) is the only nonzero cohomology group of
a complex in D
[0,2]
perf (RrA(ΓK)). In particular, it is finitely presented as an RrA(ΓK)-module.
By Lemma 2.1.4(3) the coherent sheaf on RrA(ΓK) determined by Mψ=1 ⊗R∞A (ΓK) RrA(ΓK)
is then uniformly finitely presented, and combining this with the fact that R[r,∞]A (ΓK) is
noetherian, the coherent sheaf on R∞A (ΓK) determined by Mψ=1 is uniformly finitely pre-
sented over R∞A (ΓK). By Proposition 2.1.13(2), we deduce that Mψ=1 is a finitely presented
R∞A (ΓK)-module.
(3) Since the Euler characteristic can be tested at a closed point on each connected
component, the first claim follows from Theorem 2.3.11(2). For the second claim, one may
base change to any sufficiently general closed point to assume that A is a finite field extension
of Qp, in which case the claim is treated by Corollary 4.3.7.
We now explain the relation between the Iwasawa cohomology of M and the (ϕ,Γ)-
cohomology of the cyclotomic deformation of M , following [43].
Definition 4.4.7. For n ≥ 1, let Λn = R[1/pn,∞](ΓK) and let Xn = Max(Λn). We view
X = ∪n≥1Xn as a quasi-Stein rigid analytic space, which is a disjoint union of open discs.
For n ≥ 1, consider the rank one (ϕ,ΓK)-module Dfmn = Λn⊗̂QpR(piK)e = RΛn(piK)e,
where ϕ(1⊗ e) = 1⊗ e and γ(1⊗ e) = γ−1⊗ e for γ ∈ ΓK . We put Dfm = lim←−n Dfmn; this
is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over the relative Robba ring over X. For a closed point η ∈ Max(Λn),
we have Dfm/mη ∼= Dfmn/mη ∼= R(piK)(η−1), where R(piK)(η−1) is the (ϕ,ΓK)-module
associated to η.
For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), we define the cyclotomic deformation of M to be
Dfm(M) = M⊗̂R(piK)Dfm = lim←−nM⊗̂R(piK)Dfmn; it is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over the relative
Robba ring over Max(A)×X.
Theorem 4.4.8. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK). Then we have a natural quasi-
isomorphism of complexes of R∞A (ΓK)-modules
C•ψ,γK (Dfm(M))
∼−→ C•ψ(M), (4.4.8.1)
where ΓK acts on the left through the RΛn(piK)-structures on the respective Dfmn, and on
the right via the (ϕ,ΓK)-actions on M . Consequently, we have a natural Iwasawa duality
quasi-isomorphism
C•ψ(M
∗) ∼−→ RHomR∞A (ΓK)
(
C•ψ(M),R∞A (ΓK))ι[−2]. (4.4.8.2)
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Proof. The isomorphisms (Dfm(M)∆K )γK=1 = Dfm(M)ΓK = 0 and
Dfm(M)∆K/(γK − 1) = (M⊗̂R(piK)Dfm)∆K/(γK ⊗ γK − 1) ∼= M
can be packaged into a quasi-isomorphism [Dfm(M)∆K
γK−1−−−→ Dfm(M)∆K ]→M [−1]. Tak-
ing the mapping fiber of 1 − ψ on both sides and adjusting signs and degrees, one obtains
the quasi-isomorphism C•ψ,γK (Dfm(M))→ C•ψ(M).
The second statement follows from combining the first statement with Theorem 4.4.5(3).
Remark 4.4.9. It would be interesting to know if one can define the Iwasawa duality
morphism (4.4.8.2) directly on the level of complexes without comparing it to the cyclotomic
deformation.
Remark 4.4.10. One can give a direct proof of the following corollary without referring to
our main theorem, but it would require some setup on the construction of the functor Drig.
In the case A = Qp, the comparison of the Iwasawa cohomology of V to that of its cyclotomic
deformation (over Zp[[ΓK ]], not R∞(ΓK)) is essentially a variant of Shapiro’s lemma, and to
our knowledge first occurs in Iwasawa theory in works of Greenberg [27]. It also occurs in
works of Colmez [18], together with consideration of the cyclotomic deformation over the
subring of R∞(ΓK) of tempered distributions. The claim over the full ring R∞(ΓK) appears
in [43].
Corollary 4.4.11. Let V be a finite projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear
action of GK. If we use H
i
Iw(GK , V ) to denote the inverse limit [lim←−n→∞H
i(GK(µpn ), T )]⊗Q
(where T ⊆ V is the unit ball for a Galois-invariant Banach module norm) of the coho-
mology groups under the corestriction maps for any i, we have a functorial isomorphism
H iIw(GK , V )⊗̂Zp[[ΓK ]]R∞(ΓK) ∼= H iψ(Drig(V )) of R∞A (ΓK)-modules for any i compatible with
base change.
Proof. By Shapiro’s lemma, H iIw(GK , V )
∼= H i(GK , V ⊗̂ZpΛ˜), where Λ˜ = ZpJΓK with the
Galois action factoring through Γ and via ι. The corollary follows from a sequence of iso-
morphisms
H iIw(GK , V )⊗Λ(ΓK) R∞(ΓK)
[42, Theorem 1.6]−−−−−−−−−−→ H i(GK , V ⊗̂Qp lim←−
n
Λn)
Theorem 2.3.7−−−−−−−−→ H iϕ,γK (Drig(V )⊗̂R(piK)Dfm)
Theorem 4.4.8−−−−−−−−→ H iψ(Drig(V )).
5 Proof of the main theorem
We now complete the arguments of the previous section by proving finiteness of Iwasawa
cohomology (Theorem 4.4.1). The reader will note that, in order to avoid any vicious circles,
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we refrain from invoking any results from Subsection 4.4, although the rest of Section 4 is
allowed. The central argument is to use the duality pairing to play the Iwasawa H1 groups
of a given (ϕ,Γ)-module and its Cartier dual against each other, forcing them both to be
finite. This argument only works if both Iwasawa H2 groups vanish; the remainder of the
argument is a de´vissage to reduce to this case, in the spirit of some arguments from [36] but
not quite identical to any of them.
5.1 Preliminary reductions
We make some preliminary reductions for the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.
Lemma 5.1.1. If Theorem 4.4.1 is true for K = Qp (and any (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA), then
it is true for any finite extension K of Qp.
Proof. If M is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), then we have
C•ψ(Ind
Qp
K M) = C
•
ψ
(
HomZ[ΓK ](Z[Γ],M)
) ∼= HomZ[ΓK ](Z[Γ],C•ψ(M)).
Hence Theorem 4.4.1 for Ind
Qp
K M implies that for M .
Hypothesis 5.1.2. For the rest of this section, we assume that K = Qp. We hence write
RA for RA(piK), RA(Γ) for RA(ΓK), and R∞A (Γ) for R∞A (ΓK).
Lemma 5.1.3. If I is an ideal of A, then a complex of R∞A/I(Γ)-modules in D−perf(R∞A/I(Γ)),
when viewed as a complex of R∞A (Γ)-modules, lies in D−perf(R∞A (Γ)).
Proof. Any resolution of A/I: · · · → A⊕n1 → A⊕n0 → A/I → 0 by finite free A-modules is
strict and hence induces an exact sequence
· · · → R∞A (Γ)⊕n1 → R∞A (Γ)⊕n0 → R∞A/I(Γ)→ 0.
The lemma follows from this.
Lemma 5.1.4. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA and let B be a finite A-algebra. Then
we have a natural quasi-isomorphism
C•ψ(M)
L⊗R∞A (Γ) R∞B (Γ) −→ C•ψ(M ⊗A B) (5.1.4.1)
In particular, if Theorem 4.4.1 holds for M , then it holds for M ⊗A B ∼= M⊗̂AB.
Proof. Straightforward.
Lemma 5.1.5. Let Ared denote the reduced quotient of A. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module over
RA. If Theorem 4.4.1 holds for M ⊗A Ared then it holds for M .
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Proof. By de´vissage, we may write A as a finite successive extension of A-modules, each of
which is isomorphic to A/Ii for some radical ideal Ii of A. Then Mi = M⊗AA/Ii is a (ϕ,Γ)-
module over RA/Ii . By Lemma 5.1.4 (noting that A/Ii is finite over Ared), Theorem 4.4.1
for M ⊗A Ared implies Theorem 4.4.1 for each Mi. Therefore, each C•ψ(Mi) belongs to
D−perf(R∞A/Ii(Γ)) and thus belongs to D−perf(R∞A (Γ)) by Lemma 5.1.3. Now, C•ψ(M), as a
successive extension of complexes C•ψ(Mi), must also lie in D
−
perf(R∞A (Γ)).
Lemma 5.1.6. For M a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA and any integer n, Theorem 4.4.1 holds for
M if and only if it holds for tnM .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.2.5 by induction on n.
5.2 Main theorem in a special case
Using the Iwasawa duality pairing we established in Definition 4.2.8 and its compatibility
with the Tate local duality as discussed in Proposition 4.2.9, one may deduce the finite
projectivity of Mψ=1 over R∞A (Γ) in the special case when M/(ψ − 1) = M∗/(ψ − 1) = 0.
This is one of the key steps in proving Theorem 4.4.1. We will reduce the proof of the
theorem to this special case in the next subsection.
We remind the reader that Hypothesis 5.1.2 is still in force.
Hypothesis 5.2.1. Throughout this subsection, we assume that A is a reduced Qp-affinoid
algebra. We also take M to be a (ϕ,Γ)-module of constant rank d over RA such that
M/(ψ − 1) = M∗/(ψ − 1) = 0.
Lemma 5.2.2. For any (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)), we have Mψ=1 ⊗R∞A (Γ) κ(z,η) ∼= H1ϕ,γQp (Mz ⊗
η−1)), and the same holds for M∗ in place of M .
Proof. Since M/(ψ − 1) = 0, the spectral sequence Ej,−i2 = TorR
∞
A (Γ)
i
(
Hjψ(M), κ(z,η)
) ⇒
Hj−iψ,γQp (Mz⊗η−1) stabilizes at E2, giving the isomorphism in the lemma. The same argument
holds with M replaced by M∗.
Lemma 5.2.3. For any (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)), we have H iϕ,γQp (Mz⊗η−1) = H iϕ,γQp (M∗z⊗η) =
0 for i = 0, 2. Hence dimκ(z,η) H
1
ϕ,γQp
(Mz ⊗ η−1) = dimκ(z,η) H1ϕ,γQp (M∗z ⊗ η) = d.
Proof. For i = 2, this follows from the fact that H2ψ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1) = M/(ψ − 1,m(z,η))
and H2ψ,γQp (M
∗
z ⊗ η) = M∗/(ψ − 1,m(z,η−1)). The result for H0ϕ,γQp follows from Tate dual-
ity over κ(z,η) (Theorem 2.3.11(3)). The dimension of H
1
ϕ,γQp
is computed using the Euler
characteristic formula (Theorem 2.3.11(2)).
Lemma 5.2.4. For any z ∈ Max(A), we have Mz/(ψ− 1) = M∗z /(ψ− 1) = 0. Hence Mψ=1z
and (M∗z )
ψ=1,ι are free R∞κz(Γ)-modules of rank d and are perfect dual to each other.
Proof. The first statement is obvious, while the second one follows from Proposition 4.3.8(2).
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Lemma 5.2.5. We have injective homomorphisms
Mψ=1 ↪→
∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
H1ψ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1) and (M∗)ψ=1 ↪→
∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
H1ψ,γQp (M
∗
z ⊗ η).
Proof. We indicate the proof of the first injection, and the second can be proved in the same
way. We first observe that RA ↪→
∏
z∈Max(A)Rκz . It follows that M ↪→
∏
z∈Max(A) Mz. As
R∞A (Γ)-submodules, we have Mψ=1 ↪→
∏
z∈Max(A) M
ψ=1
z . By Corollary 5.2.4, each M
ψ=1
z is a
finite free module over R∞κz(Γ). Since R∞κz(Γ) ↪→
∏
η∈Max(R∞κz (Γ))R
∞
κz(Γ)/mη, we can continue
the above inclusion for Mψ=1 to get
Mψ=1 ↪→
∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
(
Mψ=1z /m¯(z,η)
) ∼= ∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
H1ψ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1).
Proposition 5.2.6. Fix (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)). Suppose that S is a finite subset of Mψ=1
generating Mψ=1/m(z,η) ∼= H1ϕ,γQp (Mz⊗ η−1). Then there exists f ∈ R∞A (Γ) which is nonzero
modulo m(z,η), such that every element of fM
ψ=1 is equal to an R∞A (Γ)-linear combination
of S.
Proof. We may choose S = {α1, . . . , αd} so that it maps to a basis S(z,η) of H1ϕ,γQp (Mz⊗η−1).
By Theorem 2.3.11(3), H1ϕ,γQp (M
∗
z ⊗η) may be identified with the dual space of H1ϕ,γQp (Mz⊗
η−1); let S∗(z,η−1) denote the dual basis to S(z,η). We may thus lift S
∗
(z,η−1) to a finite subset
S∗ = {β1, . . . , βd} of (M∗)ψ=1 by Lemma 5.2.2.
The n × n matrix F over R∞A (Γ) defined by Fij = {αi, βj}Iw reduces to the identity
modulo m(z,η), so det(F ) is not zero modulo m(z,η). Then the adjugate matrix G of F satisfies
FG = GF = det(F )Idn, and f = det(F )
2 has the desired property: given δ ∈ Mψ=1, the
element
det(F )δ −
∑
i,j
Gji{δ, βj}Iwαi
pairs to zero with each βj. Thanks to the duality isomorphism from Theorem 2.3.11(3)
it vanishes in H1ϕ,γQp (Mz′ ⊗ η′−1) for any (z′, η′) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)) for which S∗ reduces to a
basis, namely on the nonvanishing locus of det(F ). Multiplying the above displayed quantity
through by det(F ) gives an element vanishing in H1ϕ,γQp (Mz′⊗η′−1) for all (z′, η′), which must
be zero by Lemma 5.2.5. The proposition follows.
Notation 5.2.7. We set N s = Mψ=1⊗R∞A (Γ)R
[s,∞]
A (Γ) and N
s∗ = (M∗)ψ=1⊗R∞A (Γ)R
[s,∞]
A (Γ).
Note that we simply took the algebraic tensor product, which means that neither space carries
any topology a priori. This partly reflects the difficulties we are trying to work around.
Corollary 5.2.8. For any s > 0, the R[s,∞]A (Γ)-modules N s and N s∗ are finite and flat.
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Proof. All maximal ideals of R[s,∞]A (Γ) are of the form m(z,η), so the ideal generated by all the
f as in Proposition 5.2.6 is the unit ideal. Writing 1 in terms of these generators shows that
only finitely many such f are in fact necessary. Hence N s is generated by the corresponding
lifts of local bases. The flatness follows from the dimension calculation in Lemma 5.2.3.
Remark 5.2.9. Since our goal is to prove the finiteness theorem of Iwasawa cohomology,
we will have to make some additional efforts to tackle the finite generation properties. If one
is only interested in the finiteness of (ϕ,Γ)-cohomology, Corollary 5.2.8 together with the
de´vissage argument in the next subsection is enough to deduce Theorem 4.4.5.
Proposition 5.2.10. The modules N s form a uniformly finitely presented vector bundle over
R∞A (Γ). Moreover, if we use N to denote the module of global sections of the vector bundle
(N s), then N is a finite projective R∞A (Γ)-module.
Proof. Let r0 > 0 be the number provided by Corollary 4.2.6. For 0 < s ≤ r0, consider the
natural map
ϕ− 1 : N s ⊗R[s,∞]A (Γ) R
[s,r0]
A (Γ)
∼= Mψ=1 ⊗R∞A (Γ) R
[s,r0]
A (Γ)→ (M [s,r0])ψ=0
of two finite flat R[s,r0]A (Γ)-modules (the latter by Corollary 4.4). By Proposition 4.3.8(3), it
is an isomorphism modulo any mz for z ∈ Max(A). Therefore, it has to be an isomorphism
itself. Since (M [s,r0])ψ=0 as s → 0+ form a uniformly finitely presented vector bundle over
Rr0A (Γ), we see that N s also form a uniformly finitely presented vector bundle over R∞A (Γ).
The last statement now follows from Proposition 2.1.13(3).
Lemma 5.2.11. The natural map Mψ=1 → N is injective.
Proof. Proposition 5.2.10 implies thatN is a finite projectiveR∞A (Γ)-module. SinceR∞A (Γ) ↪→∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ)) κ(z,η) is injective, the module N embeds into the product∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
N/m(z,η) ∼=
∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
Mψ=1/m(z,η) ∼=
∏
(z,η)∈Max(R∞A (Γ))
H1ψ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1)
By Lemma 5.2.5, both Mψ=1 and N embed into the same module. Hence the natural map
Mψ=1 → N is injective.
Theorem 5.2.12. Under Hypothesis 5.2.1, Mψ=1 is a finite projective R∞A (Γ)-module.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2.10, it suffices to prove that the natural map Mψ=1 → N in
Lemma 5.2.11 is in fact an isomorphism. This follows from combining Proposition 5.2.10
and Lemma 5.2.11 with Lemma 2.1.15, where the continuity assumptions required in the
second lemma are verified by Proposition 2.2.14(3).
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5.3 De´vissage
To complete the proof of the finiteness of Iwasawa cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-modules, we must
perform some de´vissage in the style of [36] in order to arrive at a case in which we can control
M/(ψ − 1) and M∗/(ψ − 1).
Hypothesis 5.3.1. We continue to assume that K = Qp, except in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.4.1.
Notation 5.3.2. Let L be a finite extension of Qp and assume A is an L-affinoid algebra.
For δ : Q×p → L× a continuous character and M a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA, we equip the
twist M(δ) = M ⊗L Leδ with the diagonal action of ϕ and Γ, where ϕ(eδ) = δ(p)eδ and
γ(eδ) = δ(χ(γ))eδ. We define w(δ) = log(δ(a))/ log(a) for nontorsion a ∈ Z×p , called the
weight of δ. We write x for the natural embedding Q×p → Q×p . We have R(x) ∼= tR and
it has weight 1 (from the action of Z×p ) and slope −1 (from the action of p; note the sign
convention). Similarly, R(xkδ) ∼= tkR(δ) for k ∈ Z.
Remark 5.3.3. An easy application of local class field theory, as in [19, Proposition 3.1],
shows that every rank one (ϕ,Γ)-module over RL is of the form R(δ) for some δ : Q×p → L×.
In Section 6.2, we reprise and extend the preceding notation, replacing Q×p by K× for K/Qp
an arbitrary finite extension, and replacing the target by Γ(X,OX)× for X any L-rigid
analytic space, where L contains a full set of Galois conjugates of K. We then prove the
corresponding generalization of the classification result.
Lemma 5.3.4. Let δ : Q×p → L× be a continuous character and let R(δ) be the associated
(ϕ,Γ)-module.
(1) We have H0ϕ,γQp (R(δ)) 6= 0 if and only if δ = xi for i ∈ Z≤0. For i ≤ 0, we have
H0ϕ,γQp (R(xi)) = Lt−ie.
(2) Any (ϕ,Γ)-submodule of R(δ) is of the form tiR(δ) for some i ∈ Z≥0.
(3) If δ(p) /∈ pZ, H0ϕ,γQp (R(δ)) = H2ϕ,γQp (R(δ)) = 0.
(4) If w(δ) /∈ Z, the natural morphism H1ϕ,γQp (xkδ) → H1ϕ,γQp (xk
′
δ) is an isomorphism for
any k ≥ k′.
Proof. (1) is [19, Proposition 2.1]. From this, we have for any continuous character δ′ :
Q×p → L×, Homϕ,γQp (R(δ′),R(δ)) ∼= H0ϕ,γQp (R(δδ′−1)) is nonzero if and only if δ′ = δxi for
some i ∈ Z≥0, hence (2). (3) follows from (2) and the Tate duality (Theorem 2.3.11(3)). (4)
is [19, Theorem 2.22].
Lemma 5.3.5. If N is a (ϕ,Γ)-module over RA such that N/(ψ − 1) = 0, then for any
z ∈ Max(A), the map H1ϕ,γQp (N)⊗A A/mz → H1ϕ,γQp (Nz) is bijective.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.3.6, it suffices to prove it for the (ψ,Γ)-cohomology. Consider the
spectral sequence TorAi (H
j
ψ,γQp
(N), A/mz) ⇒ Hj−iψ,γQp (Nz) (this case of base change being
known because A → A/mz is finite). Since N/(ψ − 1) = 0, we have H2ψ,γQp (N) = 0. The
lemma follows from an inspection of this spectral sequence.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let M be a (ϕ,Γ)-module overRA such that M∗/(ψ−1) = 0 and M/(ψ−1) 6=
0. Then there exists a short exact sequence 0 → M → N → P → 0 of (ϕ,Γ)-modules over
RA with the following properties.
(a) The (ϕ,Γ)-module P is of rank one and P/(ψ − 1) = P ∗/(ψ − 1) = 0.
(b) The connecting homomorphism Pψ=1 →M/(ψ − 1) is nonzero.
In particular, N∗/(ψ − 1) = 0 and N/(ψ − 1) is a quotient of M/(ψ − 1) with nontrivial
kernel.
Proof. Since M/(ψ − 1) is nonzero and is finite over A by Proposition 3.3.2(1), we may
find (and fix) (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)) such that H2ϕ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1) 6= 0. Let δ : Q×p → Q×p
be any continuous character such that δ(p) /∈ pZ and w(δ ⊗ η) /∈ Z, and take P = RA(δ).
We will show that property (a) holds for any such δ, and that after replacing δ by xnδ for
n  0 (which does not disturb the hypotheses on δ), we may choose α ∈ H1ϕ,γQp (M(δ−1))
corresponding to an extension N as above such that (b) holds.
Lemma 5.3.4(3) shows that for any η′ ∈ Max(R∞(Γ)), we have P/(ψ − 1,mη′) ∼=
H2ϕ,γQp (R(δ) ⊗ η′−1) = 0. Hence P/(ψ − 1) = 0 by its finiteness in Proposition 3.3.2(1).
The same argument proves P ∗/(ψ − 1) = 0. Thus (a) holds.
Recall our fixed (z, η) ∈ Max(R∞A (Γ)) from above. We denote the map H1ϕ,γQp (M(δ−1))→
H1ϕ,γQp (Mz(δ
−1)) by α 7→ αz. To fulfill condition (b), we just need that the connecting map
Pψ=1/m(z,η) ∼= H1ϕ,γQp (R(δ)⊗ η−1)
d1
αz⊗η−1−−−−−→ H2ϕ,γQp (Mz ⊗ η−1) = M/(ψ − 1,m(z,η))
is nontrivial. In fact, dualizing the above map gives the boundary map
H0ϕ,γQp (M
∗
z ⊗ η)
d0
α∗z⊗η−−−→ H1ϕ,γQp (R(δ−1)(1)⊗ η),
where α∗z ⊗ η ∈ Ext1ϕ,γQp (M∗z ⊗ η,R(δ−1)(1) ⊗ η); fixing any nonzero βz ∈ H0ϕ,γQp (M∗z ⊗ η),
we will arrange a choice of α so that d0α∗z⊗η(βz) 6= 0.
As a first step, we compute d0α∗z⊗η(βz). Considering βz as a morphism Rκ(z,η) →M∗z ⊗ η,
and its twisted dual β∗z⊗δ−1η as a mapMz⊗δ−1 → Rκ(z,η)(δ−1)(1)⊗η, we have a commutative
diagram (whose downward arrows are obtained by dualizing and twisting extensions)
Ext1ϕ,γQp (M
∗
z ⊗ η,R(δ−1)(1)⊗ η)
∼=

Ext1ϕ,γQp
(βz ,−)
// Ext1ϕ,γQp (Rκ(z,η) ,R(δ−1)(1)⊗ η)
∼=

H1ϕ,γQp (Mz(δ
−1))⊗κz κ(z,η)
H1(β∗z⊗δ−1η) // H1ϕ,γQp (R(δ−1)(1)⊗ η).
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It follows that
d0α∗z⊗η(βz) = βz ∪ (α∗z ⊗ η) = Ext1ϕ,γQp (βz,−)(α∗z ⊗ η) = H1(β∗z ⊗ δ−1η)(αz ⊗ 1).
Let Ez be the kernel of β
∗
z , so that Lemma 5.3.4(2) gives a short exact sequence 0 →
Ez →Mz⊗η−1 β
∗
z−→ trRκ(z,η)(1)→ 0 for some r ≥ 0. By Proposition 3.3.2(2), we may replace
δ by xnδ for n sufficiently large so that H2ϕ,γQp (Ez(δ
−1) ⊗ η) = 0 and M(δ−1)/(ψ − 1) = 0.
We have the following diagram
H1ϕ,γQp (Mz(δ
−1)) // H1ϕ,γQp (t
rRκ(z,η)(δ−1)(1)⊗ η)
∼=

// H2ϕ,γQp (Ez(δ
−1)⊗ η) = 0
H1ϕ,γQp (Rκ(z,η)(δ−1)(1)⊗ η).
(5.3.6.1)
The top row is an exact sequence and the vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Lemma 5.3.4(4).
By the Euler characteristic formula (Theorem 2.3.11(2)), H1ϕ,γQp (t
rRκ(z,η)(δ−1)(1) ⊗ η) 6= 0.
To complete the proof, it suffices to choose an element αz ∈ H1ϕ,γQp (Mz(δ−1)) with nontrivial
image in H1ϕ,γQp (Rκ(z,η)(δ−1)(1) ⊗ η), and use Lemma 5.3.5 to lift this to an element α of
H1ϕ,γQp (M(δ
−1)).
We now can finish the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. For this, we return to the setting of its
statement.
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. First, by Lemmas 5.1.1, 5.1.5, and 5.1.6, we may assume that K =
Qp, A is reduced, and M∗/(ψ−1) = 0 (by Proposition 3.3.2(2)). We then apply Lemma 5.3.6
and noetherian induction to get a (ϕ,Γ)-module N over RA which is a successive extension
of M by finitely many rank one (ϕ,Γ)-modules Pi such that Pi/(ψ − 1) = P ∗i /(ψ − 1) = 0,
and N/(ψ − 1) = N∗/(ψ − 1) = 0.
By Theorem 5.2.12, Nψ=1 and Pψ=1i are all finite projectiveR∞A (Γ)-modules. This implies
that C•ψ(M) ∈ D−perf(R∞A (Γ)), finishing the proof of the main theorem.
6 Triangulation
We conclude by giving an application of our finiteness results for cohomology of (ϕ,Γ)-
modules to the study of global triangulations of (ϕ,Γ)-modules. Our main result in this area
(Corollary 6.3.10) shows that the existence of triangulations at a small (Zariski dense) set
of points implies the existence of a global triangulation over a much larger (Zariski open)
subset. More precisely, we prove that the global triangulation exists after making a suitable
blowup. This has direct applications to eigenvarieties; we get an especially precise result for
the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve, and relate the error term in the global triangulation with
the action of the Theta operator considered by Coleman [17]. Although our language and
methods are different, this improves Kisin’s result [35] on interpolating crystalline periods
(needing no “Y -smallness” condition).
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Hypothesis 6.0.1. Throughout this section, let K be a finite extension of Qp of degree d,
with ring of integers OK and residue field kK of cardinality pf . Let K0 denote the fraction
field of the ring of Witt vectors W (kK).
The Artin map gives an isomorphism between the multiplicative group K× and the
maximal abelian quotient of the Weil group of K; we normalize it so that the image of a
uniformizer of K is a geometric Frobenius. We hereafter identify the two groups.
We also let L denote a finite extension of Qp (not necessarily contained in our chosen
Qp) such that the set Σ of Qp-algebra embeddings K ↪→ L has the maximal cardinality d.
In the decomposition K ⊗Qp L =
∏
σ∈Σ L, we write eσ for the idempotent projecting onto
the σ-factor, which satisfies eσ(x⊗ 1) = σ(x) for x ∈ K. Note that L may be replaced by a
finite extension at any time without altering the hypothesis or Σ.
Notation 6.0.2. For M a finite projective module over a ring R, an R-submodule N of M
is called saturated if M/N is a (finite) projective R-module. In particular, this condition
implies that N itself is a finite projective R-module.
For M a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK), a (ϕ,ΓK)-submodule N of M is called saturated
if it is saturated as an RA(piK)-submodule. In this case, M/N is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over
RA(piK). When A = L so that RL(piK) is a Be´zout domain, the submodule N is saturated
in M if and only if there is no RL(piK)-submodule of M strictly containing N with the same
rank.
6.1 Moduli spaces of continuous characters
We will show later (Construction 6.2.4 and Theorem 6.2.14) that (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of rank
one on a rigid L-analytic space X are essentially classified by continuous characters δ :
K× → Γ(X,OX)×. In preparation for this, we devote this subsection to the description of
such characters in terms of a certain moduli space.
To begin with, we state a general result on moduli spaces of continuous characters.
Proposition 6.1.1. Let G be a commutative p-adic Lie group that modulo some compact
open subgroup becomes free abelian on finitely many generators. There exist a rigid analytic
space Xan(G) over Qp and a continuous character δG : G → Γ(Xan(G),OXan(G))× with
the following property: for any rigid analytic space X, every continuous character δ : G →
Γ(X,OX)× arises by pullback from a unique morphism X → Xan(G) of rigid analytic spaces.
Moreover, Xan(G) is a smooth quasi-Stein space.
Proof. Since this lemma is well-known, we just give a sketch here. If G can be written
as a product of groups satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma, then we may treat each
factor separately, and assemble the product of the respective results. Thus, since G is
(noncanonically) isomorphic to G0×Zrp×Zs, where G0 is a finite abelian group, it suffices to
treat the cases of G0, Zp, and Z. Clearly one has Xan(G0) = Max(Qp[G0]) and Xan(Z) = Ganm .
One takes Xan(Zp) to be the generic fiber of the m-adic formal scheme Spf(Zp[[Zp]]), which
via the Iwasawa isomorphism is the open unit disc in the variable [γZp ]−1, where γZp ∈ Zp is
a generator and the brackets denote a grouplike element in the completed group algebra. In
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other words, as one can readily verify, for any affinoid algebra A and any element f ∈ A such
that f − 1 is topologically nilpotent, there exists a unique continuous character Zp → A×
sending γZp to f , and conversely every such character arises in this fashion.
Remark 6.1.2. For G as in Proposition 6.1.1, for any rigid L-analytic space X, the nat-
ural bijection between continuous characters δ : G → Γ(X,OX)× and morphisms X →
Xan(G) ×Qp L has the property that a morphism defines a character by pulling back the
universal character δG. In turn, morphisms X → Xan(G)×Qp L are in bijection with graphs
of morphisms X → Xan(G)×Qp L, i.e., closed analytic subvarieties of X ×L (Xan(G)×Qp L)
which project isomorphically onto X.
We now specialize this construction to various cases of interest.
Example 6.1.3. For G = ΓK , the space X
an(G) provided by Proposition 6.1.1 is the cyclo-
tomic deformation space Max(R∞Qp(ΓK)) (see Notation 4.2.1).
Example 6.1.4. Take G = K× in Proposition 6.1.1, then put XanL = X
an(G) ×Qp L and
δL = δG ⊗ 1. This example will control (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of rank one, as described in Con-
struction 6.2.4 and Theorem 6.2.14.
It will be useful to separate XanL into factors as follows.
Example 6.1.5. Choose a uniformizer $K of K and use it to split K
× as a productO×K×$ZK .
Then each continuous character δ on K× factors uniquely as δ1δ2 where δ1 is trivial on $ZK
and δ2 is trivial on O×K . Correspondingly, we may factor XanL as a product XanL,1×XanL,2 where
XanL,1 = X
an(O×K) ×Qp L and XanL,2 = Xan($Z) ×Qp L. In particular, there is a distinguished
isomorphism XanL,2
∼= Ganm,L under which the coordinate on Ganm,L computes the evaluation of
a character on $K .
It will also be helpful to further separate the factor XanL,1 of X
an
L .
Definition 6.1.6. Let A be an L-affinoid algebra. A continuous character δ : K× → A× is
automatically locallyQp-analytic [14, Proposition 8.3] (but not locallyK-analytic in general),
so we may look at the action of the Qp-Lie algebra of K×. More precisely, the weight of δ is
the image wt(δ) under
∏
σ∈ΣA ∼= K ⊗Qp A of the family of elements (wtσ(δ))σ∈Σ such that
lim
a→0
a∈OK
|δ(1 + a)− 1−∑σ∈Σ wtσ(δ)σ(a)|A
|a|K = 0
(for any Banach algebra norm | · |A defining the topology on A). The existence of such a set
of elements follows from the fact that δ is locally Qp-analytic, and the uniqueness is obvious.
Let X be a rigid L-analytic space. By globalizing the previous definition, we may attach
to any continuous character δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)× a weight wt(δ) ∈ K ⊗Qp Γ(X,OX).
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Definition 6.1.7. Let XanL,Sen be the rigid L-analytic variety obtained by forming Gana,K ,
taking the Weil restriction from K to Qp, then base extending from Qp to L. From Defi-
nition 6.1.6, we obtain a homomorphism XanL,1 → XanL,Sen such that for any rigid L-analytic
space X and any continuous character δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)×, the composition of the induced
map X → XanL with the projections XanL → XanL,1 → XanL,Sen is the map X → XanL,Sen associated
to wt(δ).
Let XanL,fin denote the kernel of X
an
L,1 → XanL,Sen. The space XanL,fin classifies characters
on O×K of weight zero; since these characters are locally Qp-analytic, these are exactly the
characters of finite order. It follows that XanL,fin consists of an infinite discrete set of rigid
analytic points.
6.2 (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of character type
We next make a detailed study of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of rank one on rigid analytic spaces.
In one direction, we show that continuous characters on K× give rise to (ϕ,ΓK)-modules,
said to be of character type. The construction amounts to a translation of a construction
of Nakamura [40] from Berger’s language of B-pairs into the language of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules,
which is better suited for arithmetic families. In the other direction, we show that every
rank one (ϕ,ΓK)-module on a rigid analytic space is of character type up to a twist by a
line bundle on the base space. Along the way, we develop some tools which will be useful
later for analyzing trianguline (ϕ,ΓK)-modules, including a criterion for when a rank one
submodule of a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RL(piK) is saturated (Lemma 6.2.10), and a definition
of Sen weights in families.
In order to be able to work over rigid analytic spaces which are not necessarily affinoid,
we introduce the following definition.
Definition 6.2.1. For X a rigid analytic space over Qp and r > 0, we define RrX(piK) to be
the sheaf of analytic functions on X ×Max(RrQp(piK)). Let RX(piK) be the direct limit over
r > 0 of the RrX(piK). For ? = r, ∅, a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over R?X(piK) is a compatible family
of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules over R?A(piK) for each affinoid Max(A) of X. Note, in particular, that
for X not quasicompact a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RX(piK) might not arise as the base change
from a single RrX(piK), as the required r may not be bounded away from zero as one ranges
over the affinoids of X.
We begin by recalling a standard construction of (ϕ,ΓQp)-modules over RX , generalizing
Notation 5.3.2 from the case X = Max(Qp).
Notation 6.2.2. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp. For δ : Q×p → Γ(X,OX)× a
continuous character, we define RX(δ) to be the free rank one (ϕ,Γ)-module RX · e with
ϕ(e) = δ(p)e and γ(e) = δ(χ(γ))e for γ ∈ Γ.
The above notion generalizes from Qp to K, making use of the following variant of
Hilbert’s Theorem 90.
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Lemma 6.2.3. Let A be a K0-algebra, and let a ∈ A×. Up to isomorphism, there exists
a unique free rank one K0 ⊗Qp A-module Df,a equipped with a ϕ ⊗ 1-semilinear operator ϕ
satisfying ϕf = 1⊗ a. One has Df,ab ' Df,a ⊗K0⊗QpA Df,b for all a, b ∈ A×.
Proof. For existence, let Df,a be the free A-module on the basis e0, . . . , ef−1, extended to a
K0 ⊗Qp A-module via the rule (x ⊗ 1)ei = ϕi(x)ei. One checks directly that Df,a is free of
rank one over K0 ⊗Qp A, and that the rule ϕ : Df,a → Df,a defined by
ϕ(e0) = aef−1, ϕ(e1) = e0, ϕ(e2) = e1, . . . , ϕ(ef−1) = ef−2
and A-linearity is (ϕ⊗ 1)-linear with ϕf = 1⊗ a.
For uniqueness, one reduces easily to the case a = 1, and must show that any candidate
Df,1 is isomorphic as K0 ⊗Qp A-module with ϕ-action to K0 ⊗Qp A itself equipped with
ϕ ⊗ 1. Fix a basis e of Df,1 and write ϕ(e) = be, where necessarily b ∈ (K0 ⊗Qp A)×
and b · (ϕ ⊗ 1)(b) · · · (ϕ ⊗ 1)f−1(b) = 1. We must find c ∈ (K0 ⊗Qp A)× such that (ϕ ⊗
1)(c)/c = b; given such c, the desired isomorphism sends e ∈ Df,1 to c ∈ K0⊗Qp A. Writing,
under the identification K0 ⊗Qp A =
∏f−1
i=0 A, the element b as the tuple (b0, . . . , bn−1), one
easily checks that each bi is a unit in A, and that the element c identified to the tuple
(1, b0, b0b1, . . . , b0b1 · · · bn−2) has the desired properties.
The identity Df,ab ' Df,a ⊗K0⊗QpA Df,b is straightforward to see.
We now give the construction of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of character type.
Construction 6.2.4. (Compare with Nakamura’s construction in the language of B-pairs, in
[39, §1.4].) To a continuous character δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)× we associate a (ϕ,ΓK)-module
of rank 1 over RX(piK), denoted RA(piK)(δ), as follows. First, we may work locally, and
assume that X = Max(A) is affinoid. Factor δ = δ1δ2 as in Example 6.1.5; then δ1, viewed
as a character on O×K , extends to a character δ̂1 on GabK . We let RA(piK)(δ1) = Drig(δ̂1),
and we let RA(piK)(δ2) = Df,δ2(uniformizer)⊗(K0⊗QpA)RA(piK) (in the notation of the preceding
lemma) with the evident induced ϕ-action, and trivial ΓK-action on the first factor. Then, we
put RA(piK)(δ) = RA(piK)(δ1)⊗RA(piK)RA(piK)(δ2). Using the tensor-functoriality of Drig in
Theorem 2.2.17 and Df,a in Lemma 6.2.3, this definition is easily checked to be independent
of the choice of the uniformizer $K in Example 6.1.5 and also tensor-functorial.
For a (ϕ,ΓK)-module M over RX(piK), we put M(δ) = M ⊗RX(piK) RX(piK)(δ).
We continue with some tools adapted to the case A = L, for use in treating the behavior
of families at points of Max(A).
Definition 6.2.5. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RL(piK) that is potentially semistable.
Thus Dpst(M) is a filtered (ϕ,N,Gal(K
′/K))-module equipped with a Qp-linear action of
L commuting with (ϕ,N,Gal(K ′/K)) and preserving the filtration; here K ′/K is a finite
Galois extension insideQp over whichM becomes semistable, and we writeK ′0 for its maximal
absolutely unramified subfield. It is well-known that Dpst(M) is a free K
′
0 ⊗Qp L-module,
so that DdR(M) = (K
′ ⊗K′0 D)GK is a free K ⊗Qp L-module. We decompose DdR(M) =⊕
σ∈Σ eσDdR(M) as a filtered K ⊗Qp L-module, and for σ ∈ Σ we define the σ-Hodge-Tate
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weights of M to be the jumps in the filtration on eσDdR(M), counted with multiplicity given
by the L-dimension of the respective graded pieces. (For details on the above constructions,
see Berger’s dictionary [7].)
Example 6.2.6. Choose a uniformizer $K of K.
(1) The unique homomorphism LT$K : K
× → K× that is the identity on O×K and satisfies
LT$K ($K) = 1 extends to G
ab
K , whereupon it describes the action on the torsion in the Lubin-
Tate group over OK associated to $K . The structure of Dcris(LT$K ) is well-known. As a
K0 ⊗Qp K-module with ϕ ⊗ 1-linear operator, it is isomorphic to Df,$−1K in the notation of
Lemma 6.2.3, because the pf -power Frobenius of the special fiber of the Lubin-Tate group is
by construction equal to formal multiplication by $K . Choosing an embedding σ0 ∈ Σ and
setting LT$K ,σ0 = σ0 ◦ LT$K , the σ-Hodge-Tate weight of LT$K ,σ0 is −1 if σ = σ0 and 0 if
σ 6= σ0; this is because the height and dimension of the Lubin-Tate group are d and 1, and
the formal multiplication acts on its tangent space via the structure map.
(2) Fix an embedding σ0 ∈ Σ. Use xσ0 to denote the character K× → L× given by
this embedding, and δσ0 : K
× → L× to denote the character given by δσ0 |O×K = 1 and
δσ0($K) = σ0($K). One has xσ0 = LT$K ,σ0 · δσ0 , so that
RL(piK)(xσ0) ' RL(piK)(LT$K ,σ0)⊗RL(piK) RL(piK)(δσ0).
This allows us to compute, under Berger’s dictionary [7, The´ore`me A], that Dcris(RL(piK)(xσ0))
is isomorphic to Df,1, and that its σ-Hodge-Tate weight is −1 if σ = σ0 and 0 if σ 6= σ0. In
particular, RL(piK)(xσ0) is a (ϕ,ΓK)-submodule of the trivial one RL(piK).
(3) More generally, let δ : K× → L× be a continuous character such that δ|O×K =∏
σ∈Σ x
kσ
σ |O×K for some integers kσ. Then Dcris(RL(piK)(δ)) is isomorphic to Df,α with
α = δ($K) ·
∏
σ∈Σ σ($K)
−kσ , and its σ-Hodge-Tate weight is −kσ for each σ ∈ Σ.
Notation 6.2.7. By Example 6.2.6(2), for each σ ∈ Σ, the module RL(piK)(xσ) is a sub-
module of RL(piK). Since RL(piK) is a product of Be´zout domains, there exists an element
tσ ∈ RL(piK) generating the submodule RL(piK)(xσ). The element tσ is not uniquely deter-
mined, but the ideal it generates is.
We remark that
∏
σ∈Σ tσ = tu for some unit u ∈ RL(piK)×; this follows from the fact
that
∏
σ∈Σ xσ = NK/Qp as characters of K
×. Also, the tσ are strongly coprime, in that
(tσ) + (tτ ) = RL(piK) for σ 6= τ , which one sees by applying Berger’s dictionary to (tσ) + (tτ )
and considering its possible Hodge-Tate weights. In particular, one has
RL(piK)/t ∼=
⊕
σ∈Σ
RL(piK)/tσ. (6.2.7.1)
We now compute the cohomology of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules of character type over L.
Proposition 6.2.8. Let δ : K× → L× be a continuous character.
(1) The cohomology H0ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ)) is trivial unless δ =
∏
σ∈Σ x
kσ
σ with all kσ ≤ 0, in
which case the dimension is equal to one.
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(2) The cohomology H2ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ)) is trivial unless δ = |NK/Q| ·
∏
σ∈Σ x
kσ
σ with all
kσ ≥ 1, in which case the dimension is equal to one.
(3) the cohomology H1ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ)) has dimension equal to [K : Qp] unless either the
zeroth or second cohomology does not vanish, in which case the dimension is equal to
[K : Qp] + 1.
Proof. This follows from Nakamura’s computation [39, §2.3], together with the comparison
of cohomology. For the convenience of the reader, we include a proof using the language of
(ϕ,ΓK)-modules.
By the Euler characteristic formula (Theorem 2.3.11(2)), the last statement follows from
the first two. By Tate duality (Theorem 2.3.11(3)), the second statement follows from the
first one. It then suffices to prove (1).
Suppose that H0ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ)) is nontrivial for some continuous character δ : K× →
L×. Then we have a nonzero morphism RL(piK) → RL(piK)(δ) of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules; this is
equivalent to the existence of a morphism j : RL(piK)(δ−1) → RL(piK) of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules.
Since RL(piK) is a finite direct product of integral domains and ϕ acts transitively on these
domains, this morphism j must be injective, realizingRL(piK)(δ−1) as a subobject ofRL(piK).
As a subobject of a crystalline object is crystalline,RL(piK)(δ−1) corresponds to a nonzero
subobject of the trivial filtered ϕ-module of rank one. In particular, it must be isomorphic to
K0⊗Qp L as a ϕ-module, and each σ-Hodge-Tate weight −kσ for σ ∈ Σ is nonpositive. Note
that this subobject is exactly the filtered ϕ-module associated to the character
∏
σ∈Σ x
kσ
σ
in the computation in Example 6.2.6(3). It follows that δ =
∏
σ∈Σ x
−kσ
σ . As Dcris is fully
faithful on crystalline objects, and there is only one nonzero inclusion Dcris(RL(piK)(δ−1)) ↪→
Dcris(RL(piK)) up to scalar multiple, we see that H0ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ)) is one-dimensional.
Corollary 6.2.9. Let δ : K× → L× be a continuous character. Then a nonzero (ϕ,ΓK)-
submodule of RL(piK)(δ) over RL(piK) is of the form
(∏
σ∈Σ t
kσ
σ
)RL(piK)(δ) for some kσ ≥ 0.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 6.2.8(1).
Lemma 6.2.10. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RL(piK), and let λ be a nonzero element of
H0ϕ,γK (M)
∼= HomRL(piK)[ϕ,ΓK ](RL(piK),M). Then λ(RL(piK)) is saturated in M if and only
if the image of λ in H0ϕ,γK (M/tσ) is nonzero for every σ ∈ Σ.
Proof. For each embedding σ ∈ Σ, we have an exact sequence 0 → H0ϕ,γK (M(xσ)) →
H0ϕ,γK (M) → H0ϕ,γK (M/tσ). The image of λ in the last term is zero if and only if it is
the image of some λ′ ∈ H0ϕ,γK (M(xσ)). This implies that if λ dies in H0ϕ,γK (M/tσ), then
λ(RL(piK)) embeds into tσM and hence t−1σ λ(RL(piK)) embeds into M , rendering the sub-
module λ(RL(piK)) not saturated.
Conversely, if λ(RL(piK)) ↪→ M is not saturated, then dualizing this inclusion gives a
nonsurjective morphism M∨ → RL(piK) of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules. By Corollary 6.2.9, the image
of this map lies in tσRL(piK) for some σ ∈ Σ. Dualizing back this map and multiplying both
the source and the target by tσ gives a homomorphism λ(RL(piK))→ tσM . This proves that
λ lies in the image of H0ϕ,γK (tσM).
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We next discuss the notion of weights in families. Henceforth A denotes an L-affinoid
algebra.
Definition 6.2.11. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RA(piK) of rank d. By Lemma 3.2.3,
(M/t)ϕ=1 is of the form
DSen,n(M)⊗K(µpn )⊗QpA (K(µp∞)⊗Qp A)
for a sufficiently large n ∈ N, where DSen,n(M) is a locally free module of rank d over
K(µpn)⊗Qp A. Consider the Sen operator ΘSen = log(γ)log(χ(γ)) on M for γ ∈ ΓK sufficiently close
to 1. It induces a K(µpn)⊗Qp A-linear action on DSen,n(M). The characteristic polynomial
of this linear action is monic with coefficients in K(µpn) ⊗Qp A, but because it must be
ΓK-invariant it descends to K ⊗Qp A. It is independent of n; we call it the Sen polynomial
of M .
When the rank of M is one, the Sen operator acts by multiplication by an element of
K ⊗Qp A, which is the unique root of the Sen polynomial. We call this the Sen weight of M .
For a (ϕ,ΓK)-module of character type, we may reconcile the Sen weight of the (ϕ,ΓK)-
module with the weight of the underlying character.
Lemma 6.2.12. Let δ : K× → A× be a continuous character. Then the Sen weight of
RA(piK)(δ) is wt(δ), and for each σ ∈ Σ, and the operator ΘSen acts on (RA(piK)(δ)/tσ)ϕ=1
by multiplication by wtσ(δ).
Proof. First suppose δ : K× → L× is a continuous character such that δ|O×K =
∏
σ∈Σ x
kσ
σ |O×K
for some integers kσ. Then wtσ(δ) = kσ for each σ ∈ Σ by the definition of weights, and so
the first claim follows from the calculation of filtered ϕ-modules in Example 6.2.6(3).
We let XanL = X
an(K×) ×Qp L and δL = δK× ⊗ 1 be as in Example 6.1.4, and we let
S be the set of points of XanL corresponding to characters treated above. The weight and
Sen weight of δL agree at all points of S, and since S is Zariski dense in X
an
L and X
an
L is
reduced, this implies the weight and Sen weight must be equal in Γ(XanL ,OXanL ). Now let
f : Max(A) → XanL be the unique morphism such that δ = f ∗δL. Pulling back along f the
identity of the weight and Sen weight for δL, we deduce it for δ.
The second claim is just a restatement of the first, broken up according to the decompo-
sition
DSen,n(M) ∼=
⊕
σ∈Σ
DSen,n(M)⊗K⊗QpA,σ⊗1 A ∼=
⊕
σ∈Σ
(M/tσ)
ϕ=1
for n sufficiently large.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that Construction 6.2.4 is ex-
haustive up to twisting by line bundles on the base space. We begin with the case over an
artinian ring. (Compare the following lemma with the corresponding claim in the language
of B-pairs, in [40, Proposition 2.15].)
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Lemma 6.2.13. Let A be an artinian L-algebra and let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module of rank 1
over RA(piK). Then there exists a unique continuous character δ : K× → A× such that
L = H0ϕ,γK (M(δ−1)) is free of rank 1 over A and the natural map RA(piK)(δ)⊗A L → M is
an isomorphism.
Proof. First assume that A is a field, hence a finite extension of Qp. To see uniqueness, if
RA(piK)(δ) ' RA(piK)(δ′) then RA(piK) ' RA(piK)(δ′δ−1), and local class field theory forces
δ′δ−1 = 1. We now show existence. If we view the (ϕ,ΓK)-module M as a ϕ-module over RA
(of possibly larger rank), it has pure slope s. When it is e´tale, this is essentially local class
field theory. Assume that A contains an element α of valuation s. Let δ : Q×p → A× be the
character trivial on Z×p which sends p to α. Then it is clear that M⊗RARA(δ−1) is e´tale and
hence is of the form RA(piK)(δ∗) for some character δ∗ : K× → A×. Then M is isomorphic
to RA(piK)(δ∗ · δ ◦ NK/Qp). When the assumption that A contains an element of valuation
s does not hold, choose a finite Galois extension A′/A with this property and apply the
preceding argument to obtain M ⊗A A′ ∼= RA′(piK)(δ) for some A′-valued character δ. For
each σ ∈ Gal(A′/A), one has RA′(piK)(σ ◦ δ) ∼= M ⊗A A′ ⊗A′,σ A ∼= M ⊗A A′ ∼= RA′(piK)(δ),
and therefore by uniqueness σ ◦ δ = δ. It follows that δ takes values in A. To relate M to
δ over A, note first that any nonzero element of H0ϕ,γK ((M ⊗A A′)(δ−1)) is an isomorphism,
since it is obtained by applying ⊗δ to a nonzero homomorphism from RA′(piK) into the
trivial rank one (ϕ,ΓK)-module (M ⊗A A′)(δ−1). Then note that
H0ϕ,γK (M(δ
−1))⊗A A′ ∼= H0ϕ,γK ((M ⊗A A′)(δ−1)) 6= 0,
so we may choose a nonzero element f : RA(piK)(δ)→ M of H0ϕ,γK (M(δ−1)). Since A→ A′
is faithfully flat, its image f : RA′(piK)(δ)→M ⊗A A′ in H0ϕ,γK ((M ⊗A A′)(δ−1)) is nonzero,
hence an isomorphism, and again by faithful flatness f is an isomorphism.
We now treat the case where A is an arbitrary artinian L-algebra, which we may freely
assume is local. Let I be the maximal ideal of A; we induct on the nilpotency index e of I.
If e = 1, then A is a field and the claim is treated in the preceding paragraph. Otherwise,
using the induction hypothesis, we know that M ⊗AA/Ie−1 is of the form RA/Ie−1(piK)(δe−1)
for an A/Ie−1-valued character δe−1. Since the spaces constructed in Proposition 6.1.1 are
smooth, we may lift δe−1 to some character δe with values in A/Ie = A. Replacing M
with M(δ−1e ), we may assume that M ⊗A A/Ie−1 is trivial. In this case, the options for
M are classified by H1ϕ,γK (RA(piK) ⊗A Ie−1). We may also assume that the composition
K× δ→ A× → (A/Ie−1)× is trivial, so that the options for δ are classified by H1(K, Ie−1). The
construction δ 7→ RA(piK)(δ) defines a map H1(K, Ie−1) → H1ϕ,γK (RA(piK) ⊗A Ie−1) which
coincides with the natural bijection from Proposition 2.3.7; this completes the induction.
The corresponding statement over a general rigid L-analytic space is the following theo-
rem. In the case K = Qp, it provides an affirmative answer to a question of Bella¨ıche [2, §3,
Question 1].
Theorem 6.2.14. Let X be a rigid L-analytic space and let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module of rank
1 over RX(piK).
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(1) There exist a continuous character δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)× and an invertible sheaf L on
X, such that M ' RX(piK)(δ)⊗OX L.
(2) The character δ corresponds to the morphism X → XanL whose graph is the space ΓM
defined in Definition 6.2.15. In particular, it is unique.
(3) The sheaf L is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, one can take L = H0ϕ,γK (M(δ−1)),
in which case the isomorphism is canonical.
To complete the statement of the theorem, we exhibit the space ΓM using the cohomology
of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules.
Definition 6.2.15. Form the (ϕ,ΓK)-module M(δ
−1
L ) over X×LXanL . By Theorem 4.4.2 and
Theorem 4.4.3, we may view N ′ = H2ϕ,γK (M(δ
−1
L )
∗) and N ′′ = H2ϕ,γK (M
∨(δL)∗) as coherent
sheaves on X ×L XanL whose formation commutes with arbitrary (not necessarily flat) base
change on X. Let Γ′M and Γ
′′
M be the closed analytic subspaces of X ×L XanL cut out by the
annihilator ideal sheaves of N ′ and N ′′, respectively. Put ΓM = Γ′M ×X×LXanL Γ′′M .
The proof of Theorem 6.2.14 occupies the remainder of this subsection. We first verify
that the theorem is equivalent to the claim that ΓM is indeed a graph.
Lemma 6.2.16. Take X,M as in Theorem 6.2.14.
(1) If part (1) of Theorem 6.2.14 holds for M , then so does part (2); in particular, the
map ΓM → X is an isomorphism.
(2) If ΓM → X is an isomorphism, then Theorem 6.2.14 holds in full for M .
(3) The formation of Γ′M ,Γ
′′
M ,ΓM commutes with arbitrary base change on X. (We will
use this property without comment in what follows.)
Proof. We first check (1). By translating using the group structure on XanL , we may reduce
the claim to the case where δ is the trivial character. Since the claim is local on X, we
may also assume that M is itself a trivial (ϕ,Γ)-module. By Theorem 4.4.3, we may further
reduce to the case X = Max(L). By Proposition 6.2.8(2), for δ′ : K× → L× a continuous
character, in order for H2ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ′)∗) to be nontrivial either δ′ must be trivial or δ′
must carry a uniformizer of K to an element of negative valuation. In particular, for both
H2ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ′)∗) and H2ϕ,γK (RL(piK)(δ′ −1)∗) to be nontrivial, the character δ′ must be
trivial. Consequently, ΓM is supported at the identity point of X
an
L ; it thus remains to check
that ΓM is reduced. Suppose the contrary; we can then choose a subspace Y = Max(A) of
ΓM which is local artinian of length 2. Let MY be the pullback of M(δ
−1
L ) to RY (piK); then
dimLH
2
ϕ,γK
(M∗Y ) > 1. By restricting scalars fromA to L and then applying Theorem 4.4.5(3),
we see that dimLH
0
ϕ,γK
(MY ) > 1; since dimLH
0
ϕ,γK
(mAMY ) ≤ 1 and MY /mAMY ∼= RL(piK)
as a (ϕ,Γ)-module, the element 1 ∈ RL(piK) ∼= MY /mAMY must lift to some e ∈ H0ϕ,γK (MY ).
Since e maps to a free generator of MY /mAMY , by Nakayama’s lemma it is also a free
generator of MY . However, this means that we have a nontrivial character (namely the
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restriction of δ−1L to Y ) whose corresponding (ϕ,ΓK)-module is trivial, contradicting the
uniqueness aspect of Lemma 6.2.13. Hence ΓM must be reduced, which completes the proof
that ΓM coincides with the graph of δ.
We next check (2). Let δ be the character corresponding to the morphism with graph
ΓM . To check the full conclusion of Theorem 6.2.14, again by translating on X
an
L we reduce
to the case where δ is the trivial character. In case X = Max(A) for A an artinian local ring,
we know by Lemma 6.2.13 that the conclusion of Theorem 6.2.14 holds, necessarily for the
trivial character. In general, this implies that for each closed immersion Max(A)→ X with
A an artinian local ring, H2ϕ,γK (MA) = 0 and H
0
ϕ,γK
(MA) is free of rank 1. By restricting
scalars from A to L and applying Theorem 2.3.11, we also have
dimLH
1
ϕ,γK
(MA) = (1 + [K : Qp]) dimLA. (6.2.16.1)
In particular, H2ϕ,γK (M) is locally free of rank 0, so by Theorem 4.4.3(2), the formation
of H1ϕ,γK (M) also commutes with arbitrary base change. By (6.2.16.1), H
1
ϕ,γK
(M) must be
locally free of rank 1 + [K : Qp], so by Theorem 4.4.3(2) again, the formation of H0ϕ,γK (M)
also commutes with arbitrary base change. Therefore H0ϕ,γK (M) is locally free of rank 1, so
all parts of Theorem 6.2.14 hold.
We finally check (3). It suffices to check that the sheavesN ′ andN ′′ are locally monogenic;
this follows from Proposition 6.2.8(2) and Nakayama’s lemma.
Lemma 6.2.16 allows us to parlay the artinian case of Theorem 6.2.14 into a partial result
in the general case.
Lemma 6.2.17. Take X,M as in Theorem 6.2.14.
(1) The map ΓM → X is an open immersion, is bijective on rigid analytic points, and is
an isomorphism on affinoid subdomains of ΓM .
(2) For any positive integer m, the multiplication-by-m map on XanL induces an isomor-
phism ΓM ∼= ΓM⊗m.
Proof. ForX = Max(A) withA an artinian ring, both parts are immediate from Lemma 6.2.13
and Lemma 6.2.16(1). To deduce (1), recall that an isomorphism of affinoid spaces may be
detected on the level of completed local rings [11, Proposition 7.3.3/5], or equivalently on
the level of artinian subspaces.
To deduce (2), note that since ΓM and ΓM⊗m are closed analytic subspaces of X ×L XanL
and the multiplication-by-m map on XanL is finite, the induced map ΓM → ΓM⊗m is finite and
hence quasicompact. Consequently, we may again use [11, Proposition 7.3.3/5] to reduce to
the artinian case.
Lemma 6.2.17(1) does not suffice to imply that ΓM → X is an isomorphism (see Exam-
ple 6.2.21); one must also know that ΓM → X is quasicompact. To establish quasicompact-
ness, we exploit the factorization of XanL and the relationship of X
an
Sen to the Sen weight. In
the following lemmas, take X,M as in Theorem 6.2.14 and assume also that X is affinoid.
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Lemma 6.2.18. The image of ΓM → XanL,2 is contained in an affinoid subdomain of XanL,2.
Proof. Let T be the coordinate on XanL,2
∼= Ganm,L corresponding to evaluation at $K . By
Proposition 3.3.2(2) applied to the restriction of scalars of M from RX(piK) to RX , the
function log |T | is bounded below on Γ′M and bounded above on Γ′′M , and hence bounded on
ΓM . This proves the claim.
Corollary 6.2.19. For any point η ∈ XanL,1, the map ΓM×XanL,1 η → X is a closed immersion.
Proof. Identify XanL,2 with Ganm,L and then embed the latter into P
1,an
L . Then ΓM ×XanL,1 η →
X ×L η ×L XanL,2 is a closed immersion and hence proper. The composition with X ×L η ×L
XanL,2 → X ×LXanL,2 is also proper because the latter map is proper. The further composition
with X ×LXanL,2 → X ×L P1,anL is also proper because the image of ΓM in XanL,2 is contained in
an affinoid subdomain by Lemma 6.2.18. The further composition with X ×L P1,anL → X is
also proper because the latter map is proper. Consequently, the map ΓM×XanL,1 η → X is both
proper and a locally closed immersion (by Lemma 6.2.17), hence a closed immersion.
Lemma 6.2.20. There exist a positive integer m and a continuous character δ : K× →
Γ(X,OX)× such that ΓM⊗m(δ−1) is contained in X ×L XanL,fin ×L XanL,2.
Proof. Note that the Sen weight of M⊗m equals m times the Sen weight of M . By choosing
m to be a suitably large power of p, we may ensure that the Sen weight of M⊗m belongs
to the domain of convergence of the exponential map. In this case, it lifts to a continuous
character δ : O×K → Γ(X,OX)×, which we may extend to K× by decreeing that δ($K) = 1.
To check that this choice of m and δ has the desired effect, we may reduce to the artinian
case, then apply Lemma 6.2.13 and Lemma 6.2.12.
We can now establish that ΓM → X is quasicompact and hence complete the proof of
Theorem 6.2.14.
Proof of Theorem 6.2.14. By Lemma 6.2.16, it suffices to prove that ΓM → X is an isomor-
phism. For this, we may assume X is affinoid and connected.
By Lemma 6.2.17(1), ΓM → X is bijective on rigid analytic points and isomorphic on
affinoid subdomains of ΓM ; it thus suffices to prove that ΓM → X is quasicompact. By
Lemma 6.2.17(2), it suffices to prove quasicompactness after replacing M with M⊗m(δ)
for some positive integer m and some continuous character δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)×. By
Lemma 6.2.20, we may thus reduce to the case where ΓM is contained in X×LXanL,1×LXanL,fin.
Since the map ΓM → X is surjective on points, there exists a point η ∈ XanL,fin such that
ΓM ×XanL,fin η 6= ∅. The map ΓM ×XanL,fin η → X is on one hand a closed immersion (by
Corollary 6.2.19) and an open immersion (by Lemma 6.2.17(1) and the fact that η → XanL,fin
is an open immersion). Since X is connected and ΓM×XanL,fin η is nonempty, ΓM×XanL,fin η → X
must be an isomorphism. In particular, the map ΓM → X, which is an open immersion
by Lemma 6.2.17, must be an isomorphism and hence quasicompact. This completes the
proof.
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We thank Michael Temkin for suggesting the following example.
Example 6.2.21. Put X = A1[0,∞] and U = A1(0,∞] ∪ A1[0, 0]; that is, X is a closed
unit disc and U is the union of the boundary circle and its complement. Then U is a quasi-
Stein space and the natural map U → X is an open immersion which is a bijection on rigid
analytic points but not an isomorphism. The corresponding map of Berkovich spaces is also
a bijection, but the corresponding map of Huber spaces is not (it misses the type 5 point
pointing into the open unit disc).
This example shows that Lemma 6.2.17(1) does not suffice for the proof of Theorem 6.2.14,
thus necessitating the subsequent lemmas. It may be possible to give an alternate comple-
tion of the proof by proving directly that ΓM → X is surjective on Huber points, but even
the definition of the ring RA(piK) for A a field carrying a valuation of arbitrary rank is a bit
delicate.
6.3 Global triangulation
The notion of a trianguline representation of GQp , one for which the associated (ϕ,Γ)-module
is a successive extension of rank 1 (ϕ,Γ)-modules, was introduced by Colmez [19]. This notion
was later generalized by Nakamura [39] to representations of GK for K a finite extension
of Qp, using Berger’s language of B-pairs. In this subsection, we redevelop the theory of
trianguline representations of GK using (ϕ,Γ)-modules. Although the two languages are
equivalent, the approach using (ϕ,Γ)-modules is better suited for arithmetic families.
In this subsection, we use Construction 6.2.4 to define the notion of a trianguline (ϕ,ΓK)-
module. We then show that densely pointwise trianguline (ϕ,Γ)-modules admit triangula-
tions on Zariski-dense open subsets.
Definition 6.3.1. Let δ1, . . . , δd : K
× → Γ(X,OX)× be continuous characters. A (ϕ,ΓK)-
module M of rank d over RX(piK) is trianguline with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd if, after
perhaps enlarging L, there exists an increasing filtration (filiM)i=0,...,d of M given by (ϕ,ΓK)-
submodules and line bundles L1, . . . ,Ld on X such that each griM ' RX(piK)(δi) ⊗OX Li.
Such a filtration is called a triangulation (with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd) of M . Since
every rank one object is of the form RX(piK)(δ) ⊗OX L for a uniquely determined δ and a
uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) L, it follows that M is trianguline if and only if
after perhaps enlarging L it is a successive extension of rank one objects, and that given the
filtration by saturated (ϕ,ΓK)-stable submodules with rank one graded pieces, the ordered
parameters and required line bundles are well-defined (up to isomorphism).
In the case X = Max(L), we say that M is strictly trianguline with ordered parameters
δ1, . . . , δd if, for each i, the the submodule fili+1M is the unique way of enlarging filiM to a
submodule of M with quotient isomorphic toRX(piK)(δi+1) (and in particular the trianguline
filtration is the unique one with these ordered parameters). When M is already known to
be trianguline with these ordered parameters, this is equivalent to H0ϕ,γK ((M/filiM)(δ
−1
i+1))
being one-dimensional for all i, or alternatively H0ϕ,γK ((filiM)
∨(δi)) being one-dimensional
for any i.
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Definition 6.3.2. A subset Z of closed points of X is called Zariski dense if there exists
an admissible affinoid cover {Max(Ai)}i∈I of X such that Z ∩Max(Ai) is Zariski dense in
Max(Ai) for each i. Note that this does not imply that Z is Zariski dense in all affinoid
subdomains of X.
A (ϕ,ΓK)-module M over RX(piK) is called densely pointwise strictly trianguline if there
exist continuous characters δ1, . . . , δd : K
× → Γ(X,OX)× and a Zariski dense subset Xalg ⊆
X such that for each z ∈ Xalg, Mz is strictly trianguline with ordered parameters δ1,z, . . . , δd,z.
Corollary 6.3.3. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module overRX(piK). Then H∗ϕ,γK (M) and H∗ϕ,γK (M/tσ)
for any σ ∈ Σ are coherent sheaves over X. Moreover, locally on X they are the cohomology
of complexes of locally free sheaves concentrated in degrees [0, 2].
Proof. The claims for C•ϕ,γK (M) follow from Theorem 4.4.5, so we show how to deduce the
result for C•ϕ,γK (M/tσ) from this. It suffices to assume that X = Max(A) is affinoid. Since
one has a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ C•ϕ,γK (tσM)→ C•ϕ,γK (M)→ C•ϕ,γK (M/tσ)→ 0,
it is clear that C•ϕ,γK (M/tσ) ∈ D
[−1,2]
perf (A). But Lemma 2.1.5 shows that C
•
ϕ,γK
(M/tσ) consists
of flat A-modules, so Lemma 4.1.3 allows us to conclude.
Before moving on to the main theorem, we briefly discuss a flattening technique using
Fitting ideals. (This is inspired by the work of Raynaud and Gruson [44].)
Definition 6.3.4. Given a finitely generated module M over a noetherian ring R, write it
as the cokernel of an R-linear map φ : Rm → Rn; let Φ ∈ Mn×m(R) be the matrix of φ. For
r ∈ Z≥0, the rth Fitting ideal of M is defined to be the ideal Fittr(M) of R generated by
the (n− r)-minors of Φ. This is independent of the choice of the presentation [24, Corollary-
Definition 20.4]. Moreover, the construction of Fitting ideals commutes with arbitrary base
change [24, Corollary 20.5].
Lemma 6.3.5. Let R be a noetherian ring and let M be a finitely generated module given
as the cokernel of an R-linear homomorphism φ : Rm → Rn.
(1) If M ∼= N ⊕ F is a direct sum of R-modules with F locally free of rank d, then
Fittr+d(M) = Fittr(N).
(2) For any r ∈ Z≥0, Fittr(M) is a nil-ideal if and only if the rank of M at each generic
point of SpecR is at least r + 1.
(3) Assume that there exists r ∈ N such that Fittr−1(M) = (0) and Fittr(M) is generated
by a ∈ R that is not a zero-divisor. Then the image of φ is flat over R of constant rank
n− r. In particular, M has constant generic rank r and it has projective-dimension ≤ 1.
Proof. (1) We may work Zariski locally on SpecR, reducing to the case where F is free. In
this case, the claim is straightforward from the definitions.
(2) The ideal Fittr(M) consists of nilpotent elements if and only if Fittr(M) is contained
in all minimal primes p, if and only if, for each minimal prime p, Fittr(M⊗RFrac(R/p)) = (0).
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This reduces us to the case where R is a field, in which case the claim follows from elementary
linear algebra.
(3) This follows from a variant of the proof of [44, Chapter 4, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1].
Let Φ = (φij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤m denote the matrix of φ for the standard bases e1, . . . , em for Rm
and f1, . . . , fn for R
n. Zariski locally on SpecR, and after suitable permutation of the bases,
and perhaps multiplying a by a unit in R, we may assume that det(φij)1≤i,j≤n−r = a. Write
Φ as a block matrix
(
A B
C D
)
, where A is an (n− r)× (n− r)-matrix with determinant a. Let
Adj(A) denote the adjugate matrix of A.
We claim that we have the following identity(
A
C
)
Adj(A)B = a
(
B
D
)
. (6.3.5.1)
It suffices to check that C Adj(A)B = aD, and for this it suffices to replace C by a single
one of its rows, B by a single one of its columns, and D by the corresponding one of its
entries (which is just an element of R). In this case, it is a simple linear algebra exercise to
check that a(aD−C Adj(A)B) = a ·det ( A BC D ); the right hand side vanishes because it is an
(n− r + 1)-minor of Φ. Since a is not a zero-divisor, we have aD = C Adj(A)B.
Note that each entry of Adj(A)B is an (n − r)-minor of Φ, and hence divisible by a.
Since a is not a zero-divisor, there is a unique matrix E with coefficients in R such that(
A
C
)
E =
(
B
D
)
. This means that φ(e1), . . . , φ(en−r) generate the image of φ. Since detA is
not a zero-divisor, the image of φ is freely generated by φ(e1), . . . , φ(en−r). The lemma is
proved.
Corollary 6.3.6. Let X be a reduced rigid L-analytic space.
(1) Let φ : C → D be a homomorphism of locally free coherent sheaves on X. Assume
that the generic rank r of the cokernel of φ is constant on X. Let f : Y → X be the
blowup of X along the rth Fitting ideal of the cokernel of φ. Then the homomorphism
f ∗φ : f ∗C → f ∗D has flat image. The formation of (Y, f) commutes with dominant base
change in X. Moreover, for any morphism g : Z → Y , the composite f ◦ g : Z → X has the
same property: (f ◦ g)∗φ has flat image.
(2) Let (C•, d•) be a bounded above complex of locally free coherent sheaves on X. Assume
that the generic ranks of the H i(C•) and the Coker(di) are constant on X. Construct the
sequence of morphisms
· · · → Y i fi−→ Y i+1 fi+1−−→ · · · → X
as follows. Let Y i = X for i 0. Given fi, fi+1, . . ., put
gi = · · · ◦ fi+1 ◦ fi : Y i −→ X
and apply (1) to g∗i d
i−1 : g∗iC
i−1 → g∗iCi to obtain fi−1 : Y i−1 → Y i. Then the (Yi, fi)
depend only on the quasi-isomorphism class of (C•, d•), and their formation commutes with
dominant base change in X.
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Proof. We may assume that X is affinoid throughout. Also, we remark that generic ranks
do not change under dominant base change.
Then the first claim of (1) is clear from Lemma 6.3.5. The second claim follows because
the formations of Fitting ideals and blowups commute with base change. The third claim is
obvious.
For (2), we prove that for each i the construction of fi−1 depends only on the quasi-
isomorphism class of (C•, d•). Note that our hypothesis on the generic ranks of the H i(C•)
and the Coker(di) implies that the Image(di) and the Ci also have generic ranks that are
constant on X. We have the short exact sequence
0→ H i(g∗iC•)→ Coker(g∗iCi−1 → g∗iCi)→ Image(g∗iCi → g∗iCi+1)→ 0,
in which the last term is a flat module by the construction of gi, hence it is projective of
constant rank s. In particular, the short exact sequence splits. Let r be the generic rank of
H i(g∗iC
•), so that Coker(g∗iC
i−1 → g∗iCi) has generic rank r + s. Then fi−1 is none other
than the blowup of the ideal
Fittr+s(Coker(g
∗
iC
i−1 → g∗iCi)) = Fittr(H i(g∗iC•))
on Y i. As the complex (C•, d•) consists of locally free coherent sheaves, it is clear that
H i(g∗iC
•), and therefore also the above ideal, depends only on its quasi-isomorphism class.
The commutation with base change follows from the corresponding property in (1).
Lemma 6.3.7. Let R be a noetherian ring. Let Q be the cokernel of an injective homo-
morphism φ : M → N of finitely generated flat R-modules of constant ranks m and n,
respectively. Let Z be the closed subscheme of SpecR defined by the (n−m)th Fitting ideal
of Q. Then for any z ∈ SpecR, one has TorR1 (Q, κz) 6= 0 if and only if z ∈ Z.
Proof. Tensoring φ with κz gives 0→ TorR1 (Q, κz)→Mz φz−→ Nz → Qz → 0. So TorR1 (Q, κz) 6=
0 if and only if φz is not injective, if and only if the rank of φz is not m, if and only if the
(n−m)th Fitting ideal vanishes at z, if and only if z ∈ Z.
Remark 6.3.8. In the following theorem and its corollary, we assume that X is a reduced
rigid analytic space over L. The assumption on the reducedness of X is essential because we
invoke arguments at the residue fields, which do not see non-reduced structure.
Theorem 6.3.9. Let X be a reduced rigid L-analytic space. Let M be a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over
RX(piK) of rank d and let δ : K× → Γ(X,OX)× be a continuous character. Suppose that
there exists a Zariski dense subset Xalg of closed points of X such that for every z ∈ Xalg,
H0ϕ,γK (M
∨
z (δz)) is one dimensional, and the image of Rκz(piK) under any basis of this space
is saturated in M∨z (δz). Then there exist canonical data of
(a) a proper birational morphism f : X ′ → X of reduced rigid analytic spaces,
(b) a unique (up to O×X′) homomorphism λ : f ∗M → RX′(piK)(δ)⊗X′L of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules
over RX′(piK), where L is a line bundle over X ′ with trivial (ϕ,ΓK)-actions,
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such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The set Z of closed points z ∈ X ′ failing to have the following property is Zariski
closed and disjoint from f−1(Xalg) (hence its complement is Zariski open and dense):
the induced homomorphism λz : Mz → Rκz(piK)(δz) is surjective and the corresponding
element spans H0ϕ,γK (M
∨
z (δz)) (hence the latter is one-dimensional).
(2) Locally on X ′, the cokernel of λ is killed by some power of t, and is supported over Z
in the sense that for any analytic function g vanishes along Z, some power of g kills
the cokernel of λ too.
(3) The kernel of λ is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RX′(piK) of rank d− 1.
Moreover, when X is a smooth rigid analytic curve, we can take X ′ = X.
Proof. If we prove the theorem for the normalization p : X˜ → X (with p∗δ and p−1(Xalg)) to
obtain f˜ : X˜ ′ → X˜, then the composite f = p ◦ f˜ : X ′ = X˜ ′ → X satisfies the claims of the
theorem, so we replace X by X˜. We remark here that in the case where X is a smooth rigid
analytic curve, there does not exist a nonisomorphic proper birational morphism into X, so
we have X˜ = X (and, later in the proof, X ′0 = X and X
′ = X) in this case. It also suffices
to treat connected components separately. So we assume henceforth that X is normal and
connected. Note that every connected affinoid domain Max(A) in X has Spec(A) irreducible:
using [22, Lemma 2.1.1] and excellence to pass between completions, we see that Max(A) is
normal, and since it is also connected it is irreducible by definition, so that [22, Lemma 2.1.4]
shows that Spec(A) is irreducible. It follows that any coherent sheaf on X, or its pullback
under any dominant morphism, has constant generic rank.
By Corollary 6.3.3, locally on X, say over the affinoid subdomain W ⊆ X, the complex
C•ϕ,γK (M
∨(δ)) (resp. C•ϕ,γK (M
∨(δ)/tσ)) is quasi-isomorphic to some complex A• of locally free
sheaves concentrated in degrees [0, 2] (resp. [−1, 2]), and by Theorem 4.4.3 for any morphism
j : W ′ → W one has that C•ϕ,γK (j∗M∨(δ)) (resp. C•ϕ,γK (j∗M∨(δ)/tσ)) is represented by the
na¨ıve pullback j∗A•. With this in mind, by Corollary 6.3.6(2), locally on X there exists a
proper birational morphism f0 : X
′
0 → X such that N0 = f ∗0 (M∨(δ)) satisfies the conditions
(i) H0ϕ,γK (N0) is flat and H
i
ϕ,γK
(N0) has Tor-dimension less than or equal to 1 for each
i = 1, 2, and
(ii) for each σ ∈ Σ, H0ϕ,γK (N0/tσ) is flat and H iϕ,γK (N0/tσ) has Tor-dimension less than or
equal to 1 for each i = 1, 2.
By Theorem 4.4.3(2) and the invariance under base change in Corollary 6.3.6(2), the locally
constructed morphisms glue to a proper birational morphism f0 : X
′
0 → X locally satisfying
the same conditions. Note that X ′0 is connected; we may and will always take X
′
0 to be
reduced and normal.
For a closed point z ∈ X ′0, the base change spectral sequence Ei,j2 = TorX
′
0
−i (H
j
ϕ,γK
(N0), κz)⇒
H i+jϕ,γK (N0,z) gives a short exact sequence (using that H
1
ϕ,γK
(N0) has Tor-dimension at most
1)
0→ H0ϕ,γK (N0)⊗ κz → H0ϕ,γK (N0,z)→ Tor
X′0
1 (H
1
ϕ,γK
(N0), κz)→ 0. (6.3.9.1)
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The condition (i) allows us to invoke Lemma 6.3.7, so that the set Z ′0 of z ∈ X ′0 for which
the last term of (6.3.9.1) does not vanish is Zariski closed, and X ′0 − Z ′0 is open and dense.
(Note that the formation of Z ′0 is compatible with pullback because it is given by the zero
locus of a Fitting ideal.) Thus for any point z in the Zariski dense subset f−10 (Xalg)\Z ′0
of X ′0, H
0
ϕ,γK
(N0) ⊗ κz ∼= H0ϕ,γK (N0,z) is one-dimensional. Therefore, in view of condition
(i), H0ϕ,γK (N0) is a locally free sheaf over X
′
0 of rank one. Let L0 denote the dual line
bundle of H0ϕ,γK (N0). Dualizing the natural homomorphism RX′0(piK)⊗X′0 L∨0 → N0 gives a
homomorphism λ0 : f
∗
0M → RX′0(piK)(δ)⊗X′0 L0 of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules.
The uniqueness of λ0 follows from the construction, and that H
0
ϕ,γK
(N0) is a line bundle.
We next verify properties (1)–(2) for X ′0. Afterwards we will construct morphism f : X
′ →
X ′0 → X by blowing up in X ′0, which will preserve the properties (1)–(2) shown over X ′0,
and check (3) in this setting.
(1) Consider the locus Z0 consisting of closed points z ∈ X ′0 that fail the condition that
λz : Mz → Rκz(piK)(δz) is surjective and the corresponding element spans H0ϕ,γK (M∨z (δz)).
For each σ ∈ Σ we have a natural map χσ : H0ϕ,γK (N0) → H0ϕ,γK (N0/tσ). By the discussion
above, (6.3.9.1) implies that H0ϕ,γK (N0,z) is one-dimensional if and only if z /∈ Z ′0. In this
case, Lemma 6.2.10 implies that Rκz(piK) → M∨z (δz) is saturated, or equivalently Mz →
Rκz(piK)(δz) is surjective, if and only if for each σ ∈ Σ the map
H0ϕ,γK (M
∨
z (δz))
∼= H0ϕ,γK (N0)⊗X′0 κz → H0ϕ,γK (N0/tσ)⊗X′0 κz ↪→ H0ϕ,γK (M∨z (δz)/tσ)
is nontrivial. Here, the injectivity of the last homomorphism above follows from the base
change spectral sequence Ei,j2 = Tor
X′
−i(H
j
ϕ,γK
(N0/tσ), κz) ⇒ H i+jϕ,γK (N0,z/tσ) and the fact
that H1ϕ,γK (N0/tσ) has Tor-dimension at most 1. It follows that Z0 is the union of Z
′
0 and
the subspaces where the respective χσ vanish, hence is Zariski closed. Finally, f
∗
0Xalg is
disjoint from Z0 because our hypotheses on each point of Xalg are simply a restatement of
the negation of the condition on membership in Z0.
(2) Let Q0 denote the cokernel of λ0. By the discussion in (1), Q0,z = 0 if z /∈ Z0. By
Lemma 2.2.11, this implies that Q0 is supported on Z0, in the sense that, locally on X
′
0, for
any analytic function g vanishing along Z0, some power of g kills Q0.
By (6.3.9.1), H0ϕ,γK (N0) ⊗ κz injects into H0ϕ,γK (N0,z) and hence λz is nontrivial. Thus,
the image of λz is a (ϕ,ΓK)-submodule of Rκz(piK)(δz). By Corollary 6.2.9, Q0,z is killed by
some power of t.
We claim that, locally on X ′0, Q0 itself is killed by some power of t. So assume that X
′
0
is affinoid. We first observe that λ0 is the base change of a homomorphism λ
r
0 : f
∗
0M
r →
RrX′0(piK)(δ)⊗X′0 L0 for some r ∈ (0, C(piK)]. Let Q
r
0 denote the cokernel of λ
r
0. We first note
that Q
[r/p,r]
0 is killed by some power of t, say t
n. Indeed, Q
[r/p,r]
0 is supported on the zero
locus of t in Max(R[r/p,r]X′0 (piK)), which is an affinoid rigid analytic space, finite over X
′
0. This
implies that Q
[r/pm,r/pm−1]
0 = (ϕ
m)∗Q[r/p,r]0 is also killed by t
n for every m ∈ N. Hence Qr0
itself is killed by tn, proving that Q0 is killed by t
n.
To obtain the morphism f : X ′ → X, affinoid-locally in X ′0 we apply Corollary 6.3.6(1)
to any finite presentation of Q
[r/p,r]
0 (which is a finite module by the preceding paragraph),
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and we glue these local constructions globally over X ′0 using the invariance under dominant
base change provided by the corollary. Write L, λ, Q, Qr, and Q[r,s] to denote the respective
pullbacks along X ′ → X ′0 of L0, λ0, Q0, Qr0, and Q[r,s]0 . By our construction of X ′ the module
Q[r/p,r] has Tor-dimension at most 1; pulling back by ϕ shows that Q[r/p
m,r/pm−1] also has
Tor-dimension at most 1 for all m ∈ N; gluing shows that Qr has Tor-dimension at most 1.
(3) Recall that Q is the cokernel of λ, and let P denote the kernel of λ. For any closed
point z ∈ X ′, the Tor spectral sequence computing the cohomology of the complex [M λ−→
RX′(piK)(δ)⊗X′ L
] L⊗X′ κz gives rise to the exact sequence
0→ TorX′2 (Q, κz)→ Pz → Ker
(
λz : Mz → Rκz(piK)(δz)
)→ TorX′1 (Q, κz)→ 0.
By our construction of X ′ the first term vanishes for all z, and (2) implies that the last term
in this sequence is killed by a power of t. In particular, Pz is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over Rκz(piK)
of rank d − 1. For each affinoid subdomain Max(A) ⊆ X, choose a model M r for M over
RrA(piK) for some r; by Lemma 2.2.9, λ arises from a map λr : M r → RrA(piK)(δ), giving rise
to a model P r = Ker(λr) for P over RrA(piK). Each P rz is a coadmissible model for Pz over
Rrκz(piK), and is finite projective of rank d− 1 by ϕ-equivariance. Invoking Lemma 2.1.8(2),
we see that P r is the global sections of a ϕ-bundle over RrA(piK), hence by Proposition 2.2.7
is finite projective of rank d− 1.
Corollary 6.3.10. Let X be a reduced rigid analytic space over L, all of whose connected
components are irreducible. Let M be a densely pointwise strictly trianguline (ϕ,ΓK)-module
over RX(piK) of rank d, with respect to the ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd and the Zariski
dense subset Xalg. Then there exist canonical data of
(a) a proper birational morphism f : X ′ → X of reduced rigid analytic spaces,
(b) a unique increasing filtration (fili(f
∗M))i=1,...,d on the pullback (ϕ,ΓK)-module f ∗M
over RX′(piK) via (ϕ,ΓK)-stable coherent RX′(piK)-submodules,
such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The set Z of closed points z ∈ X ′ at which (fil•(f ∗M))z fails to be a strictly trianguline
filtration on Mz with ordered parameters δ1,z, . . . , δd,z is Zariski closed in X
′ and disjoint
from f−1(Xalg) (hence the complement of Z is Zariski open and dense).
(2) Each gri(f
∗M) embeds (ϕ,ΓK)-equivariantly into RX′(piK)(δi) ⊗X′ Li for some line
bundle Li over X ′, and the cokernel of the embedding is, locally on X ′, killed by some
power of t and supported on Z.
(2’) The first graded piece gr1(f
∗M) is isomorphic to RX′(piK)(δ1)⊗X′ L1.
Moreover, when X is a smooth rigid analytic curve, we can take X ′ equal to X.
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Proof. The existence of data satisfying all properties (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 6.3.9
by induction, noting for (1) the equivalent description of a strict triangulation in Defini-
tion 6.3.1.
We now prove (2’). For this, we go into the proof of Theorem 6.3.9. The claim is local
on X ′, so we replace X ′ by a member of an admissible affinoid covering such that L1 is
trivial and we have a natural injective homomorphism λr : gr1(f
∗M r) → RrX′(piK)(δ1) of
(ϕ,ΓK)-modules over RrX′(piK) for some r ∈ (0, C(piK)]. Let λ[s,r] denote its base change to
R[s,r]X′ for any s ∈ (0, r] and let Q[s,r] denote the cokernel of the latter; we must prove that the
latter is zero. Since Q[s,r] is killed by some power of t, it is a finite OX′-module. Tensoring
λ[s,r] with κz for z ∈ X ′ gives an exact sequence
0→ TorX′1 (Q[s,r], κz)→ gr1(f ∗M [s,r])z λz−→ Rrκz(piK)(δ1,z)→ Q[s,r]z → 0, (6.3.10.1)
where the first zero is by Corollary 2.1.5. Since λz is a homomorphism of finitely generated,
torsion-free modules over a finite product of Be´zout domains and is nontrivial generically,
it must be injective, so that TorX
′
1 (Q
[s,r], κz) = 0. On the other hand, since Q
[s,r] is finitely
generated over OX′ , [24, Exercise 6.2] shows that Q[s,r] is flat over X ′. However, this is only
possible if Q[s,r] is zero, because we know that Qz and hence Q
[s,r]
z is trivial at z /∈ Z.
Remark 6.3.11. Although the proper birational morphism X ′ → X appearing in Theo-
rem 6.3.9 is canonically constructed, and its formation commutes with dominant, flat base
change, it is not clear to us if there is a universal such X ′ satisfying the conditions of
Corollary 6.3.10.
The “bad locus” Z is necessary in the theorem; we will see this in the example of the
Coleman-Mazur eigencurve (Proposition 6.4.5).
Remark 6.3.12. If M is the base change of a (ϕ,Γ)-module over Rr0X , then the filtrations
obtained in Corollary 6.3.10 can be taken to be base-changed from a filtration over Rr0X′ , at
least locally on X ′. This is because we may start by working with M ⊗Rr0
X′
RX′ and invoking
Lemma 2.2.9.
Despite the fact that the global triangulation only behaves well away from the bad locus
Z, we can show that actually at each closed point z ∈ X, the (ϕ,ΓK)-module is triangu-
line (with slightly different parameters). We thank Matthew Emerton for suggesting this
application.
Theorem 6.3.13. Let X be a rigid analytic space over L. Let M be a densely pointwise
strictly trianguline (ϕ,ΓK)-module over RX(piK) of rank d, with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd
and the Zariski dense subset Xalg. Then for every z ∈ X, the specialization Mz is trianguline
with parameters δ′1,z, . . . , δ
′
d,z, where δ
′
i,z = δi,z
∏
σ∈Σ x
ni,z,σ
σ for some ni,z,σ ∈ Z.
Proof. Fix z ∈ X. After replacing X by the reduced subspace of a connected component
of the normalization, we may assume that X is reduced and irreducible. Applying Corol-
lary 6.3.10 to M gives a proper birational morphism f : X ′ → X such that f ∗M admits a
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filtration of (ϕ,ΓK)-modules over RX′(piK) as stated therein. For any point z′ ∈ f−1(z) one
has (f ∗M)z′ ∼= Mz⊗κz κz′ , so it suffices to replace (X,M, z) by (X ′, f ∗M, z′) in what follows.
Since the cokernel of the inclusion gri(M) → RX(δi) is killed by some power of t, the
cohomology groups of the complex
[0→ fili−1(M)z → fili(M)z → Rκz(piK)(δi)→ 0]
are killed by some power of t. The claim now follows from Corollary 6.2.9.
Example 6.3.14. We work out the argument of Theorem 6.3.13 in detail for fil2(M) when
X is a smooth (reduced with all connected components irreducible) rigid analytic curve.
This method can be extended to any fili(M), although the argument is more complicated.
In this case, Corollary 6.3.10 implies that we have the following exact sequence
0→ RX(piK)(δ1)⊗X L1 λ−→ fil2(M) µ−→ RX(piK)(δ2)⊗X L2 → Q→ 0, (6.3.14.1)
where the cokernel Q is killed by some power of t and is supported on a subset Z ⊂ X disjoint
from Xalg meeting each affinoid at finitely many points. After shrinking X, we assume Q is
supported at a unique point z of Z.
Tensoring (6.3.14.1) with κz, we obtain
fil2(M)z
µz−→ Rκz(piK)(δ2,z)→ Qz → 0, and (6.3.14.2)
0→ Rκz(piK)(δ1,z) λz−→ Ker
(
µz : fil2(M)z → Rκz(piK)(δ2,z)
)→ TorX1 (Q, κz)→ 0. (6.3.14.3)
Since the kernel of µz is torsion-free and has generic rank one, it is a (ϕ,ΓK)-module over
Rκz(piK). Since it also contains Rκz(piK)(δ1,z) as a subobject, Corollary 6.2.9 implies that
it is isomorphic to Rκz(piK)(δ′1,z), where δ′1,z = δ1,z
∏
σ∈Σ x
−kz,σ
σ for some kz,σ ∈ Z≥0. In
particular, this implies that TorX1 (Q, κz) is isomorphic to Rκz(piK)(δ′1,z)/(
∏
σ∈Σ t
kz,σ
σ ). After
shrinking X, we may assume that it is affinoid and its global sections are a PID, which shows
that Qz must also be isomorphic to Rκz(piK)(δ′1,z)/(
∏
σ∈Σ t
kz,σ
σ ), and the gradeds of Q for the
mz-adic filtration (where mz is the maximal ideal at z) must similarly have the form
mnzQ/m
n+1
z Q
∼= Rκz(piK)(δ′1,z)
/(∏
σ∈Σ
tkz,σ,nσ
)
where for each fixed σ ∈ Σ the kz,σ,n form a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers
that eventually vanish.
In view of (6.3.14.2), Qz is also isomorphic to Rκz(piK)(δ2,z)/
(∏
σ∈Σ t
kz,σ
σ
)
. In particular,
for any σ ∈ Σ such that kz,σ > 0, we have a (ϕ,Γ)-equivariant isomorphism
Rκz(piK)(δ′1,z)/(tσ) ∼= Rκz(piK)(δ2,z)/(tσ).
Note that these two objects are not genuine (ϕ,ΓK)-modules, so in particular, the iso-
morphism does not provide us with any information about the ϕ-action. Still, it gives an
isomorphism
DSen,m(δ
′
1,z)⊗K⊗Qpκz ,σ κz ∼= DSen,m(δ2,z)⊗K⊗Qpκz ,σ κz,
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for some m sufficiently large. Looking at the action of ΘSen on both sides of the isomorphism,
Corollary 6.2.12 implies that
wtσ(δ2,z) = wtσ(δ
′
1,z) = wtσ(δ1,z)− kz,σ.
In conclusion, for any σ ∈ Σ, either kz,σ is zero or it is strictly positive and equal to
wtσ(δ1,z)− wtσ(δ2,z); the local triangulation at z is given by
0→ Rκz(piK)(δ1,z
∏
σ∈Σ
x−kz,σσ )→ fil2(M)z → Rκz(piK)(δ2,z
∏
σ∈Σ
xkz,σσ )→ 0. (6.3.14.4)
6.4 Triangulation over eigenvarieties
We apply the triangulation result Corollary 6.3.10 (resp. Theorem 6.3.13) to the case of
eigenvarieties and obtain global (resp. pointwise) triangulation immediately. For simplicity,
we restrict ourselves to the case when K = Qp, where Σ = {id}, the id-Hodge-Tate weight
is just the usual Hodge-Tate weight, and we can take tid = t.
Definition 6.4.1. Let V be a p-adic representation of GQp over a finite extension L of Qp,
and let δ1, . . . , δd : Q×p → L× be potentially semistable characters. We write Fi = δi(p), and
let κi ∈ Z be the Hodge-Tate weight of δi, so that (δi · xκi)|Z×p has finite order, thus giving
a character ψi : GQp  Gal(Qp(µpn)/Qp) ∼= (Z/pn)× → L× for some n. We say that V is
refined trianguline with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd : Q×p → L× if
(a) V becomes semistable over some Qp(µpn),
(b) V has Hodge-Tate weights κ1 ≤ · · · ≤ κd and distinct Frobenius eigenvalues pκ1F1, . . . , pκdFd,
(c) the action of GQp on Dpst(V ) stabilizes each p
κiFi-eigenspace and, on this line, is via
ψi, and
(d) the complete flag on Dpst(V ) whose ith subobject is spanned by the eigenspaces for
pκ1F1, . . . , p
κiFi is in general position with respect to the Hodge filtration, with weights
κ1, . . . , κi, and each step is stable under the monodromy operator.
Lemma 6.4.2. If V is refined trianguline with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd, then Drig(V )
is strictly trianguline with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd.
Proof. By Berger’s correspondence between filtered (ϕ,N,GQp)-modules and potentially
semistable (ϕ,Γ)-modules described in [7, The´ore`me A], the complete flag described in Defi-
nition 6.4.1(d) gives a triangulation of M = Drig(V ) with ordered parameters δ1, . . . , δd. Note
that M/filiM(δ
−1
i+1) corresponds via Berger’s correspondence to a filtered (ϕ,N,GQp)-module
with a unique ϕ-eigenvalue equal to 1. This shows that H0ϕ,γQp (M/filiM(δ
−1
i+1)) is at most
one-dimensional, and there fore one-dimensional, so that Drig(V ) is strictly trianguline.
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Example 6.4.3. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp, let V be a family of GQp-
representations overX, takeM = Drig(V ), and assume given continuous characters δ1, . . . , δd :
Q×p → Γ(X,OX)× and a Zariski-dense subset Xalg ⊂ X satisfying the following condition:
• For each z ∈ Xalg the fiber Vz is refined trianguline with parameters δ1,z, . . . , δd,z.
Putting Fi = δi(p) and κi = −wt(δi), so that κ1, . . . , κd, F1, . . . , Fd ∈ Γ(X,OX), such data
are almost the same as those employed by Bella¨ıche [2, 3.2.1] (or Bella¨ıche-Chenevier [3,
Chapter 4], where a family of pseudocharacters is treated), except these authors have a
stronger denseness condition, and for simplicity they require the Vz to be crystalline. By
Lemma 6.4.2, the fiber Vz for any z ∈ Xalg is strictly trianguline with ordered parameters
δ1,z, . . . , δd,z. Then Corollary 6.3.10 (if X is reduced and its connected components are
irreducible) and Theorem 6.3.13 apply to this situation.
Example 6.4.4. We conclude this subsection by specializing to the case where
• X is any disjoint union of irreducible subspaces of the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve and
V its family of GQp-representations,
• Xalg is the set of classical points of weight k ≥ 2 not in the image of the θk−1-map,
• δ1|Z×p is trivial and δ2|Z×p is the inverse of the “weight-nebentypus character” map,
• κ1 is the constant function 0 and κ2 measures one minus the weight, and
• F1 is the Up-map and F2 is the inverse of the Up-map,
and we obtain the following more precise result. If necessary, we may enlarge each irre-
ducible subspace of X within the eigencurve so that it encompases some point of classical
weight. Then Coleman’s classicality theorem implies that all nearby points of sufficiently
large classical weight are classical, and Xalg is indeed dense.
Proposition 6.4.5. With the preceding notations, there exists a triangulation over the entire
desingularization X ′ of X. For any point z ∈ X ′, the global triangulation restricts to a
triangulation of Drig(Vz) if and only if the overconvergent modular form f corresponding
to z is not in the image of the θk−1-map for some integer k ≥ 2. If z corresponds to an
overconvergent modular form of integer weight k ≥ 2 in the image of the θk−1-map, the
triangulation extends to a submodule whose fiber at z has index tk−1 in its saturation.
Proof. The existence of global triangulation follows immediately from Corollary 6.3.10. We
discuss the rest of the statement case by case.
If z ∈ X ′ corresponds to an overconvergent modular form with a non-integer weight or
with weight less than or equal to 1, then wtid(δ1,z)− wtid(δ2,z) is not a positive integer. By
the calculation of Example 6.3.14, the global triangulation is saturated at the point z.
If z ∈ X ′ corresponds to an overconvergent modular form with integer weight k ≥ 2 that
is not in the image of θk−1, [13, Proposition 5.4.3] implies that z corresponds to a classical
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modular form f of weight k and Up-eigenvalue αz, and [13, The´ore`me 1.1.3] implies that the
representation Vz of GQp attached to f is nonsplit. In the computations of Example 6.3.14
the integer kz,id is either 0 or k− 1, and it suffices to show that kz,id = 0. Weak admissibility
of Dpst(Vz) implies that if kz,id = k − 1, then ordp αz = k − 1, and it is easy to see that this
forces Dcris(Vz) to be a direct sum of two weakly admissible submodules, contradicting the
fact that Vz is not split. It follows that one must have kz,id = 0.
Now suppose that z ∈ X ′ corresponds to an overconvergent modular form f of weight
k ≥ 2 that is in the image of θk−1, i.e. there exists an overconvergent modular form f ′ of
weight 2 − k such that (q d
dq
)k−1(f ′(q)) = f(q). If necessary, add to X an irreducible region
of the eigencurve so that there exists z′ ∈ X ′ corresponding to f ′. Let Vz (resp. Vz′) be
the representation of GQ attached to f (resp. f
′); by looking at the eigenvalues of Hecke
operators away from p, we know that Vz = Vz′ ⊗ χ1−k. It is also clear that δ1,z′ = δ1,z|x|k−1
and δ2,z′ = δ2,zx
2k−2|x|k−1. The computation in Example 6.3.14, gives us two integers kz,id
and kz′,id. Because the weight at z
′ is 2−k < 1, the first case we treated above shows that the
global triangulation is saturated at z′, i.e. kz′,id = 0. By the conclusion of Example 6.3.14,
kz,id is equal to 0 or k − 1. We claim that kz,id = k − 1, which would finish the proof of this
proposition. Suppose not, i.e. kz,id = 0. Let κ be a finite extension of Qp containing both κz
and κz′ . After base changing to κ, the exact sequence (6.3.14.4) for z is
0→ Rκ(δ1,z) λz−→ Drig(Vz) µz−→ Rκ(δ2,z)→ 0, (6.4.5.1)
whereas the sequence (6.3.14.4) for z′, twisted by χ1−k, is
0→ t1−kRκ(δ1,z) λz′−→ Drig(Vz) µz′−−→ tk−1Rκ(δ2,z)→ 0. (6.4.5.2)
Note that µz in (6.4.5.1) does not factor through µz′ in (6.4.5.2). Thus, the composition
t1−kRκ(δ1,z) λz′−→ Drig(Vz) µz−→ Rκ(δ2,z) is nonzero. By comparing weights, we conclude that
x1−kδ1,z = δ2,z. This implies that α2z = p
k−1, where αz is the Up-eigenvalue of f . This
is impossible because, writing α′z for the Up-eigenvalue of f
′, one has αz = pk−1α′z and so
ordp αz ≥ k − 1.
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